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Abstract 

This dissertation juxtaposes Marc Chagall’s (1887 – 1985) body of work with that of Amedeo 

Modigliani (1884 – 1920) and locates them both within their social-historical contexts. As 

representative of the worlds of Sepharad and Ashkenaz, or what have been called the “two pillars 

of Jewish experience,” the artists operated at differing ends of a visual spectrum. However, both 

addressed salient issues of identity and place that unified an otherwise multifaceted people 

scattered throughout the world. Through this, they met at a juncture that was both explicitly 

Jewish, and profoundly political. As this dissertation argues, the work of both artists, formed by 

the crucible of twentieth-century Jewish life, probe identity and origin and ultimately reveal both 

as phantasms: illusions that operate both individually and collectively. Despite their 

immateriality, phantasms are linked to the social realm; as Theodor Herzl noted in his Zionist 

utopia Aultneuland, “Dreams are not so different from Deeds as some may think.” In their 

traversing the boundaries between phantasm and history, art and the social, Dreams and Deeds, 

Chagall’s and Modigliani’s work participated in the identity politics of their time, and charted 

the seismic transformation of Jewish life in the modern age. 
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Introduction 

Dreams are not so different from Deeds as some may think. All the Deeds of men 

are only Dreams at first. And in the end, their Deeds dissolve into Dreams. 

⸺ Theodor Herzl, Aultneuland1 

“Between Deeds and Dreams: Identity as Phantasm” reads Marc Chagall’s (1887 – 1985) 

body of work in conjunction with that of Amedeo Modigliani (1884 – 1920), and locates them 

both within their social-historical contexts. The two Jewish artists operated on differing ends of a 

visual spectrum, a reflection of their Ashkenazic and Italian-Sephardic backgrounds. While more 

generally speaking, the Sephardim and the Ashkenazim are considered the “two pillars of Jewish 

life,”2 the artists’ personas and imagery could not be more different. Modigliani’s legendary 

melancholic existence, promiscuity, poverty, and early death offset Chagall’s stability, 

monogamy, prosperity, and longevity, and his generalized forms countered Chagall’s 

phantasmagorical visions. While the two artists appear to be polar opposites, in fact they met at a 

juncture that was both explicitly Jewish and profoundly political. 

Key paintings from Chagall’s early years in Paris and Russia (1910 – 22) indicate that his 

fragmented and elusive images used allegory, metaphor, color, and a kaleidoscope of avant-

garde and folk aesthetics to reflect notions of a constructed Jewish identity. They simultaneously 

revealing the fluidity and slippage of identity itself. Also, Chagall’s preoccupation with his 

origin was revealed in his paintings of the shtetl, yet these paintings so reconfigured images of 

shtetl life that they destabilized notions of origin altogether. Modigliani’s dual heritage as an 

Italian-Jew is evident from his little-known landscapes to his fully-developed portraits and nudes 

1 Theodor Herzl, , NJ, Marcus-Weiner Publishers, 2000, Epilogue, Old New Land (New Jersey: Marcus-Weiner 

Publishers, 2000). This quote from Theodor Herzl’s 1902 Zionist utopia Aultneuland is taken from Sidra Ezrahi’s 
Booking Passage. Sidra DeKoven Ezrahi, Booking Passage: Exile and Homecoming in the Modern Jewish 

Imagination. Contraversions. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000), 243. 

2 Place in Modern Jewish Culture and Society, ed. Richard Cohen (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018), 

Abstract. 
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that, in a utopian gesture, blurred or questioned ethnic and geographical differences. 

In this dissertation, I argue that when discussed with respect to the charged political arena 

of early-twentieth-century Europe, both artists’ bodies of work reflected the fluid and sometimes 

contradictory facets of diasporic Jewry that were otherwise often subject to rigid stereotypes and 

caricatures. Their imagery emblemized a subversive brand of modernism that not only reflected 

historical processes, but also disrupted fixed notions of origin and identity. In this way, they 

participated in the seismic transformation of Jewish identity and culture into the modern age. 

While Chagall’s work was comprehensible in its historical specificity, it also transcended 

its historical moment. His work was political not only in its disruption of the modernist schema, 

but also in its liberation of Jewish identity from stable modes of identification. In its 

particularity, it manifested the constructed nature of normativity emblemized by a universalized, 

white Pan-Europeanism against which non-European identities were, and continue to be, defined 

as different.3 In unveiling these fabricated differences within the context of early-twentieth-

century modernism, Chagall’s depictions of an imagined Jewishness liberated identity from its 

traditional confines, bound by stereotypes and hierarchies. His transformative work thus revealed 

progressive notions of identity that were more typical of post-nineteen-fifties cultural theory than 

of early-twentieth-century social norms. The extension of his polyphonic canvasses to the level 

of identity has, for this reason, caused biographers such as Benjamin Harshav to suggest that he 

Pan-Europeanism is an heirloom of the Medieval Age and is defined as an “attachment or allegiance to the 

traditions, interests, or ideals of Europeans.” Mihai Safta, "Is Europeanism a Legacy of the Second Middle Ages? A 

Historical Comparative Research of the Pan-European Identity in the Liber Augustalis (1231) and Paneuropa 

(1923)," On-Line Journal Modelling the New Europe 18: 66. It was not always associated with conservatism and 

seems, indeed, the opposite of ultra-nationalism that characterized the far right in Post-Dreyfus France at the turn of 

the century. However, in the early twentieth century it manifested itself as a development of far-right, nationalist 

ideology. For example, in the 1920’s, the writer Abel Bonnard promoted an “internationalism of European 
nationalisms,” which positioned “a strong, culturally-vibrant France within an organic Europe whole.” Sarah Shurts, 

"Continental Collaboration: The Transition from Ultranationalism to Pan-Europeanism by the Interwar French 

Fascist Right.," French Politics, Culture, and Society 32, no. 3 (2015): 84. 

3 
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was an early post-modernist, an apt label despite the vague historical reference of the term “post-

modernism.”4 

The multifaceted nature of a specifically “Jewish” modernism cannot be captured in the 

work of a single artist, particularly in the context of early-twentieth-century Paris, rife as it was 

with Jewish emigres to France.5 But, taken together, Chagall’s and Modigliani’s work 

encompasses many key aspects of this particular ethnic modernism. Chagall’s transfigurations of 

Jewish typologies, complete with groundless, diasporic figures and culturally specific idioms, 

emerged from Eastern European shtetl culture. On the other hand, Modigliani’s relationship to 

his Jewish heritage is more tenuous, and only the subject of more recent scholarship.6 This 

understanding of Modigliani relates his paintings and sculptures to tensions between assimilation 

and alienation that characterized Italian-Jewish experiences at the turn of the century. These 

tensions arose from the artist’s experiences of Sephardic humanism, the Risorgimento period of 

Italian unification (1848 – 1870), and anti-Semitism in Post-Dreyfus Paris.  My contribution to 

this scholarship locates elemental qualities of his work that are present in his earliest, generalized 

landscapes to his final series of depersonalized portraits and nudes. I trace these qualities to 

4 Benjamin Harshav, Marc Chagall on Art and Culture, ed. Benjamin Harshav (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 

2003), 24-25.; Jed Perl, "The Spiritual in Art," The New Republic (2009), 

https://newrepublic.com/article/61380/the-spiritual-art. 

5 Chagall describes the multicultural environment in Montparnasse—specifically the artist’s colony of La Ruche—in 

his memoir My Life. Stanley Meisler’s 2015 book, Shocking Paris: Soutine, Chagall, and the Outsiders of 

Montparnasse also provides an extensive glimpse of Paris’ international milieu in the early-twentieth-century. I 

discuss this in more depth in Chapter One. 

6 One of Modigliani’s earliest critics, Lomberto Vitali, established a link between the artist’s work and his Jewish 

heritage. Emily Braun, "The Faces of Modigliani: Identity Politics under Fascism," in Modigliani: Beyond the Myth 

(New York: The Jewish Museum, 2004), 30. However, it is through recent exhibitions at the Jewish Museum in 

Manhattan (Modigliani: Beyond the Myth [2004] and Modigliani Unmasked [2017-18]) that the most in-depth 

exploration of Modigliani’ works’ relationship to his Jewish heritage has been undertaken. My comparative analysis 

of his work was made possible by the scholarship of Mason Klein (curator at the Jewish Museum in Manhattan, 

New York) as well as Emily Braun in her 2004 catalogue essay for Modigliani: Beyond the Myth, The Faces of 

Modigliani: Identity Politics Under Fascism. 

https://newrepublic.com/article/61380/the-spiritual-art
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Modigliani’s own conflicted experiences as a Sephardic-Italian Jew.  

My argument for the political ramifications of Chagall’s work counters standard 

narratives that view it as celebratory, fantastical, or pretty.7 This popular view is amplified by the 

array of monographic or iconographic studies that comprise the artist’s scholarship. These 

generally read his art as apolitical. That is, they interpret it simply as whimsical portraits of the 

lost world of Eastern European Jewry, thereby distancing the imagery from its violent history. 

These interpretations are surprising given that Chagall’s work was produced during some of the 

most powerful intersections of art and politics in history: early-twentieth-century European 

avant-garde, the Bolshevik revolution, and Jewish liberation movements. This necessitates a 

revaluation of the artist’s impact on modern Jewish culture and identity, beyond the scope of 

sentimentality or mere symbolism. My revaluation is part of a larger process. The 1973 

discovery of Chagall’s murals for the Moscow Yiddish Theater, where they had been hidden in 

an inactive church during the Stalinist purges, revealed another side of the poetic painter of love. 

More recently, a 2018 – 19 exhibition “Chagall, Lissitsky, Malevich: The Russian Avant-Garde 

in Vitebsk (1918 – 1922)” at the Jewish Museum in New York emphasized Chagall’s prominent 

role in post-Revolutionary Vitebsk, and his oft-neglected social commitment. As T.J. Clark 

briefly noted, 

There are times when one is tempted finally to rally to poor Chagall’s defense, 

even (especially) on revolutionary grounds. He ran a good pro-Soviet show for 

Along with several biographies on the artist, the most prominent scholars of Chagall, Jacob Baal-Teshuva and 

Susan Compton, depict him primarily as a painter of love and fantasy. Jacob Baal-Teshuva, Marc Chagall 1887-

1985 (London: Taschen, 1998).; Susan Compton, "Marc Chagall: Love and the Stage," in Chagall: Love and the 

Stage (1914-1922), ed. Susan Compton (London: Royal Academy of the Arts; Merrell Holberton, 1998). 

Chagall’s Crucifixion paintings have engendered more discussion than any of his other work, and are, perhaps, his 

most political works per se. Benjamin Harshav and Ziva Amishai-Maisels have provided extensive interpretations of 

these paintings. However, these tend to be iconographic rather than social-historical in essence, and focused on 

symbolic notions of Jews as victims or scapegoats. Benjamin Harshav, "The Role of Language in Modern Art: On 

Texts and Subtexts in Chagall’s Paintings.," Modernim/Modernity 1, no. 2.; Ziva Amishai-Maisels, "Chagall's White 

Crucifixion," Art Institute of Chicago Museum Studies 17, no. 2 (1991). 

7 
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two years in Vitebsk. His banners no doubt did a better job of raising class 

consciousness than anything UNOVIS [Utverditeli Novovo Iskusstva]8 managed. 

Nor was he a wishy-washy Liberal waiting for Revolutionary flowers to bloom.9 

While, in typical T.J. Clark fashion, he was briefly alluding to Chagall’s politicism in the broader 

context of his more militant colleagues in Soviet Russia, my analysis strives to broaden a 

burgeoning understanding of the artist, whose work engaged with some of the most contentious 

issues facing early-twentieth-century Europe and Russia: the future of European Jewry, Jewish 

emancipation, and the link between art, social-change, and revolution. 

A similar tendency is evident in Modigliani’s critical legacy. The artist’s deceptively 

simple landscapes, portraits and nudes have prompted many to read his figures as ultimately 

formalist in the Neo-Platonic sense, or as an end in themselves.10 However, a surge in recent 

scholarship and exhibitions have explored his works’ relation to his Livornese-Sephardic 

heritage, French anti-Semitism, and Italian fascism. The artist’s portraiture and nudes during his 

years in Paris captured an array of ethnicities and nationalities. The marked similarity between 

the faces and bodies that constitute Modigliani’s later work was not simply a stylistic preference. 

It has been traced to his utopian ideals and his identification, as a Jew, with marginalized 

groups. 11 His emphasis on humanity’s commonalities rather than its differences directly 

countered the ethno-centrism and anti-Semitism that, coursing through Post-Dreyfus France, 

would have wide-spread and devastating consequences on Jews and other fringe populations 

8 This is Russian for The Champions of the New Art, a short-lived movement in Russia led by Kazimir Malevich at 

the Vitebsk Art School from 1919-1922. 

9 T.J. Clark, Farewell to an Idea: Episodes from a History of Modernism (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999), 

286. 

10 Mason Klein, "Modigliani against the Grain," in Modigliani: Beyond the Myth (New Haven: Yale University 

Press, 2004), 2. 

11 This refers to Emily Braun’s 2004 catalogue essay, “The Faces of Modigliani: Identity Politics Under Fascism.” 

https://themselves.10
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throughout Europe in the decades to come.12 

Each artist occupied opposing poles within the broad spectrum of modernist art, 

imploding any temptation towards essentialism. Their works intersect in a surprising way, 

however, in that both artists resisted ideology and the Cubist “assault on representation.”13 Their 

experiences as Jewish outsiders followed them from Italy and Russia to France, and likely 

contributed to their idiosyncratic and “…sustained defiance of mechanism and domination.”14 As 

a reflection of diasporic life, both artists operated on the parameters of the early-twentieth-

century avant-garde in their refusal to commit to a specific movement or style. That is, while the 

legacy of both artists as two of modernism’s great painters is clear, their positions within 

modernism are unstable and cannot be identified with a specific movement or cause. This is in 

marked contrast to Pablo Picasso, the quintessential Cubist, or Aleksandr Rodchenko, 

Constructivist par excellence.15 In short, the work of these two Jewish artists, buffeted by 

revolutions, socio-historical circumstances, and major artistic movements, renders these standard 

interpretations of their legacies within modernism inadequate for understanding their historical 

significance. As Hannah Arendt so aptly stated, 

Those who really did most for the spiritual dignity of their people, who were great 

enough to transcend the bounds of nationality and to weave the strands of their 

Jewish genius into the general texture of European life, have been given short 

shrift and perfunctory recognition.16 

12 The Dreyfus Affair (1894 – 1906) was an international scandal that polarized French-Jewish relations. I discuss it 

more extensively in Chapter One. 

13 David. B. Morris, "Eros Modigliani," The Iowa Review 36, no. 1 (2006): 149. Morris uses these words to describe 

Modigliani’s work specifically, although here I am noting the parallels between Chagall’s and Modigliani’s work. 

14 Ibid., 153. 

15 Picasso’s conflicted legacy certainly transcends the parameters of Cubism. Patricia Leighton’s 1990 book Re-

Ordering the Universe: Picasso and Anarchism, 1897 – 1914 explores the influence of anarchic politics and 

philosophy in his pre-WWI work. However, in the context in which I’m speaking, the identification with, indeed, 

the definition of movements by these men is never in question. 

16 Hannah Arendt, The Jewish Writings, ed. Jerome Kohn Ron Feldman (New York: Schocken Books, 2007), 275. 

https://recognition.16
https://excellence.15
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My social-historical reading avoids the confines of a monographic or iconographic study 

and offers a new, theoretical, and dual reading of the artists’ work. The political aspects of their 

work can only be understood when placed in conversation with their artistic and intellectual 

contemporaries, and within the rigid modes of identification forged by extreme nationalist 

movements sweeping throughout the continent of early-twentieth-century Europe. This 

conversation was not limited to the realm of aesthetics. Rather, the widespread anti-Semitic 

propaganda and fixed notions of the Jew influenced the socio-political sphere via public 

incidents such as the Russian pogroms (1871 – 1922) and the Dreyfus Affair. By repositioning 

Chagall’s work within the charged political context of early-twentieth century Europe and 

Russia, his buoyant paintings of Jewishness pair with Modigliani’s generalized landscapes, 

portraits, and nudes in an unlikely encounter. This encounter reveals a body of work that was 

immersed in the transformation of Jewish life in the modern age. 

A political reading of these artists’ oeuvres exemplifies the contentious relationship 

between art and politics that originated with the nineteenth-century historical avant-garde. This 

approach will position my reading of Chagall and Modigliani within the theoretical framework 

of Jacques Ranciere and T.J. Clark, and in relation to the tension between art and politics that 

continues to complicate art history to this day. The interplay of art and the social that 

characterizes these artists’ work adds a compelling, and hitherto overlooked, dimension to this 

debate. 

In addition to his contemporary legacy, in which his art is generally viewed as 

celebratory icons of a Jewish past, Chagall’s paintings were consistently criticized as apolitical 

and reactionary by many of his contemporaries, particularly during his years spent in Russia 

from 1915 – 22. His street decorations for a Bolshevik celebration in 1918 Vitebsk prompted 



  

 

 

   

   

  

 

 

   

   

 

  

 

   

  

 

                                                 
       

 

        

       

 

          

  

 

                

                  

           

          

       

 

8 

Communist critics to ask what exactly green cows and flying horses had to do with Marx and 

Lenin?17 In comparison to this, Russian avant-garde movements such as Suprematism (1913 -

1934) and Constructivism (1919 – 1922) promoted art that was explicitly linked to political and 

social revolution. Kazimir Malevich’s Suprematism, emblemized by The Black Square (1915) 

and his architectural designs, broke from traditional modes of representation in its purely abstract 

evocation of a utopian world.18 The Constructivists produced Constructivist Objects (i.e. textiles, 

advertisements, propaganda and clothing designs) that promoted socialist agendas, while 

rejecting easel painting as a bourgeois pastime.19 Chagall’s individualist approach to art directly 

countered the Russian avant-garde’s collectivist ideology. This ideological rift developed to the 

extent that, in 1920, he departed from the People’s Art Academy of Vitebsk (despite the fact that 

he had founded it) on the grounds that his art was not sufficiently revolutionary.20 

Although he died before the rise of fascism in Italy, Modigliani’s elusive work presented 

the fascisti party and the Italian Futurists with a similar dilemma. That is, it was a paragon of 

indigenous Italian aesthetics that appealed to Italian nationalism. Yet he refused to be associated 

with earlier nationalist movements such as Italian Futurism. His figures erased race and class, 

and he was a Jewish émigré to Paris whose work exemplified international modernism. For these 

reasons, at least before Mussolini’s race laws were put into place in 1938, his work caused 

17 Marc Chagall, My Life (New York: The Orion Press, 1960), 139. 

18 Alexander Bouras Maria Kokorri, "The Vitebsk Art Laboratories for World Reconstruction," in Chagall, Lissitsky, 

Malevich: The Russian Avant-Garde in Vitebsk, 1918-1922 (London; Paris; Munich: Prestel, 2018), 42-43. 

19 Christina Kaier discusses this extensively in her 2008 book Imagine No Possessions: The Socialist Objects of 

Russian Constructivism. 

20 Chagall’s departed from the People’s Art Academy after the last of his students asked to be transferred to 
UNOVIS in May 1920. This was in part a source of relief for the free-spirited artist, who was freed from his stifling 

administration duties. It also resulted in his life-long grudge against Malevich, whom he viewed as coercive. 

Aleksandra Shatskikh, "Teach, Write, Experiment: Malevich in Vitebsk, 1919-22," in Chagall, Lissitsky, Malevich: 

The Russian Avant-Garde in Vitebsk, 1918-1922, ed. Angela Lampe (London; Paris; Munich: Prestel, 2018), 120. 

https://revolutionary.20
https://pastime.19
https://world.18
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contention in the Italian fascist party.21 

In their denunciation of “traditional” aesthetics for socially-engaged art that was invested 

in a future utopia, both the Italian Futurists and the artists of the Russian Avant-Garde set up an 

opposition between aesthetic and social regimes that, in its privileging of the latter, continues to 

pervade art well into the twenty first century. Rather than opting for the obvious conclusion that 

Chagall’s and Modigliani’s art was apolitical, as many of their peers did, and biographers have, I 

argue that their work disrupted this opposition between the aesthetic and the social. Through an 

analysis of key paintings, I show that their work operated outside of party politics and fixed 

ideologies in the form of what Jacques Ranciere termed “dissensus.”22 

Dissensus, as a kind of political poetry, does not simply recreate the existing political 

structure (consensus) through explicitly political work. Rather, it is a radical reconstruction of 

the sensible world, or an autonomous and disjunctive experience that demands a revaluation of 

existing social structures and realities. Dissensus is defined by contingency, ambiguity, and a 

sense of omnipresent change. This is linked to T.J. Clark’s notion of political art as transcending 

mere propaganda by depicting existing social realities in a state of profound uncertainty.23 Clark 

famously used Gustave Courbet’s nineteenth-century Realist painting Burial at Ornans (1848 -

49) as an example of this. 

…The Burial…seemed to contain within itself too many contraries—religious and 

secular, comic and tragic, sentimental and grotesque. It was this inclusiveness, 

this exact and cruel deadpan, that made [it] the focus of such different meanings. 

It was an image that took on the colors of its context; and perhaps it was designed 

to do so.24 

21 Braun, "The Faces of Modigliani: Identity Politics under Fascism," 38. 

22 Jacques Ranciere, "The Aesthetic Dimension: Aesthetics, Politics and Knowledge.," Critical Inquiry 36, no. 1 

(2009): 3. 

23 Clark, Farewell to an Idea: Episodes from a History of Modernism, 10. 

24 The Image of the People: Gustave Courbet and the 1848 Revolution (New York Graphic Society, 1973), 83. 

https://uncertainty.23
https://party.21
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According to Clark’s social historical reading of Courbet, the artist’s monumental depiction of a 

funeral exposed France’s social structure, with its “massive and stifling stillness.”25 Yet through 

its “lack of open, declared significance,” it also evoked the collapse of social hierarchy and order 

that was occurring during the Second French Republic.26 In this way, Clark claimed that Burial 

at Ornans was political not only in its depiction of social history, but also in its suggestion that 

this history was part of a process, shifting and transient.27 I argue that this disruptive effect, 

which echoes that of dissensus, is evident in both Chagall’s and Modigliani’s work. Their 

imagery addressed structured notions of identity, as well as the destabilization of this identity as 

it was occurring via the tumultuous movement of Europe’s Jews into modernity. 

Finally, Clark defined the actual avant-garde as “the history of those who by-passed, 

ignored, and rejected it; a history of secrecy and isolation; a history of escape from the avant-

garde and even from Paris itself.”28 This sense of marginality was exemplified by both Chagall 

and Modigliani. In comparison to movements such as the Fauvists, the Cubists, or the Italian 

Futurists, all of whom operated within established parameters, both artists approached European 

modernism from the vantage points of the Jewish parvenu or “outsider.” As an historical 

condition, diasporic experience originated outside of the borders and boundaries of European 

society and nation states. This experience was paralleled in Chagall’s and Modigliani’s elusive 

bodies of work, both of which operated at the boundaries of the avant-garde, and could not be 

25 Ibid., 95. 

26 Ibid., 83. 

27 Ibid., 10. 

28 Ibid., 14. 

https://transient.27
https://Republic.26
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defined within any specific movement. In short, the artists’ work, when read in tandem, reflects 

the contradictions of the diasporic condition formed by centuries of a scattered people united by 

a common bond. In this sense, these artists’ contributions to modernism were paradoxical: 

varying, contradictory, and indefinable, yet specifically Jewish. 

What is it to be Jewish? Or, more specifically, what is Jewish identity? By “identity,” I 

mean the way people think of an individual or group. This might involve historical or religious 

factors, stereotypes, and so on. Identity can be approached in a variety of ways, ranging from 

metaphysical inquiries into the nature of being itself (as an abstract entity) to the materialist 

understanding of identity as something shaped by concrete bodily and historical conditions.29 

This materialist understanding of identity is often taken from the non-normative, particular 

perspective that is defined by difference, and in relation to subjective, abstract notions of 

normativity. Thus identity itself is construed here in two ways: identity as it relates to material 

conditions, and also as an abstraction configured in both the individual and collective 

imagination—a phantasm. 

By definition, phantasm is simply an illusion or apparition. According to Aristotle, it is 

the distorted, or subjective, sensory construction of an objective reality.30 Despite its immaterial 

nature, phantasm is linked to the social sphere. Karl Marx noted the power of the phantasm as a 

commodity form when he said that, “The value of commodities is the very opposite of the coarse 

materiality of their substance, not an atom of matter enters into its composition.”31 Judith Butler 

29 While this notion of materialist identity is perhaps most well-known in terms of gender in Judith Butler’s Gender 

Trouble (1990), it has also been understood in terms of ethnic or racial identities. Franz Fenon’s Black Skin, White 

Mask (1959) exemplifies the latter. 

30 Alexander I Stingl, "Alexander I Stingl's Blog: A Nomadic Scholarship Entity," (2011). 

31 Karl Marx, "Karl Marx: Capital, Volume 1," Marxists.org (1887), 

https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1867-c1/ch01.htm. 

https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1867-c1/ch01.htm
https://Marxists.org
https://reality.30
https://conditions.29
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argued that gender itself is not an essence, but rather a performance, a phantasm created through 

the practice of social norms.32 In terms of racial politics, Franz Fenon suggests that image and 

fantasy exist, transgressively, between the borders of history and the unconscious. It is these 

fantasies that evoke the colonial condition, in that the colonized figure is always determined 

from without.33 Thus, phantasm is understood here as a construction of reality that operates on 

the individual and collective levels, and that is formed by a complex web of cultural influences. 

It simultaneously determines social roles and identities, often from the hegemonic perspective, 

and can result in unspeakable violence.34 Here, I focus on phantasms in relation to Jewish life 

and identity. 

Jewish identity in particular, as a troubling paradigm of twentieth-century oppression, 

illuminates the relationship between phantasms and material history. This is because the unique 

nature of Jewishness, which can be construed as a religious, genetic, or ethnic characteristic, 

reveals the dialectical rather than oppositional relationship between the abstract and material 

social realms. That is, notions of Jewish identity were and are constructed by phantasms and also 

by concrete historical circumstances. Phantasm and history collided with unprecedented scale in 

twentieth-century Jewish life—in the horrific Jewish genocide perpetrated by the German 

National Socialist government, and in the 1948 return to Zion, the mythical homeland. Thus 

32 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble (New York: Routledge, 1990), 188. 

33 Homi K Bhaba, "Forward to the 1986 Edition," in Black Skin: White Masks (London: Pluto Press, 2008), xxvi. 

34 The theoretical relationship between phantasms and history outlined here is linked to recently-developed field 

revolving around the notion of “haunting” and ghosts or specters. Avery Gordon’s 2008 book Ghostly Matters: 

Haunting and the Sociological Imagination discusses these notions as a means of re-defining sociology and our 

understanding of history. Gordon observes, “The ghost, as I understand it, is not the invisible or some ineffable 

excess. The whole essence, if you can use that word, of a ghost is that it has a real presence and demands its due, 

your attention.” Avery Gordon, Ghostly Matters: Haunting and the Sociological Imagination (Minneapolis: New 

University of Minnesota Press, 2008), xvi. 

https://violence.34
https://without.33
https://norms.32
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Jewish identity is formed, in Theodor Herzl’s words, somewhere “between Dreams and 

Deeds.”35 Or as the Jewish-American artist R.B. Kitaj observed in the tragic aftermath of the 

Holocaust, “What is a Jew?...[This] has never been resolved, except perhaps by murderers.”36 

Jewish identity is also linked to diasporic life which, characterized by shifting 

geographies and metamorphic identities, is anchored in an imagined homeland. In this respect, 

phantasm develops into phantasmagoria. “Covering its object with the funereal trappings of 

mourning,” says Giorgio Agamben, “Melancholy confers upon it the phantasmagorical reality of 

which as lost.”37 Because it is devoid of absolute origin, phantasmagoria reveals a longing for an 

origin, a nostalgia for something that is by its very nature lost or absent. More generally 

speaking, phantasm played a significant role in early-twentieth-century modernism, structured as 

it was by Eurocentric racism, utopian fervor and nostalgia, the distortion of realism underlying 

modernist art, the emergence of film, and the triumph of the commodity. 

These notions of phantasm and history, identity and origin, are schematically explored in 

both artists’ work in four chapters. The first chapter, “The Phantasm of the Jew: A History of 

Representations from 1492 – 1918” traces the image of the Jew as a product of historical 

conditions. During the nineteenth century, the image or phantasm of the Jew transitioned from a 

Medieval deicidal and Saturnine figure into a modern, secularized construct aligned with 

capitalist greed, on the one hand, and Bolshevik unrest, on the other. In early-twentieth-century 

Europe, this static figure was disseminated to the European population through physiognomic 

depictions and anti-Semitic tracts, and was at the crux of a charged debate over the nature of 

35 Herzl, Old New Land, Epilogue. 

36 Avram Kampf, Chagall to Kitaj: Jewish Experience in 20th Century Art (London: Lund Humphries, London in 

association with Barbican Art Gallery, 1990), 106. 

37 Giorgio Agamben, Stanzas: Word and Phantasm in Western Culture (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 

Press, 1993), 20. 
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Jewish identity. This debate was multifaceted, and defined by movements such as the Haskalah, 

or the Jewish Enlightenment. This movement was founded by Moses Mendelssohn (1729 – 

1786) in Germany and abruptly ended in 1881. The Haskalah was countered by the Jewish 

Question, which was taken on by figures such as Karl Marx (1818 – 1893) and Edouard 

Drumont (1884 - 1917). The Jewish Question was intrinsically anti-Semitic, and hinged on fixed, 

singular notions of the Jew, despite the fact that European Jewry was a diverse population. I 

argue that Chagall’s Jew series (ca. 1911 - 26) contributed to this debate through their disruption 

of Jewish stereotypes via the allegorical use of color and form. 

The Paris environs, where Modigliani relocated at the age of twenty, was a hotbed of 

nationalism and anti-Semitism. This situation caused him to reconsider the boundaries of race, 

class, and his own Jewish identity in a series of portraits and sculptures.38 I trace his earlier, 

racialized portraits (specifically his 1908 painting La Juive) to his avoidance of the constructs of 

race altogether in his later portraiture (1916 – 19). This utopian gesture emerged from his Italian-

Sephardic heritage. The discrepancies between these artists’ works revealed the multifaceted 

position of Europe’s Jews in early-twentieth-century racial dynamics. However, both artists’ 

imagery addressed and destabilized racial or ethnic stereotypes through different means. Through 

these, they revealed these stereotypes as constructs or phantasms. Finally, this chapter’s analysis 

of the artists’ work within its historical context reveals the visceral power of art and visual 

culture as a means of both producing and transfiguring notions of identity within the social 

sphere. 

Ethnic identities are often linked to a mythical national origin, or a sense of “place.” The 

second chapter, “The Shtetl as Origin: Chagall in a Yiddish Context,” analyzes how Chagall’s 

38 Braun, "The Faces of Modigliani: Identity Politics under Fascism."; Mason Klein, "Modigliani against the Grain," 

ibid. (New Haven: Yale University Press). 

https://sculptures.38
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nostalgic paintings of the shtetl (specifically his 1910 painting I and the Village) depict notions 

of origin and memory that related to his Jewish heritage and the rise of Yiddish literature in the 

nineteenth century. In these images, the shtetl was brought to the popular imagination at the 

moment of its dissolution into history. In I and the Village, the shtetl is rendered in the 

progressive, avant-garde aesthetics of fauvism and Cubism, and simultaneously as a fragmenting, 

folk-world toppling in on itself. I link this imagery to the catastrophic notion of progress 

allegorized in Walter Benjamin’s Angel of History. 

His face is turned toward the past.  Where we perceive a chain of events, he sees 

one single catastrophe that keeps piling ruin upon ruin and hurls it in front of his 

feet…The storm irresistibly propels him into the future to which his back is 

turned, while the pile of debris before him grows skyward. This storm is what we 

call progress.39 

Whereas Benjamin fused messianic time with material history as an allegory for 

Communist Revolution, Chagall’s fantasies of the shtetl diverged from the traditional Jewish 

historical paradigm of catastrophe, offering, rather, a space which signified transformation. His 

reconfiguration of traditional shtetl life via avant-garde forms was in turn linked to a shift in 

Jewish notions of history and origin as manifested in modernist Yiddish literature. In this sense, 

in much the same way that Chagall’s Jew series liberated modern Jewish identity from confining 

constructs, the imagined origin revealed in Chagall’s nostalgic paintings of Vitebsk (his 

birthplace) transformed an obsolete past into a fantastic, utopian terrain. 

In Chapter Three, “Modigliani, Italian-Jewry, and the Duplicity of Place,” we shift focus 

from East to West, and analyze experiences of place, history, and identity as they unfolded in 

Italian Sephardic culture and were envisioned in Modigliani’s work. In this chapter, I trace 

Modigliani’s artistic development from one of his earliest-known paintings, an 1899 landscape 

39 Walter Benjamin, "Theses on the Philosophy of History," in Illuminations (New York: Schocken Books, 1968), 

257. 

https://progress.39
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study Small Tuscan Road, to his final assemblage of nudes (c. 1916 - 1919). When read as a 

comprehensive series, these works are linked by an underlying conflict in terms of place. I show 

how elemental qualities of this generalized landscape reflect a sense of ambiguity or 

placelessness, and consistently reemerge in Modigliani’s imagery. These qualities, along with 

Modigliani’s lifelong quest for an ideal form, reveal his ambiguous sense of place and sense of 

social idealism that arose from his formation in both secular and Sephardic humanism.  

The geographical and cultural disparities between Chagall and Modigliani, two Jewish 

artists from different worlds, are evident in their imagery. Yet their work is unified by a 

preoccupation with place. Whereas Chagall’s sense of place produced a fantastic, enclosed, and 

specifically “Jewish” world, Modigliani’s materialized in more generalized terrains. In this 

sense, their imagery exemplified the conflicts underlying diasporic life in the modern age. After 

Modigliani’s death in 1920, these conflicts continued to escalate. 

I address these conflicts in the final chapter, “Chagall’s Box: The Theater of Life.” Here, 

I position Chagall within the Jewish Kulturlige movement (ca. 1918 - 1935) in Bolshevik Russia, 

and its endeavors to create a unified Jewish culture. In 1918 Petrograd (today known as St. 

Petersburg), the Moscow Yiddish State Theater, otherwise known as GOSET (Gosudarstvenny 

Evreysky Teatr, or the State Yiddish Theater) was born in the midst of the Russian Revolution 

and Civil War. GOSET, one of the most successful Jewish theaters in history, was described by 

German theater critic Alfons Goldschmidt as “a pantomime with movement into eternity,”40 

suggesting its prescient nature. In 1920 - 21, Chagall designed the theater’s stage set under the 

direction of Aleksey Granovsky. This controversial set juxtaposed Yiddish idioms and figures 

with contemporary styles and the total work of art, and was popularly dubbed “Chagall’s Box.” 

40 Benjamin Harshav, The Moscow Yiddish Theater: Art on Stage in the Time of Revolution (New Haven and 

London: Yale University Press, 2008), 4. 
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Through allegory, these murals and stage designs merged Jewish folk culture with modernist 

aesthetics in such a way that its signification became both destabilized and expansive. Viewed by 

an audience of Jews and non- Jews alike, “Chagall’s Box” presented a stunning polyphony of 

traditional Jewish life swept into the modern age. In this way, the it provided a resolution to 

Jewish nationalist projects, which were struggling to create form out of void. The set designs of 

“Chagall’s Box” were not confined to theatrical productions, but contributed to the utopian 

endeavors of the Jewish Kulturlige to create a unified Jewish culture out of the disparities of 

diasporic life. 

From nineteenth-century Livorno, Italy to twentieth-century Bolshevik Russia, these 

chapters trace the conundrum of Jewish diaspora through a series of images. However, just as 

this life traversed geographical territories and cultures, the images do not crystallize into clear 

contours or an essential form. Jewish life in the twentieth century was a paradox: too variegated 

to capture, yet joined by a common myth. This paradox was captured in Chagall’s and 

Modigliani’s fantastic imagery. Whether generalized to the point of ambiguity or riddled with 

Jewish metaphors, their imagery identified salient issues of identity and origin that unified an 

otherwise multifaceted people scattered throughout the world in the diaspora. Together, their 

body of work, bound up in the myths and realities of Jewish life, illuminates the relationship 

between art and the social, phantasms and history, Dreams and Deeds. 
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Chapter One 

The Phantasm of the Jew: Representations in Visual Culture (1492 - 1917) 

I had an impression that the old [Jew] was green; perhaps a shadow fell on him 

from my heart. 

⸺Marc Chagall, My Life41 

What did it mean to represent Jewish identity in an avant-garde context in the early 

twentieth century? In this chapter, I read key paintings of Marc Chagall and Amedeo Modigliani 

in conversation with the debates over Jewish identity that were occurring in early twentieth-

century Europe. By placing two paintings from Chagall’s Jew series (c. 1911 - 1915)—Jew in 

Green (1914) and Violinist (1911)—within their social-historical context, I argue that these 

images participated in the debate over Jewish identity that was taking place at the time. They did 

this by revealing the phantasmatic nature of identity through the visual transfiguration of Jewish 

typologies. Whereas Chagall reconfigured visual stereotypes via modernist forms, Amedeo 

Modigliani approached notions of Jewish identity through a gradual eradication of ethnic and 

racial difference. In this chapter, I show how his utopian search for the commonalities uniting 

humanity is revealed in the juxtaposition of an early portrait, La Juive (1908), with his 1917 

painting Portrait of a Young Woman. When read in tandem, the disparate works of these two 

artists intersect in a way that was profoundly political, and invested in their identification with 

their Jewish heritage. 

Jewish Identity and Visual Culture 

Twenty-first-century Jewish-Americans, in particular, are associated with higher levels of 

education, suburbia, and upper-income brackets.42 In this contemporary setting, the 

41 "Marc Chagall's Powerful Portraits: Part Two," in The Philips Collection (2015). 

42 Language in Time of Revolution. (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1993), 3. 

https://brackets.42
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precariousness of being a Jew in Europe at the turn of the century is difficult to imagine. In the 

early twentieth century, however, Jewish identity was the subject of intense debate throughout 

Europe, for Jews and non-Jews alike. When re-positioned within this historical setting, Chagall’s 

and Modigliani’s subjective renditions of Jewish types through the use of modernist aesthetics 

renders their work as more significant than mere expression, or as an end in themselves. These 

images must be understood in relation to the identity politics of their time. These identity politics 

were fueled by tensions between Jewish emancipation efforts, the innately anti-Semitic Jewish 

Question, and European imperialism. Underlying them were fixed images of the Jew that had 

been embedded in Christian Europe’s imagination for centuries. These phantasms transcended 

the boundaries of imagination in the form of widely-spread anti-Semitic propaganda and periodic 

eruptions of shocking violence, all the while sustaining a rigid figure of the Jew as a spiritual, 

biological or social malady. 

At the turn of the twentieth century when both artists were embarking on their careers, 

Europe was adjusting to modernity and hovered on the brink of the First World War. Chagall’s 

childhood in the Pale of Settlement—the area of Russia where Jews were restricted—and the 

Jewish ghettos scattered throughout Modigliani’s native Italy, typified centuries of Jewish 

experience. 43 Whether in the ancient Roman provinces, Medieval Germany, or fifteenth-century 

Spain, the exclusive religious customs and lack of national territory characterizing Jewish 

diasporic conditions frequently relegated them to the fringes of society, and made Jews easy 

scapegoats during periods of unrest. The influx of modernity in fin de siècle Europe was no 

exception. European nations struggled to maintain their autonomy amidst international tensions 

43 In some accounts, Russia was not considered part of continental Europe (i.e. the “West”) during this time-period, 

but rather a separate geographic and cultural entity aligned with “the East.” Given Chagall’s entrenchment in both 
Russian and French culture, my account reflects a more fluid relationship between East and West. 
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via conservative nationalist movements. Jews, seen by many as the paradigmatic nationless 

people, became scapegoats for the anxiety surrounding the tumultuous unfolding of the modern 

age. 

Chagall’s and Modigliani’s depictions of Jews reveal that this modern era of anti-

Semitism had a firm bedrock in European history, however, extending to the Medieval Age and 

beyond. Their depictions must also be understood in relation to the image of the Jew that 

appeared in twentieth-century visual culture in the form of anti-Semitic propaganda. This 

modern stereotype was a secularized reproduction of those produced in the Middle Ages through 

blood libels, polemics of theologians, and anti-Semitic sermons that emphasized the Jews’ role in 

the deicide of Christ.44 That is, until about the nineteenth century, the figure of the Jew was 

predominantly manifested as a Saturnine, deicidal figure and viewed in religious terms. In the 

modern age, it took the secular form of the angst-ridden “Wandering Jew” who symbolized, 

among other perceived maladies, international Bolshevism, predatory capitalism, and social 

upheaval. Further, until the early twentieth century, images of the Jew in mainstream visual 

culture were rendered predominantly by Christian artists, thereby constructing this figure from 

the outside gaze. 

The most widespread Jewish archetype that pervaded over a millennium of European 

anti-Semitism and visual culture, and maintained itself in the modern age, was that of the 

Saturnine Jew. This constellated figure revealed, perhaps more than any other Jewish typology, 

the deep roots of anti-Semitism, and the contradictions underlying Jewish life in diaspora. That 

is, the polarized nature of Saturnine figure reflected a condition peculiar to Jewish identity, 

44Robert S. Wistrich, A Lethal Obsession: Anti-Semitism from Antiquity to the Global Jihad (New York: Random 

House, 2010), 90. 

https://Christ.44
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dichotomized between dehumanization and an intense spiritual tradition that arose from their 

mythical status as the Chosen People. This alignment can be traced as far back as Augustine of 

Hippo and Arabic astrologers in the fourth century, and its continued pervasiveness in European 

visual culture is revealed in Peter Wagner’s fifteenth-century woodcut (figure 6).45 This depicts 

Saturn who, surrounded by his doomed children, is wearing the hat and the badge of a Jew.46 

This image likely refers to blood libel or ritual murder. Wagner’s woodcut echoed similar 

contemporary images of the witches’ Sabbath. The alleged putridness of Jewish blood and 

female menses implied that women and Jews were particularly susceptible to melancholia, as 

well as to its astrological connections to sorcery and magic. Yvonne Owens suggests that this 

phenomenon demonized women and Jews via the link between the Witches Sabbath and blood 

libel myth.47 This medieval conflation of Judaism and femininity would also be maintained in 

modern caricatures of the Jew, and last well into the twentieth century.48 

Figures of the Jew frequented Medieval writing, painting, and sculpture in the form of 

demons with Semitic features.49 Stock clichés in popular literature and folk tales cast the Jew as 

thirsty for Christian blood, as an infidel, or as a mysterious figure practicing the black arts, 

deliberately spreading poison throughout Christian populations.50 In the second half of the 

45 Eric Zafran, "Saturn and the Jews.," Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 42 (1979): 1. 

46 Irven Resnick, "Planetary Influences: Or, the Jews and Saturn," in Marks of Distinction: Christian Perception of 

Jews in the Middle Ages (Catholic University of America Press, 2012), 231. 

47 Yvonne Owens, "The Saturnine History of Jews and Witches," Preternature: Critical and Historical Studies on 

the Preternatural (2014): 57. It is also interesting to note that contemporary depictions of witches maintain the 

hooked nose and pointed hats ascribed to Medieval Jews. 

48 Klaus Hoedl, "Physical Characteristics of the Jews," http://web.ceu.hu/jewishstudies/pdf/01_hoedl.pdf. 

49 Leon Poliakov, The History of Anti-Semitism (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1955), 156. 

50 Wistrich, A Lethal Obsession: Anti-Semitism from Antiquity to the Global Jihad, 91. 

http://web.ceu.hu/jewishstudies/pdf/01_hoedl.pdf
https://populations.50
https://features.49
https://century.48
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fifteenth century, the caricature of the Jew with a long nose and misshapen figure emerged in 

Germany. This image developed into a horned figure, motivated by the pileum cornutum, or 

pointed hat that Medieval Jews wore to identify themselves.51 In the minds of Christians, the hat 

aligned the Jew with the epitome of anti-Christianity—the devil.52 

The conception of Jews as a usurious and foreign race was promulgated by many 

Medieval texts.53 Miserliness was another attribute of Saturn, and one of the chief attributes of 

the Jew in the thirteenth-century Bible Moralisée was that of the money-bag.54 Perhaps the most 

pervasive stereotype arising from the alignment of Jews with Saturn was that of the Wandering 

Jew. (figure 7) This figure is a motif in Chagall’s work. Exile or wandering was considered to 

symptomatic of the Saturnine temperament, or melancholia, and was linked to the Jews as the 

paradigmatic nationless people.55 The image of the Wandering Jew appeared in popular culture 

as early as sixteenth and seventeenth-century England, and the figure’s cane or staff has been 

traced to Saturn’s scythe, a symbol of the cyclical relationship between life and death. While the 

cane alluded to “moral and spiritual decrepitude,” the staff suggested that Jews, along with other 

vagabonds and misanthropes, were cursed to wander the world in interminable exile.56 

51 In 1215, Innocent III established the requirement that Jews be identified by different clothing than Christians. The 

hats, also known as the Judenhat in Germany, were obligatory in many areas of Europe. Ruth Mellinkoff, "The 

Round, Cap-Shaped Hats Depicted on Jews in Bm Cotton Claudius B. Iv. ," Anglo-Saxon England 2 (1973): 156. 

52 Wistrich, A Lethal Obsession: Anti-Semitism from Antiquity to the Global Jihad, 91. 

53 Poliakov, The History of Anti-Semitism, 211. 

54 Zafran, "Saturn and the Jews.," 20. 

55 According to Medieval astrologers, the geographical area of Judea/Palestine was associated with the clime of 

Saturn. Although Jews had been subject to diaspora and exile since the destruction of the Second Temple, Judaea (or 

Roman Palestine) had once been their “home.” Despite their lengthy exile, it was generally held that Jews 
“continued to possess the humoral complexion dictated by their origin.” Resnick, "Planetary Influences: Or, the 

Jews and Saturn," 230. 

56 Zafran, "Saturn and the Jews.," 22. 

https://exile.56
https://people.55
https://money-bag.54
https://texts.53
https://devil.52
https://themselves.51
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These Medieval phantasms permeated European imagination and visual culture through 

mystery plays, fiction, and visual arts. While they served to reduce a collective population into a 

single, malevolent figure, constructions of the Jew as separate and deviant were not simply 

ideological or restricted to visual culture. They crystallized historically with the restrictions of 

the Jews to ghettos throughout the continent (beginning with the establishment of the first Jewish 

ghetto in Venice, Italy in 1516)57 and also erupted, often with little warning and dreadful 

violence, into the public sphere.58 Sporadic anti-Semitic riots wove a consistent strand of bigotry 

and hatred throughout the diasporic history, and continued well into the twentieth century. 

Saturnine associations weave a common strand through the complex history of anti-

Semitism and elucidate many Jewish stereotypes, but the nature of anti-Semitism itself is a 

mystery. Although other groups experienced the brunt of European xenophobia, the consistency 

with which Jews were demonized and ostracized throughout history, regardless of their 

geographical location, is remarkable. A variety of intellectual figures have attempted to explain 

this phenomenon. Sigmund Freud, himself a Jew, approached anti-Semitism psychoanalytically. 

In his 1939 work, Moses and Monotheism, he noted that anti-Semitism was “rooted in the 

remotest past ages” in the “unconscious of the peoples,” and traced it to customs such as 

circumcision, which reinforced Jewish separateness while evoking dread, anxiety, and fear of 

57 Elizabeth Schachter, The Jews of Italy 1848-1915 (London, Portland Valentine Mitchell, 2011), 101. 

58 Even in Medieval Spain, where Jews enjoyed a privileged position well into the fourteenth century, a riot was 

incited against the Jewish quarter of Seville in 1391 based on Jewish wealth and “false doctrines.” Four thousand 
Jews were killed. Within three months, over fifty thousand Spanish Jews were dead, and many more baptized. 

Wistrich, A Lethal Obsession: Anti-Semitism from Antiquity to the Global Jihad, 93. Russian pogroms dated as early 

as 1113 in Kiev, and continued into the modern age in the form of pogrom waves breaking out in Eastern Europe 

from 1871- 1922. John D. and Lambroza Klier, Shlomo, Pogroms: Anti-Jewish Violence in Modern Russian History 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 13. 

https://sphere.58
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castration.59 

The phenomenologist Jean Paul Sartre focused on the phantasmatic nature of anti-

Semitism, suggesting that it was the imagined existence of the Jew, not actual interactions, that 

gave rise to the anti-Semite.60 The ensuing constructs formed the Jews’ own sense of identity. 

This suggests that Jewishness itself, as an identity or as a form of identification, existed only to 

the extent that it was experienced and defined by those around it. Sartre’s idea is, of course, 

problematized by its removal from the tangible riches of Jewish culture and history, and its 

suggestion that Jews have no real identities other than those created by the anti-Semitic gaze. 61 

However, while this analysis provides a compelling account of the racist pathology, it is also 

significant in understanding Chagall’s and Modigliani’s internalization and reconfiguration of 

Jewish archetypes via their own Jewish subjectivity. 

Hannah Arendt, on the other hand, dismantled hurried generalizations that often 

attributed anti-Semitism to abstract notions such as the “eternal scapegoat.”62 Arendt argued that 

the reduction of the Jews to the perpetual victim was complicit with anti-Semitism itself in its 

elimination of historical agency, both on the part of the perpetrators of anti-Semitism, and on the 

part of the Jews. Instead, she approached it socio-politically, arguing that its modern form 

correlated with the dissolution of the nation state and the rise of totalitarianism. In short, Arendt 

claimed that, contrary to popular belief, modern anti-Semitism did not intensify concurrently 

59 Wistrich, A Lethal Obsession: Anti-Semitism from Antiquity to the Global Jihad, 99. Sigmund Freud, Standard 

Edition of the Complete Psychological Works, trans. James Sachy et. al., vol. 11 (London: Hogarth, 1964), 95-96. 

60 Ibid., 23. 

61 Ibid. 

62 Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc., 1966), 4-6. 

https://anti-Semite.60
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with nationalist movements. Rather, it coincided with the dissolution of traditional forms of 

nationalism and the nation-state into modern, internationalist imperialism.63 

Modern Phantasms 

While these analyses suggest that the nature of anti-Semitism itself is quite inconclusive, 

historically-speaking the modern era of anti-Jewish bigotry can be defined as a transition from 

Judaism, as a form of religious identification, to Jewishness, as a secular form of identification.64 

The shift to modern anti-Semitic stereotypes, characterized by a switch from religious to racial 

bigotry, has been traced in its earliest forms to the German composer Richard Wagner. His 

pamphlet Das Judentim in der Musik (1850) identified “the spirit of Judaism with that of 

modernity-understood not as decadence but as artistic decline.”65 Although Wagner’s conflation 

of Judaism with modernity was permeated with bigotry, he was correct in assessing that 

modernity and the historical secularization of Europe’s Jewry ran concurrently, beginning around 

the turn of the nineteenth century. The gulf between Judaism and the prevailing Christian empire, 

rooted in the Medieval Age, had been largely constructed of religious differences.66 This gulf 

began to disintegrate along with the secularization of the Jews that occurred in the nineteenth 

century, otherwise known as Haskalah, or the Jewish Enlightenment. Rather than eradicating the 

divide, the ambiguous new identity of Europe’s Jews, along with their increasing assimilation 

into the broader culture, led to a new brand of anti-Semitism. This time, it was based heavily on 

physical markers of difference linked to claims of nationality, ethnicity and race. It is worth 

63 Specifically, Arendt argued that in the twentieth-century, anti-Semitic slogans were disseminated by totalitarian 

governments such as Soviet Russia and Nazi Germany as the most effective means of inspiring and organizing 

masses of people for imperialist expansion and destruction of old forms of government. Ibid., 10. 

64 Wistrich, A Lethal Obsession: Anti-Semitism from Antiquity to the Global Jihad., 79. 

65 Ibid., 102. 

66 Ibid. 

https://differences.66
https://identification.64
https://imperialism.63
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noting that, it was not until this time, and the mass movement of European Jewry into the 

modern, secular world, began to participate in the secular art world and visual culture for the first 

time in history.67 That is, it was at this pivotal historical moment that Jewish artists such as 

Chagall and Modigliani (among others) began to address the image of the Jew from the 

subjective perspective of Jews themselves.68 

Paris, in particular, was experiencing a surge of immigrant artists from all over Europe, a 

significant number of whom were Jews from the Pale of Settlement. Most of them gathered in 

the Bohemian quarter of Montparnasse, which was renowned for its internationalism. However, 

France, where Modigliani would spend his brief career and Chagall the majority of his life, was 

far from immune to anti-Semitism. The nineteenth-century Dreyfus affair had severely polarized 

French-Jewish relations, and caused latent anti-Semitism and French nationalism to surface with 

a vengeance within certain factions.69 The proliferation of emigres to Bohemian Paris was 

regarded with apprehension by the general public. They were commonly viewed as meteques or 

“dirty foreigners.”70 By the late 1920’s, Montparnasse was even described by a French novelist 

in the journal Le Figaro as “the filth of Paris,” inhabited “by 80-percent Semites and every one 

of them a loser.”71 

67 Griselda Pollock, "Modigliani and the Bodies of Art: Carnality, Attentiveness, and the Modernist Struggle," in 

Modigliani: Beyond the Myth, ed. Mason Klein (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2004), 72. 

68 Griselda Pollock described the Jewish artists of this time as “…the first generation to participate fully, without the 

obligation of conversion to Christianity, in European modernist culture as artists who were Jewish…” ibid. 

69 Meisler points out that for about twenty-five years after the Dreyfus Affair ended in 1906, other than the “main 
spewers of hate,” the greater French population had grown weary of the contentious affair. However, the influence 
of these Post-Dreyfus anti-Semites laid the groundwork for the Vichy government of the 1930’s and the destruction 

of more than 300,000 French-Jews. Stanley Meisler, Shocking Paris; Soutine, Chagall, and the Outsiders of 

Montparnasse (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2015), 129. 

70 Ibid., 83 

71 Ibid. 

https://factions.69
https://themselves.68
https://history.67
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Edouard Drumont (1844 - 1917), the right-wing editor of the French anti-Semitic journal 

La Libre Parole, claimed that the Jew was “the most powerful agent of destruction that the world 

had ever seen,” and that “wherever Jews appear, they spread disorder and ruin in their wake… 

the Semites excel in their politics of dissolution.”72 This text had chilling parallels to the book 

Mein Kampf written decades later by the young and then obscure Adolf Hitler in 1925.73 The 

Marxist idea that capitalism was mainly a “Jewish creation” reappeared in the mainstream, 

socialist journal La Revue Socialiste, which circulated from 1885 - 1914. Its editor, Benoît 

Malon, claimed that socialism “…is a Franco-German creation, Aryan in the fullest sense of the 

term.”74 This notion mirrored Marx’s 1844 publication The Jewish Question, which held that, 

“The god of the Jews has become secularized and has become the god of the world. The bill of 

exchange is the real god of the Jew. His god is only an illusory bill of exchange.”75 This claim 

reproduced the Medieval linkage of Jewry with usury and financial exploitation, and converted it 

into a powerful, modern myth that fixed the Jew as a symbol of predatory capitalism.76 Thus the 

figure of the Jew continued to be constructed against imagined, albeit contradictory, ideals, and 

echoed in visual culture. This time, in the modern, secular age, the figure was characterized by 

social rather than religious malevolence. 

72 Chad Alan Goldberg, "“The Jews, the Revolution, and the Old Regime in French Anti-Semitism and Durkheim's 

Sociology.”," Sociological Theory (2011): 251. 

73 Although it is unclear whether Adolf Hitler actually read this text, both reflect a consistent set of anti-Jewish 

stereotypes that were circulating throughout much of Europe at the time. 

74 Wistrich, A Lethal Obsession: Anti-Semitism from Antiquity to the Global Jihad, 116. 

75 Karl Marx, On the Jewish Question (1844), (Germany: Deutsch-Französische Jahrbüche, 2008-10), 

https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/download/pdf/On%20The%20Jewish%20Question.pdf. 19. 

76 Wistrich, A Lethal Obsession: Anti-Semitism from Antiquity to the Global Jihad, 110. 

https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/download/pdf/On%20The%20Jewish%20Question.pdf
https://capitalism.76
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Further, as the Jews began to integrate into secular society and shed the markers of 

religious difference, the use of physical signs as indicators of Jewishness began to be used. These 

were commonly depicted in anti-Semitic propaganda. For example, the 1864 cover illustration 

for Drumont’s tract La Libre Parole (figure 9) depicts a Jewish caricature with a small skull and 

large, hooked nose. According to physiognomy, which was quite popular in France at the time, 

these features implied cowardice and dishonesty.77 Although physical typologies of the Jew, such 

as the hooked nose, had emerged as early as Medieval Germany, modern physiognomy (the 

pseudo-scientific claim that physical features manifested the invisible qualities of the person) 

was justified by its alleged basis in scientific inquiry. That is, while these claims were made in 

the name of objective science, their innate bigotry was rendered all the more destructive by their 

“empirical” justification. 

Transformation 

At this time, most of the world’s Jewish population resided in Europe, with more than 

half of these restricted to Russia’s Pale of Settlement. The Pale of Settlement consisted of fifteen 

provinces in the western portion of Russia that had been annexed from Poland at the end of the 

eighteenth century, along with half-a-million Jewish subjects.78 It was from here that Chagall 

emigrated to St. Petersburg in 1906. As he recalled in his memoir My Life, “To live in St. 

77 The separation of people into different classes and races, based on such qualities as the shape of the head, had 

gained impetus in the early nineteenth century through the anthropological studies of Johann Friedrich Blumenbach 

(1752 - 1840). Blumenbach claimed that Jews were recognizable through such factors as the peculiar shape of their 

skull. By the turn of the twentieth century, craniometrics, the science of the measurements of the head, was 

respected as an objective, empirically-based science. The Dutch physician Wachter reported on several peculiarities 

of the shape of the Jewish skull and nose, which affected an “odd” way of speaking. The alleged intimacy between 
these Semitic physical features and mental traits was established by J.C. Lavatar, the founder of physiognomy (the 

interpretation of facial features), who claimed that these atypical physical traits of the Jews accounted for the 

manner of specifically Jewish speaking. Characterized by swiftness, this trait served to conflate the Jew with 

dishonesty (as a “fast talker”), as well as with femininity, as women were believed to speak more quickly than men. 
Hoedl, "Physical Characteristics of the Jews". 2-3. 

78 Klier, Pogroms: Anti-Jewish Violence in Modern Russian History, 5. 

https://subjects.78
https://dishonesty.77
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Petersburg, one needs not only money, but also a special authorization. I am a Jew. And the Czar 

has set aside certain residential zone in which the Jews were obliged to stay.”79 

Life for the majority of Russian-Jews during this time was fraught with poverty and 

hardship. While Chagall’s experiences in St. Petersburg during the years 1906 – 1910 were 

filtered through a flippant and poetic lens in his memoir, the hardships that he endured, simply 

for being a Jewish non-citizen, were overtly implied. In addition to needing a special visa, he 

was only allowed to live in St. Petersburg as a servant. He described this humiliating experience: 

Lawyers have the right to keep Jewish servants. But, according to the law, I must 

live in his house and take my meals there…I realized then that, in Russia, Jews 

are not the only ones who have no right to live, but also many Russians, crowded 

together like lice in one’s hair. My God!80 

Chagall also experienced the anti-Semitism that was, perhaps, more prevalent in Russia than 

anywhere else in Europe. Again, he described, “Back there [Russia], still a boy, at every step I 

felt-or rather people made me feel!⸺that I was a Jew.”81 

In this context, the sense of being an outsider was fundamental to Jewish experience at 

the time. When Chagall arrived in Paris in 1910 at the age of twenty to pursue his art career, he 

knew not a word of French. However, the foreignness of his Russian-Jewish background was 

mitigated by his multicultural surroundings in Montparnasse, the Bohemian quarter of Paris, and 

the artist’s colony of La Ruche. As Chagall himself described it: 

[La Ruche] was the name given to a hundred or so studios surrounded by a little 

garden and very close to the Vaugirard slaughterhouses. In those studios lived the 

artistic Bohemia of every land. While in the Russian ateliers an offended model 

sobbed, from the Italians’ came the sound of songs and the twanging of a guitar, 

and from the Jews’ debates and arguments.82 

79 Chagall, My Life, 66. 

80 Ibid., 81. 

81 Ibid., 105. 

82 Ibid., 103. 

https://arguments.82
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It was in this environs that, in 1910, Chagall began painting his effervescent portraits of 

Jewish life. Unlike many of his Eastern European Jewish contemporaries in Montparnasse, such 

as Chaim Soutine, Chagall identified directly with his Jewish origin in his work. If this was a 

difficult, and perhaps dangerous, thing to do in nationalist France, it was even more so in Russia, 

where Chagall would return to in 1914. These images that he began painting nostalgically in 

Paris, far from home, were inspired by his formative years in Vitebsk, a provincial town in 

Russia’s Pale of Settlement, in the area near the Black Sea that is today the Republic of 

Belarus.83 In these paintings, multicolored Jews and peasants floated in brilliant skies, naked 

children suckled on cows, and little shtetl homes, perched precariously on their roofs, seemed to 

topple off of the surfaces of the canvases. 

Chagall’s Jew series (c. 1911 - 1926) in particular was based upon his introspective 

childhood memories of his uncles, father, and grandfathers. These figures are also portraits of a 

universal, social type. The beards, caps and clothing adorning this array of unspecified Jews 

resembled those worn by many Russian-Jews at the turn of the century. Jew in Green (1914) 

(figure 1) in particular, hands clasped, eyes drooping with sadness or fatigue, was inspired by 

Chagall’s encounter with a rabbi known as the “Preacher of Slouzk,” when he returned to Russia 

four years later. “I had an impression,” Said Chagall, “That the old man was green; perhaps a 

shadow fell on him from my heart.”84 The impoverished figure also drew on Chagall’s memories 

of his father, who would invariably fall asleep in the flickering light of the Shabbat table after a 

long week of physical labor. As Chagall described him: 

83 Baal-Teshuva, Marc Chagall 1887-1985, 13. 

84 "Marc Chagall's Powerful Portraits: Part Two." 

https://Belarus.83
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Have you sometimes seen, in Florentine paintings, one of those men whose beard 

is never trimmed, with eyes at once brown and ash-gray, with the complexion the 

color of burnt-ochre and wrinkles? That was my father…Everything about my 

father seemed to me enigma and sadness. An image inaccessible.85 

While Jew in Green arose from the personal space of memory, it also exemplifies certain 

broader typologies of nineteenth-century Eastern European Jews, thus merging the personal and 

the political. The rabbi is racialized through certain visual stereotypes such as the Old World 

clothing, beard, physical features, melancholic demeanor, and the background of Hebraic text.86 

While the subtle expressiveness and sculptural qualities of the Jew’s countenance bear a striking 

resemblance to Rembrandt’s seventeenth-century Portrait of an Old Jew (figure 2), the bowed 

demeanor, lined face, and contemplative expression of this melancholic figure reflected a people 

bent under the weight of oppression. 

Thus, in a political gesture, Chagall addressed the rigid archetype of the Jew constructed 

by the outside gaze. At the same time, this deeply empathetic rendition disrupts the archetype, 

suggesting that, while the figure may be constructed from without, it is also determined from 

within. By fusing subject and object, the paradigmatic and the strange, the figure of the Jew is 

transfigured into an “image inaccessible,” defined by metamorphosis rather than stasis. That is, 

the painting imagines essentialist qualities of a phantasmatic Jewish identity. However, Chagall 

visibly altered these essentialist qualities, thereby revealing the construct and, in doing so, 

transcending its rigid parameters. 

The figures from the Jew series are not always bowed down towards the earth. In the 

1923 painting Violinist (figure 3) another unidentified Jew is depicted, cradling the violin on his 

85 Chagall, My Life, 2. 

86 These texts include The Kaddish, a prayer which includes the words: “He who makes peace in the heights, may 

He make peace for us and all of Israel.” "Marc Chagall's Powerful Portraits: Part Two." 

https://inaccessible.85
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shoulder, and rising over a town complete with houses, villagers, and the spire of a church. 

Flattened and hieratically-scaled to overshadow the surrounding figures, the painting evokes the 

otherworldly realm of the Byzantine icon, one of Russia’s oldest artistic traditions. At the same 

time, in a similar play between the imaginary and the real that is evident in Jew in Green, 

Violinist was also most likely based on Chagall’s childhood memories of his Uncle Neuch, who 

“played the violin like a cobbler,”87 or even his grandfather from Lyozno whom, as Chagall was 

told by his mother, would sit on the roof eating carrot soup.88 This fiddler emerged from a 

deeply-personal montage of Chagall’s childhood memories, and like Jew in Green he 

symbolized collective characteristics of the traditional nineteenth-century shtetl Jew. Floating 

through the air, groundless, his feet barely touching the rooftops, this Luftmensch, or “floating 

man,”89 emblemized the diaspora that had rendered Europe’s Jews nationless for almost two 

millennia. 

In this sense, Chagall’s renditions of Jews adhered to a certain extent to the long tradition 

of aligning Jewish identity with visual attributes that represented a collective population. 

Saturnine associations are also evident in these two figures: whereas Violinist floats above the 

rooftops and personifies rootlessness, the slumped posture of Jew in Green suggests a weariness 

that appears to render him earthbound. However, again, these archetypal features flatten into 

87 My Life, 13,17. 

88 Harshav, "The Role of Language in Modern Art: On Texts and Subtexts in Chagall’s Paintings.," 55. 

89 Benjamin Harshav described this motif in Chagall’s work, 

He is the embodiment of the fantastic luft-mentshen (people of the air), created in Yiddish 

literature by Mendele Moykher Sforim and Sholem-Aleichem: they are people who have no 

income from productive work and live “on air” as well as “in the air,” with no ground under their 
feet, unlike a healthy nation rooted in its own soil. This expression became a key image of self-

criticism of the Jewish diaspora existence in most Jewish ideologies, from Zionist to Socialist, as 

well as by Western Jews in Berlin or New York vis-à-vis their Eastern brethren. Ibid., 58. 
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Cubist abstraction, and the signifiers of Jewishness are disrupted even further by their green 

faces, a fauvist turn that grounds them in modern life. In this way, what initially appeared to be 

archetypes of the Jew become lost in enigma, located tenuously between modernism and 

tradition, figure and abstraction—an image inaccessible. 

Why are Chagall’s Jews green? The specific colorization of Jew in Green and Violinist is 

also significant in understanding the relationship of these works to the historical conditions of 

early-twentieth-century France. The non-naturalist, green hue of both figures’ skin is clearly 

avant-garde, a metaphorical allusion to the transformation of traditional Jewish life into 

modernity. The play on skin color in the context of the depiction of a specific racial type is also 

important to note. The figure of the Jew was not the only racial fantasy defined against an 

imagined, white Pan-Europeanism. The pervasive role of color in race politics, in the sense of the 

demarcation between whiteness and blackness, was at a peak in early-twentieth-century Europe. 

The brutal French colonialization of countries spanning North Africa to the Caribbean was 

justified by emphasizing the “black” savagery of its inhabitants in opposition to the white, 

civilized European.90 Like the image of the Jew, the phantasm of the Black Savage pervaded 

European imagination through popular, visual culture in the form of political cartoons and 

imperialist propaganda. By the time that Chagall was painting this series, the clear delineation 

between races through colorization was already in effect in modernist art, as evident, for 

example, in the contrast between the African maid and the white prostitute of Manet’s Olympia 

(1863), as well as in Paul Gauguin’s late-nineteenth century depictions of Tahitian life. 

90 Although the illustration is not included in the list, this idea is underscored by magazine illustrations of the time. 

This includes a 1911 issue of Le Petit Journal which shows the female personification of France landing in 

Morocco. She is depicted as a savior-figure. 

https://European.90
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However, Chagall’s Fauvist insertion of the color green into the figure of the Jew 

complicated the opposition between black and white that, constructed by European imperialism, 

was complicit with modernism itself.  This situation reflects the disruptive effect that Jewish 

racial identity had on this fabricated abyss between whiteness and blackness. The ability of Jews 

to assimilate into European culture was largely based on their ability to appear “European” (or 

white), while still remaining indefinably non-European; a notion emphasized decades later in 

Franz Hippler’s propaganda film created for the Third Reich, The Eternal Jew (1940). The 

indefinability, or invisible otherness of the Jew posed a peculiar threat to white European 

nationalism, as an alien race that was able, through its invisibility, to infiltrate European 

society.91 In this sense, the allegorical use of color in Chagall’s Jew in Green and Violinist 

disrupted the symbolic divide between white and black, emphasizing, again, the intangibility of 

Jewish identity as a fixed racial type. Thus Chagall’s equivocated Jews arose from the 

subjectivity of the Jewish outsider; the marginalized figure who, operating outside of established 

parameters, knew all too well the endless variances of difference. 

Earthbound or groundless, oppressed or euphoric, Chagall’s Jews are generally viewed 

today as exemplary, albeit quaint, depictions of the lost world of nineteenth-century Eastern 

European Jewry that was transformed to the point of obsolescence in the tumult of the twentieth 

century. The original impact of these figures, which disrupted fixed and malevolent images of 

the Jew, has been overshadowed by their popular acclaim today. These portraits also helped to 

shape a mythologized figure of the Eastern European Jew, impressed upon the collective 

imagination by Shalom Aleichem’s portrayal of Tevye the Dairyman in the 1964 hit Broadway 

musical Fiddler on the Roof. However, Jewish experience at the turn of the century was far more 

91 Scott Specter, "Modernism without Jews: A Counter-Historical Argument," Modernism/Modernity 13, no. 4 

(2006). 

https://society.91
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multifaceted and precarious than contemporary mythologies surrounding this life suggest. Let us 

now turn to Modigliani, who manifested a different aspect of diasporic Jewry. 

Modi 

While Chagall’s Jewish figures have come to represent the lost world of the shtetl, the 

relationship of Amedeo Modigliani’s imagery to his Jewish heritage is more tenuous, and only 

the subject of recent scholarship. Biographically speaking, Modigliani could not have been more 

different from Chagall.92 As opposed to Chagall, who was formed in the provincial, Russian 

shtetl, Modigliani was well-versed in Western art and philosophy, including the writings of 

Freidrich Nietzsche, Henri Bergson, and the Russian anarchist Proty Kropotkin.93 He had also 

been formed by Sephardic intellectual traditions that embraced humanism, Italian nationalism, 

and pluralism in a fully-integrated utopian worldview that merged the religious, political, and 

social.94 Finally, while Chagall had been formed in an environment relatively lacking in pictorial 

traditions, given the Jewish prohibition on engraved images, Modigliani studied art from a young 

age. His portraits and nudes resonated with the indigenous, Renaissance masters of Italian art.95 

When read in tandem with Chagall’s work, rife as it was with Jewish symbolism and subject 

matter, the Italian influences on Modigliani’s art appear even more pronounced. His earlier 

paintings in particular, consisting mostly of portraits and very few landscapes, melded naturalism 

with Italian impressionism (Macchiaioli). They also tended to depict individual, and even 

92 Modigliani’s nickname “Modi” reflects his reputation amongst his peers in Montparnasse. It is a wordplay on 
“Maudit,” the French word for “cursed.” This likely referred to the artist’s notorious poverty and excessive drinking. 
Meisler, Shocking Paris; Soutine, Chagall, and the Outsiders of Montparnasse, 19.“Modi” also referred to I Modi, a 

famous series of erotic engravings dating to the Italian Renaissance. Morris, "Eros Modigliani," 150. 

93 Klein, "Modigliani against the Grain," 6. 

94 Ibid., 4 

95 Braun, "The Faces of Modigliani: Identity Politics under Fascism," 34. 

https://social.94
https://Kropotkin.93
https://Chagall.92
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racialized subjects, qualities that would be almost entirely eradicated in his fully-developed 

series of portraits and nudes (c. 1916 – 19). 

The notion of racial invisibility would play a significant role in Modigliani’s work and 

life. Chagall, coming from Russia and Yiddish-speaking, was no stranger to the anti-Jewish 

sentiments that he would encounter in France. However, when Modigliani arrived by train in 

Paris from Livorno, Italy in the spring of 1906, the young artist was unprepared for the social 

realities facing the rest of European Jewry.96 His family’s leftist leanings—his brother Mené was 

an editor of a Socialist newspaper and imprisoned for his beliefs in 1898—and his formative 

years in Livorno’s inclusive society left him naïve to their less privileged situations. 

It is generally held that, of all the European countries, anti-Semitism had far less impact 

in Italy, Modigliani’s birthplace.97 The claim was even made that, before the rise of fascist race 

laws in 1938, “…anti-Jewish sentiments played almost no role in modern Italian history.”98 

Modigliani’s daughter Jeanne claimed later on that her father did not even encounter anti-

Semitism until his exposure to Edouard Drumont’s writing in Post-Dreyfus Paris.99 Assuming 

that Modigliani did in fact encounter Drumont’s writing, he would surely have encountered the 

grotesque caricatures of Jews based on physiognomy that accompanied this writing. This 

xenophobic environment would force Modigliani to reconsider his own multifarious identity, 

96 Mason Klein, "Modigliani against the Grain," ibid. (New Haven: Yale University Press), 6-7. 

97 This claim was made partly as an attempt of Italian historians to edify Italy’s history which was marked, like 

many other European countries, by periodic eruptions of anti-Semitic violence from the Middle Ages well into the 

19th-century. However, the general absence of anti-Jewish bigotry from the Risorgimento until the rise of fascism in 

1922 has been attributed to factors such as the successful integration of Italian Jews into society, as well as the 

relatively miniscule Italian-Jewish population, which was one of the smallest in Europe. Schachter, The Jews of Italy 

1848-1915, 99. 

98 Ibid., 98. 

99 Klein, "Modigliani against the Grain," 3. 

https://Paris.99
https://birthplace.97
https://Jewry.96
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particularly his Jewish heritage. Despite his racial indiscernibility (Modigliani spoke fluent 

Italian and French), it was in the Paris environs, fraught with anti-Semitism, that the artist’s 

sense of his own marginal Jewish identity was set out in sharp relief to what was perceived as 

normative French or, even, Pan-European identities. 

The sense of alienation that this engendered was intensified by Modigliani’s interactions 

with other Jewish artists and intellectuals. Many of the Jewish emigres in early-twentieth-century 

Paris had arrived from Eastern Europe, spoke Russian or Yiddish (and very little French), and 

were formed by the more culturally-insulated life of the shtetlach. This included Chaim Soutine, 

with whom Modigliani would form a close friendship. Given this situation, Modigliani’s new 

sense of marginality was double-edged. Even amongst the array of artists and bohemians who 

populated Montparnasse, the artist’s persona was full of contradictions. That is, he was a well-

educated aristocrat who lived in destitution. He was an artist-philosopher whose models and 

subjects equivocated the boundaries of race and class. He was also a social idealist, formed in an 

ecumenical and socially-inclusive environment. Yet he responded to moments of anti-Semitism 

with angry outbursts, and he often introduced himself as a Jew.100 As Mason Klein suggests, 

For one who chose to be outsider, who chose the antagonist role of the bohemian, 

who preferred not to be understood as an […] assimilated bourgeois, who opined 

against those who arrogantly assumed history, and who came to declare himself 

as other in common salutation (“Je suis Modigliani, juif”), self-identification was 

extremely important. And in contrast to the Eurocentric, if not racist, views of his 

fellow Italians the Futurists, Modigliani’s appropriation of culturally diverse 

forms was precipitated by his own self-conscious status as other, specifically his 

own sense of exile and of the diaspora that defined Sephardic Jews.101 

100 Ibid. 

101 Ibid., 8 
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Like many other artists, including Chagall, who emigrated to Montparnasse from all over 

Europe, Paris catalyzed Modigliani’s work towards his unique aesthetic. Stylistically, his 

imagery began to reflect the influence of the Parisian avant-garde and, also, exciting new 

movements such as fauvism. The subject matter of his work also responded to the nationalism, 

ethno-centrism, and anti-Semitism underlying French society. That is, this jolting new 

experience necessitated a shift in both his self-identification and artistic development.102 During 

his early years in Paris (1906 – 1910), Modigliani painted a series of portraits that reveal the 

artist’s increasing interest in notions of ethnicity and race, among these being a 1908 painting La 

Juive (figure 4).103 

Unlike Chagall’s heavily-male depictions of Jews, Modigliani’s La Juive depicts a 

portrait of a dark-eyed Jewess. The woman’s pale face is in stark contrast to the painting’s empty 

background, which suggests a sense of dislocation. Like Chagall’s Jews, La Juive adheres to a 

stereotype—her aquiline features, along her mysterious and enticing ambience, coincided with 

the popular image of La Belle Juive. This dual notion of the Jewish woman as either hyper-

sexual and seductive, or noble and virtuous had gained prominence in the nineteenth century, as 

evident in Richard Strauss’ opera Salome (1905) and Henriette Browne’s 1865 painting La Belle 

Juive (figure 5).104 

La Juive’s dark hair and eyes draw on La Belle Juive. These features, along with her 

torpid psychological presence, also evoke the Saturnine figure. However, as opposed to 

Chagall’s preoccupation with explicitly Jewish types, the individuation characterizing La Juive 

102 Ibid., 3. 

103 Braun, "The Faces of Modigliani: Identity Politics under Fascism," 25. 

104 Yaëlle Azagury, "La Belle Juive," Lilith 43, no. 1 (2018). 
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and Modigliani’s other early portraits would be gradually eradicated in his work. In his fully-

developed series of portraits, many of which were produced between the years of 1916 – 19, 

particularities are reduced to faces that appear remarkably similar.105 Emily Braun described this 

series, which has become paradigmatic of Modigliani’s oeuvre: 

At first glance Modigliani’s art gives the impression of monotony, of faces 

rendered according to a common template and uniformly resigned in mood. Yet it 

is a mistake to assume that his style is one of sameness, for the types he depicts 

are explicitly marked by difference. Amedeo Modigliani was a painter of faces 

from diverse national, ethnic, religious and class backgrounds…His portraiture 
can be read as an ethnographic project that pointedly asks: Who is defined as 

“European” in the years around World War I?106 

The flip side of this European question was the Jewish question. Rather than exploring 

differences, Modigliani’s portraiture developed into a study of commonalities. This stylistic shift 

is exemplified in the 1917 painting, Portrait of a Young Woman (figure 9). In this portrait, the 

specificity of La Juive gives way to the generalized features, aquiline nose, and empty, sculptural 

eyes. The Young Woman’s cocked head, long, slim neck, and Renaissance palette echo 

Botticelli’s and Simone Martini’s virgins and goddesses. The portrait is also characterized by a 

lack of narrative frame, or a sense of dislocation, which rhymes with diasporic experience. There 

is a hint of ethnic reference in the young woman’s olive skin and almond-shaped eyes, yet her 

unclassifiable features “offer unlimited scope for identification.”107 It is the eyes that are most 

striking; typically of Modigliani’s subjects, they gaze directly at the viewer. As opposed to the 

irrevocable gulf engendered between the viewer and the prevalent visual caricatures of Jews and 

other racial constructs, the model’s gaze produces an interplay with the viewer that radically 

105 Ibid. 

106 Ibid. 

107 Marc Restillini, "Woman's Head," in Modigliani: The Melancholy Angel (Paris, France: Skira Editore, 2002), 

180. 
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disregards differences. She compels the viewer to enter into her eyes, as if they are windows into 

a mutual world. 

What was behind this stylistic development? Braun makes the compelling case that the 

generalities comprising Modigliani’s idiosyncratic portrait series originated in socio-historical 

sources. These include Italy’s short-lived utopian erasure of ethnic differences during the 

Risorgimento period of unification (1848 – 1870), during which Italian-Jews were granted civil 

rights and liberties, as well as the holistic traditions of Italian-Sephardic humanism.108 It is 

significant that Modigliani was formed in the environment of cultural integration that preceded 

Mussolini’s dictatorship, characterized by utopian aspirations which held that emancipation 

would erase all difference. At the same time, his Sephardic upbringing, combined with the anti-

Semitism that he faced in Paris, instilled in him an indelible sense of his Jewish heritage, as he 

stated, “I carry no religion, but if I did it would be the ancient religion of my ancestors.”109 

Portrait of a Young Woman also reflects Modigliani’s fascination with the sculpture of 

Constantin Brancusi, as well as imported carvings that ranged from “Archaic Greek and Cycladic 

[to] early Christian and Khmer,”110 which he discovered in Paris in 1910. These factors led him 

to a brief experimental interlude into sculpture that would influence all of his later work. (figure 

10) While this gesture bears uneasy resemblance to the Primitivism employed by his 

contemporaries such as Picasso and Derain, Klein argues that Modigliani’s attitude towards this 

108 The Risorgimento stood in sharp contrast to the race laws that would be put in place by Mussolini in 1938, which 

assumed: (1) Race is a biological concept and Italy belongs to the Aryan race, (2) a pure “Italian” race exists, (3) 
Jews do not belong to the Italian race, and (4) intermarriage between Jews and Italians was not to be permitted. 

Philip V. Cannistraro, The Italian Jewish Experience, ed. Thomas P. DiNapoli (Stonybrook, New York: Forum 

Italicum Publishing, 2000), 133. I talk about the Risorgimento in more depth in Chapter Three. 

109 Meryle Secrest, Modigliani: A Life (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2011), 164. 

110 Ibid. 
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sculpture was not lacking in deference—that is, he did not obfuscate the indigenous aesthetics 

under the auspices of avant-garde styles such as Cubism or fauvism.111 Nor was his interest 

simply formal, as Klein notes: 

The more he perceived the subliminal theme of race, the more focused and 

symbolic the artist’s method became. As Modigliani encountered fellow émigré 

artists, his hitherto latent Jewish identity became for him the subject of 

philosophical inquiry. […] The underlying geometric simplification of his series 

of sculpted heads indicates his determination to extract from the various ancient 

ethnographic models a mysterious, and enduring, elemental quality, and moreover 

to bracket a universal visual language against the individual conceits of 

portraiture.112 

This suggests that, for Modigliani, the sculptures offered him an idealized form based on the 

non-European aesthetics that mirrored his own experiences of difference as a Jew in Paris. This 

consistent abstraction of a range of ethnicities into a depersonalized face suggests that 

Modigliani was compelled by the fundamental qualities uniting the human race, regardless of 

superficial differences.113 The artist’s utopian view of humanity seems to be alluded to in a 1907 

note found in his sketchbook. 

What I am searching for is neither the real 

Nor the unreal, but the Subconscious, 

The mystery of what is instinctive in the human Race.114 

As modern artists who identified with their marginal status as Jews, both Chagall and 

Modigliani produced multifaceted images that, being “neither real nor unreal,” unveiled the 

fabricated specter of difference emblemized by the Jew. Portrait of a Young Woman functioned 

111 Ibid., 8-9 The relationship between this proliferation of artifacts in early-twentieth-century Paris, the brutal 

French colonization of the cultures from which they were taken, and modernist artists is a complex and contentious 

subject of which Patricia Leighton has provided extant scholarship. I explore Modigliani’s own approach to these 

artifacts in more depth in Chapter Three. 

112 Klein, "Modigliani against the Grain," 9. 

113 Ibid. 

114 Ibid., 14 
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differently from Chagall’s Jew series in its erasure of difference, rather than the transfiguration 

of Jewish stereotypes. However, against the prevailing regimentation of racial, ethnic, or national 

identities into fixed domains, both artists produced subjects that elude categorization. They 

present us, rather, with a parallel sense of uncertainty, and disruption of the familiar. It is in this 

sense that they evoke an experience of “dissensus.” 

Dissensus 

Dissensus, which I understand here as a form of political poetry, is a term used by the 

philosopher Jacques Ranciere in his theory of aesthetics to describe the parallels between the 

autonomous experience of art and politics. Ranciere’s theory, which holds that the aesthetic 

experience can lead to dissensus, or a radically-new way of seeing the world, builds on the 

traditions of Emmanuel Kant. The autonomous experience of art is, according to Kant, a 

negation (a “neither/nor”) of the upper faculties of knowledge, and the lower faculties of 

desire.115 This suspension of these faculties results in a disinterested experience of the beautiful 

or the sublime. 

Kant’s theory regarding aesthetics has been criticized for its removal of art from its social 

function. This is because the neutrality of the Kantian aesthetic experience appears to be directly 

opposed to the notion of socially-engaged art.116 For this reason, the Kantian experience has 

become the basis for the introverted l’art pour l’art of formalism, and the establishment of an 

oppositional relationship between “autonomous” art and “socially-engaged” art—between the 

115 Ibid., 5. 

116 In ethical terms, this autonomous experience of art is a source of contention, particularly from the Marxist 

perspective that conflates traditional aesthetics with a leisurely, bourgeois pastime complicit with oppressive social 

structures. For example, the French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu argued that this “disinterested experience” of art was 
the privilege of the petit- bourgeois intellectual who, having neither the concerns of capital or labor, was able to 

indulge in an idea of “universal thought and disinterested taste.” Ranciere, "The Aesthetic Dimension: Aesthetics, 

Politics and Knowledge.," 6. 
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personal and the political. This opposition between the aesthetic and political dimensions of art 

has been detrimental to interpretations of both Chagall’s and Modigliani’s work. Given their use 

of conventional media and lack of explicitly-political messages, both artists’ works have 

generally been read as personal expression, or in formal or iconographic terms.117 

However, Ranciere counters this opposition between autonomous and socially-engaged 

art by revealing the structural similarities between the Kantian aesthetic experience and 

metapolitics. It is important to distinguish between metapolitics and party politics. Metapolitics 

are social experiences that transcend the parameters of party politics. Party politics are 

epitomized by, for example, the popular yet vague idea of democracy. They structure the 

physicality of the policed state and regulate ideology and social behavior. On the other hand, 

metapolitics are not simply a matter of laws and constitutions; instead, they are a matter of 

“configuring the sensible texture of the community for which those laws and constitutions make 

sense.”118 

How then do metapolitics relate to the autonomous experience of art? Ranciere points out 

that Kant’s relationship between the two sensory faculties of intelligence and desire reflect 

society and its division into two hierarchical social bodies. The first is ethos, the class of 

intelligence, which is able to articulate its needs, and therefore have political agency. The second 

is demos, or the class of desire—the uncounted for—which constantly rebels against its 

subordination to the class that is given intelligibility.119 Whereas Kant’s understanding of the 

117 My reading of Chagall’s and Modigliani’s imagery as political is part of a wider scholarship, which I discuss in 

the Introduction to this dissertation (pp.4; 8-9). 

118 Ibid., 9. 

119 Jacques Ranciere, Dissensus: On Politics and Aesthetics, trans. Steven Corcoran (London; New York: 

Continuum International Publishing Group), 32-33. 
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autonomous experience of art is that of a “neither/nor,” or a suspension of knowledge and desire, 

Ranciere argued that this experience produces an “as if.”120 That is, in the disjunctive space 

created by this experience—which Ranciere terms as dissensus—a radical breakdown of the 

hierarchy between these two faculties or sensory realms occurs in the form of a “dismissal of the 

ethical differences between the class who knows and the class who desires.”121 This 

neutralization is not pacification. Rather, it offers a supplement or a third term that allows for a 

more radical way of seeing conflict. Instead of removing one from social obligations, this 

disruption of “two regimes of sense, two sensory worlds” offers the possibilities for social 

change and the imagining of radical utopias.122 

In this sense, Ranciere endorsed an art that produces a disjunctive experience in the 

metapolitical realm—dissensus. Art that functions as direct social action simply falls within 

party politics by reifying power structures and coercive ways of thinking and behaving. It does 

not disrupt the existing political system, but rather works within it. Further, it privileges those 

who already have political agency; the class of ethos, or intelligence. This situation was 

exemplified by the Italian Futurists, who celebrated fascism and militarism, as well as the 

Constructivists, many of whom were eventually incorporated into the Stalinist propaganda 

machine. Yet the experience of dissensus counters this systematic hierarchy through a moment of 

“perverse strangeness.”123 This allows for a sort of free play in which one questions how the 

world is organized or structured, and likewise the possibility of reorganizing of this structure. In 

120 Ibid., 2. 

121 Ibid. 

122 Ibid. 

123 Ibid. 
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short, art that falls outside of the boundaries of known experience disrupts that which is familiar, 

offering in its place the possibility of a reimagined, new world. 

As modern artists who identified with their marginal status as Jews, both Chagall and 

Modigliani produced sensory experiences that obfuscated the social hierarchy between the 

classes of intelligence and desire. Their multifaceted images refuted the fabricated specter of 

difference, emblemized by the Jew. By traversing the boundaries between art and the social, they 

countered the ethno-centrism and anti-Semitism that, coursing through Post-Dreyfus France, 

would have widespread and devastating consequences on Jews and other fringe populations 

throughout Europe in the decades to come. In their dislocation of fixed identities, in which 

universal types were lost in such particularities as green skin, or the indiscriminate gaze of a 

primitive Madonna, these images were formed by the crucible of twentieth-century Jewish life. 

Whether generalized to the point of ambiguity or riddled with Jewish idioms, the metamorphic 

figures showed the visceral power of art and visual culture as a means of both producing and 

reconfiguring notions of identity within political and social spheres. 
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Chapter One Illustrations 

Figure 1. Marc Chagall, Jew in Green, 1914. Oil on 

cardboard laid down on fiberboard. 

Figure 2. Rembrandt, Old Jew, Oil on canvas. 
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Figure 3. Marc Chagall, Violinist, 1911. Oil on canvas. 

Figure 4. Amedeo Modigliani, The Jewess (La juive), 

1908, Oil on canvas. 
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Figure 5. Henriette Brown, La Belle Juive, 1865 

Figure 6. Peter Wagner, Saturn, Woodcut, 

Nuremberg Almanac, 1492 
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Figure 7. The Wandering Jew, or the Shoemaker of 

Jerusalem, Unknown, London, 1765 

Figure 8. Edouard Drumont, Cover of La Libre Parole, 

1864. 
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Figure 9. Amedeo Modigliani, Portrait of a Young 

Woman, 1916. Oil on canvas. 

Figure 10. Amedeo Modigliani, Head, 1911-1913, 

Limestone 
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Chapter Two 

The Shtetl as Origin: Chagall in a Yiddish Context 

“Only for a resurrected humanity would its past, in each of its moments, be citable.” 
⸺Walter Benjamin124 

In the first chapter, I discussed Marc Chagall’s and Amedeo Modigliani’s destabilizations 

of fixed racial and ethnic categories, particularly as these pertain to Jewish identity. In the early 

twentieth century, identity was often defined, in part, by a national or mythical origin. In this 

chapter, “The Shtetl as Origin: Chagall in a Yiddish Context,” I address origin with regards to 

Eastern European Jewry, whose state of exile and lack of national boundaries problematized this 

complex notion. I focus on Marc Chagall’s 1911 painting I and the Village (figure 10), which is 

generally viewed as a fantastical image of a vanished Jewish world. 

In its day, Chagall’s nostalgic paintings were criticized as counter-revolutionary by many 

of his artistic peers, particularly in Russia, who viewed the past as an obstruction to a promising 

future.125 The most iconic of these paintings, I and the Village (1911) was rendered in folk and 

avant-garde styles, and marked by a nascent beauty and unadulterated nostalgia. Chagall’s 

preoccupation with his origin interrupted modernism’s utopian strivings with a certain 

recognition for what was being lost. In this painting, the “myth of the vertical,” the skyscrapers 

and airplanes that so entranced the European and Russian avant-garde, gave way to an idyllic 

gaze between human and animal.126 The eschatological trajectory of progress, emblemized by the 

ultimate reduced form of Malevich’s Black Square (1915), dissolved into a cyclical movement in 

124 Benjamin, "Theses on the Philosophy of History," 254. 

125 Marjorie Perloff, The Futurist Moment: Avant-Garde, Avant Guerre, and the Language of Rupture. (Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 2003). 

126 Ibid., xix. 
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which the past—that is, the lost world of Chagall’s childhood—melded with contemporary, 

avant-garde aesthetics, such as fauvism and Orphic Cubism. This disparate montage of memories 

and dreams fused the old and new, producing a vision of a strange new world. 

This chapter reinterprets I and the Village as disrupting the tension between history and 

progress that structured modernism. The painting’s sense of timelessness relates to traditional 

Judaic notions of memory and origin. Further, although Chagall spurned an intellectual approach 

to creating art, I and the Village coincides in a striking manner with Friedrich Nietzsche’s ideas 

of history, Walter Benjamin’s “dialectical standstill,” and the birth of Yiddish literature in the 

nineteenth century.127 This reveals that his work was also, at least intuitively, related to 

modernist currents of thought, and was not simply a personal expression of nostalgia for a lost 

world. In its dreamlike rendition, the shtetl was brought to the popular imagination at the 

moment of its historical dissolution, and revealed origin as a phantasmagoric world embedded in 

the memory. This representation offered a terrain that could not be confiscated and space, 

inseparable from the past, in which historical transformation could occur. In this respect, caught 

between the past and the future, the painting captured the paradox of twentieth-century Jewish 

experience as an historical process; that is, the dissolution of a traditional way of life, and the 

transfiguration of this life into the modern age. 

I and the Village 

I and the Village depicts the profiles of a man and a cow mirroring each other’s serene 

gaze. Within this gaze, a colorful idyll emerges that appears to be both self-enclosed and 

fragmented. Familiar images of village life—the peasants with their scythes, the milkmaid, and 

the row of small homes—are upturned and distorted by the concentric circles of Orphic Cubism 

127 Specifically, Chagall said, “I do without theory or method,” and “When I create from the head, nothing works. 
When I create from the heart, everything works.” Baal-Teshuva, Marc Chagall 1887-1985, 175. 
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and fauvist colorization. The man’s Jewish cap is offset his cross necklace, which is echoed in 

the Christian Church in the background. This strange, contradictory world mirrored the 

complexities of shtetl-life (which will be explored below) as well as Chagall’s own conflicted 

relationship to his home—when living in Vitebsk, he found it stifling and voluntarily left to 

pursue his art career. Yet away from it, during his first years in Paris’ bustling metropolis, it 

morphed into a timeless symbol of a lost past. Why, in the midst of Paris, this backward 

melancholic glance? 

Although his Revolutionary peers in Russia often criticized Chagall’s work as 

reactionary, nostalgia was nothing new to the avant-garde. Nor was it inconsistent with its 

endeavors. From the nineteenth century onwards, apprehensions regarding modernity were 

abundant, and gave way to visions that ran counter to Futurism. Movements such as Symbolism 

and fauvism reflected a yearning for a pre-industrial or Golden age, exemplified by cultures and 

aesthetics from faraway places or times such as Oceana, the South Pacific, and the African 

continent. From Paul Gauguin’s depictions of Brittany and Tahitian life to Andre Derain’s 

fauvist dancers (inspired by the abstractions of Fang masks), the elsewhere captivated the avant-

garde. Yet Chagall’s rendition of the shtetl must be understood not only in relation to this facet 

of modernism, but also to the Jewish traditions that formed him. These privileged memories over 

history and shared a world of text rather than territory. That is, his idyllic village arose from an 

internal rather than an external source: his memories of his homeland in Vitebsk. 
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Zakhor 

“My paintings are my memories,” said Chagall.128 The subjective and fragmented imagery of I 

and the Village was fictitious, in the sense of the incongruity of a dream.129 In Chagall’s fantasy, 

the materiality of Vitebsk in time and space gives way to the immateriality of memory, encasing 

it in an eternal present. This lost paradise evokes Nietzsche’s allegorical childhood, summoned 

all too soon out of forgetfulness: 

…the child, which does not yet have a past to deny… plays in blissful blindness 

between the fences of the past and the future. He learns to understand the 

expression “It was,” that password with which struggle, suffering, and weariness 

come over human beings, so as to remind him what his existence basically is—a 

never completed past tense.130 

The complexity of Chagall, who like Nietzsche’s child seemed to “play in happy blindness 

between the walls of the past and the future,” can be related to his sense of Jewish history or 

origin.131 This is marked by the privileging of Zakhor, or the act of remembering, over the 

chronological narratives of Western historicism.132 Zakhor’s emphasis on remembrance is related 

to the conditions of diasporic life that privilege memory over place. Rather than being fossilized 

in time or relegated to local ruins, this collective memory infuses and forms the present with 

128 Ibid., 264. 

129 Chagall never aligned his work with any movement, including Surrealism. However, the dreamlike qualities of 

his paintings caused the poet Apollinaire to describe his work as “sur-natural,” years before the Surrealist movement 

was formed. Ibid., 9. 

130 Friedrich Nietzsche, On the Use and Abuse of History for Life, trans. Ian Johnston (Nanaimo, British Columbia, 

Canada: Vancouver Island University, 2010), 7. 

131 Nietzsche was a driving force in modernist art. Artists such as Picasso and Giorgio DeChirico read his work and 

were directly influenced by his writing. There are no records of Chagall having read Nietzsche’s work. He was, on 
the contrary, well-known for claiming that he did “without theory or method.” However, this chapter argues that his 
work plays into the questions raised by Nietzsche in Untimely Meditations, in the sense that it was relevant to 

questions that were central to the developments of modernism. One claim of this chapter is to counter Chagall’s 
work as superficial or frivolous with its having a substantial and complex relationship to its social context. 

132 Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi, Zakhor: Jewish History and Jewish Memory (Seattle and London: University of 

Washington Press, 1996), xix. 
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transcendental meaning. The twentieth-century intellectual Franz Rosenzweig, a German Jew, 

posited that Jewry had “long achieved a condition of stasis through the observance of an 

atemporal law that removed it from the flux of history. As opposed to Christendom, which is 

‘eternally on its way,’ the Jewish people experience eternity in the midst of history itself.”133 

The feeling of timelessness that characterizes the image of I and the Village, engendered 

by the tranquil gaze between the man and the cow in the forefront of the painting, coincides with 

this Judaic worldview. Further, in much the same way that Chagall’s childhood memories 

unfold incongruously in I and the Village, “the Jewish past unfolds before the historian not as 

unity but…as multiplicity and relativity.”134 That is, instead of the conventional historical 

narrative that objectively correlates with a chronological series of events, the Jewish past 

reconciles the disparities of diasporic life with collective memories that produce a unified 

experience in the world of text rather than territory. These memories, infused with preternatural 

meaning, were transmitted through the generations by prophets and scribes, and focused, often 

anachronistically, on the mystical significance of recurring catastrophes rather than on linear, 

empirical narratives. In this way, if viewed in relationship to his Jewish heritage, Chagall’s 

cyclical, fragmented shtetl was not simply a subjective or fictitious account of his childhood. Its 

amalgamation of French styles with Russian, Jewish, and Christian imagery produces an image 

of diaspora, at the heart of which is Zakhor, the act of remembering. 

Remembering takes its most poignant form in the experience of nostalgia. Chagall’s 

images of the shtetl are not simply memories, but memories permeated with sadness. The 

painting’s exuberance belied the melancholic nature of Chagall’s preoccupation with his 

133 Ibid., 93. 

134 Ibid., 96. 
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birthplace. A profound sense of loss, perhaps hidden by the buoyant imagery, motivated his 

obsessively-repetitive renderings of the shtetl. He described his memories of Vitebsk with a 

disarming sorrow in his memoir My Life: 

Green leaves rustling. Your stones. Your graves. Hedgerows, muddy rivers, 

prayers made. All that is before me. No words. It all lies deep within me, writhes 

and soars like my memory of you. Your pallor, the thinness of your hands, your 

dried skeletons bring a lump to my throat. To whom shall I pray? How beseech 

you, beseech God through you, for a bit of happiness, of joy? I often look at the 

emptiness of the blue sky, I look at it dry-eyed, with pity and sadness… But 
enough! Au revoir!135 

Chagall’s sorrow over his homeland that he had by all means abandoned to pursue his art career 

was of a conflicted nature. Sidney Alexander described Chagall’s experiences of returning to 

Vitebsk in 1914, “He was ‘home.’ Or was he? Was this dismal town, this ‘unhappy town,’ the 

Vitebsk he had commemorated in rainbow images? Perhaps Vitebsk was more desirable the 

farther away it was.”136 

This conflict relates to the melancholic process of mourning. Following Freud, Giorgio 

Agamben defines “melancholia” as the mourning for an object that is both consuming and 

unobtainable. The object itself is elusive and defined by its absence rather than by any definitive 

characteristics. Instead of transferring this frustrated desire to another object, as in the case of a 

healthy ego, the melancholic turns inward and incorporates the lost object into itself. In this 

narcissistic process of mourning, the melancholic transforms what should be a detached object of 

contemplation into an object of “amorous embrace” inseparable from his own ego. This isolated 

project of mourning (turned entirely in on itself in solitary contemplation) empties objects of 

their own meaning and transforms them into images of loss, thereby constructing a 

135 Chagall, My Life, 20. 

136 Sidney Alexander, Marc Chagall: A Biography (Toronto: Longman, 1978), 162. 
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phantasmagoria. In this phantasmagorical reality, symbols attached to objects are stripped of 

their habitual meaning and changed into “the funereal trappings of mourning” for what cannot be 

obtained.137 Distorted by unrequited longing, the significance structuring the world becomes lost 

in ambiguity, and clear symbolism gives way to the slippages of allegory. 

Along these lines, Chagall’s dreamlike depictions of his origin in the shtetl present a 

paradox. In these images, the comfort and joys of home are accompanied by its distortion to the 

point of unrecognizability, thereby rendering it both present and absent. In a word, “nostalgia.” 

Coined from the Greek words nostos (“return”) and algos (“pain” or “suffering”), “nostalgia” 

means the pain of return, and also the suffering of absence, or no return.138 The dual meaning of 

nostalgia is evident in the shtetl’s presence in Chagall’s memory, as an almost tangible entity, 

and also in the incongruity of this imagined origin with its historical reality. This incongruity 

evokes the opposite of home: Unheimlich. The Freudian notion of unheimlich, or the uncanny, is 

the reverse of Heimlich, which means “homey,” or heimisch, which means “native.”139 

Unheimlich, which necessarily implies heimisch in its negated form, is suggested in the painting 

by the multicolored homes that are turned on their heads and by the familiar scenes of village 

life, complete with peasants and cows that dissolve into an unfamiliar cosmos. The play between 

these two words, “Heimlich,” or “native,” and “unheimlich,” its opposite, develops into 

uncertainty until each coincides with its opposite.140 That is, Chagall’s phantasmagorical 

homeland contains this play of words; the paradox of origin as simultaneously present and 

absent. Sidra Ezrahi addresses this paradox in relation to Jewish identity as conflicted between 

137 Agamben, Stanzas: Word and Phantasm in Western Culture, 20. 

138 Barbara Cassin, Nostalgia: When Are We Ever Home? (New York: Fordham University Press, 2016), 5. 

139 Ibid., 14. 

140 Sigmund Freud, Das Unheimliche (1919), 226. 
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acquisition and loss when she says, “The modern … discourse on home, exile and return 

captures the intensified longing for a place of origin as ultimate reference or antecedent – the 

presumption of a paradise whose loss or absence preserves it in a kind of negative space.”141 

The nostalgia that motivated I and the Village was, of course, motivated by the 

foreignness of Paris and homesickness for the familiarity of Vitebsk. However, the two sides of 

nostalgia, “rootedness and wandering,” were also more broadly related to diasporic 

experience.142 This experience arose from centuries of displacement, relational cultural identity, 

and a recognition of the transitory nature of national origin. The sense of placelessness was 

tempered by a preternatural sense of origin as the chosen people imbued with a unique destiny. 

The tension between rootedness and wandering, memory and history, pervaded centuries of 

exile, and is recounted in ancient Judaic texts. It is perhaps most poignantly reflected in the 137th 

psalm of King David, which fused the historical event of the Babylonian conquest of Jerusalem 

in 607 BC with Zakhor. 

By the rivers of Babylon, we sat and wept 

when we remembered Zion.143 

The result of this fusion produced a poetics that was, like Chagall’s renderings of Vitebsk, at 

once deeply personal, but ahistorical. 

The Historical Shtetl 

Chagall’s shtetl exemplified the tension between myth and history underscoring Jewish 

senses of origin. While I and the Village was a nostalgic montage of childhood memories, it was 

also founded in the material world—Vitebsk was a real place, the shtetl an historical reality. The 

141 Ezrahi, Booking Passage: Exile and Homecoming in the Modern Jewish Imagination. Contraversions., 9. 

142 Cassin, Nostalgia: When Are We Ever Home?, 23. 

143 Psalm 137:1. 
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discrepancies between Chagall’s nostalgic visions of this lost world and its materiality 

contributed to the mythologized image of the shtetlach (the plural form of the shtetl, which 

means “town” in Yiddish) as “small hamlets saturated with tradition and authenticity, where 

people and livestock freely mingled.”144 This was a simplistic account of a multifaceted culture 

that revolved around intricate economic and cultural relations with the broader Christian 

population throughout Russia, Poland, and the Ukraine. In his 1861 novella Dos Shterntickl 

(“The Shabbos Headband”), Israel Aksenfeld described, in the flippant prose so typical of 

modern Yiddish literature, the diversity of Jewish townships, in which inhabitants could number 

anywhere from 1,000 to 115,000. 

A small shtetl has a few cabins, and a fair every other Sunday. The Jews deal 

liquor, tar, burlap or tar. Usually there is a man striving to be a Hassidic Rebbe. 

A shtot on the other hand, contains several hundred wooden homes (that’s what 

they call a house-a home) and a row of brick shops […] such a town has a 
winehouse keeper, a watchmaker, an innkeeper, a broker, a past cantor, a present 

cantor, a madman, and an abandoned wife (an agunah), community beadles and a 

caterer. Such a town has various kinds of synagogues: a shul (mainly for Sabbath 

and the holidays), a bes-medresh (a house of study, for everyday use), and 

sometimes even a klaizl (a smaller house of worship) or a shtibl (a small Hasidic 

synagogue). God forbid that anyone should blurt out the wrong word and call the 

town a shtetl. He’d instantly be branded a smartass or a madman.”145 

The shtetlach were Jewish townships of about 1,000 – 10,000 people (as opposed to the 

larger shtot, whose population could be as much as 120,000) that developed throughout Poland, 

the Ukraine, and Russia’s Pale of Settlement in the eighteenth and nineteenth-centuries. As 

anticipated in Chapter One, the Pale of Settlement was essentially a large ghetto to which Jews 

were confined from 1772 until 1917, on the North and Southwestern borders of Russia. It was 

comprised of thousands of small towns, most of which were predominantly Jewish. 

144 Benjamin Nathans, Beyond the Pale: Jewish Encounters with Late Imperial Russia (Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 2002), 2. 

145 Antony Polonski, The Shtetl: Myth and Reality (Oxford: Littman Library of Jewish Civilization, 2009), 5. 
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Geographically, it consisted of former Polish territories, including central Poland, Ukraine, 

Belyorussia, and Lithuania, taken over by St. Petersburg in 1772.146 

During the first fifty years of its absorption into Russia, the shtetl flourished 

economically and culturally. Russian cartographers travelling throughout the Russian Empire in 

the 1790’s reported them, with surprising positivity, as a predominantly Jewish enterprise, 

complete with “prosperous fairs in Letichev, beautiful churches, shabby synagogues, the town-

owner’s palace, Eastern Orthodox Churches of stone, wooden synagogues, and a beautiful stone 

marketplace in Medzhibozh.”147 The wooden houses were large and at a comfortable distance 

from one another. Contrary to their legacy as insulated Jewish worlds, these towns were 

inhabited by both Jews and Christians. Perhaps the most surprising aspect was the religious 

tolerance that was reported by the explorers, who observed that “Jews were allowed to worship 

in their houses and conduct all of the necessary life-rites.”148 

The shtetl began its decline in the latter half of the nineteenth century. A census taken in 

1897 revealed that there were 5.2 million Jews living in Russia at the time: this constituted over 

half of the world’s Jewry. Almost 98% of this population spoke Yiddish as their native tongue.149 

There were several reasons for the decline. A series of reforms and economic quotas under an 

increasingly suspicious Tsarist regime, combined with modernization and increasing xenophobia 

occurring in Russia, transformed once flourishing shtetlach into impoverished villages and 

towns. These towns, along with their Jewish inhabitants, began to be associated via intensifying 

146 Yohanan Petrovsky-Shtern, The Golden Age Shtetl: A New History of Jewish Life in Eastern Europe (Princeton 

and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2014), 2-3. 

147 Ibid., 38-9. 

148 Ibid. 

149 Harshav, Language in Time of Revolution., 4. 
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anti-Semitic sentiments with “provincialism, timidity and stupidity, ghettoization…pedestrian 

thoughts, coarse manners, and bad taste.”150 

Vitebsk itself, Chagall’s birthplace and the subject of his paintings, was referred to as “an 

old town with decaying patrician houses and shabby Jewish quarters, half of its 50,000 

inhabitants being Jewish.”151 This excerpt from a pre-1914 edition of Encyclopedia Britannica 

described Vitebsk in the decades before the Red Army razed it to the ground during World War 

II, in an attempt to rid it of suspected fascists. A provincial town near the Lithuanian border in 

Byelo Russia (White Russia) in the area that is today the Republic of Belarus, Vitebsk was more 

of a shtot than a shtetl. Its populace had survived the tumult of discrimination, segregation, and 

pogroms. Its population at the turn of the century was around 65,000. More than half of its 

inhabitants were Jewish; there was, at one point, a total of 48,000 Jews. Most of these Jews were 

tradespeople, shopkeepers, and manufacturers who exported clothing, sugar, timber, ploughs, 

and other agricultural implements to large Russian cities. Like thousands of towns throughout the 

Pale, the Jewish quarter of Vitebsk had its own institutions: schools, synagogues, hospitals, and a 

cemetery.152 At the end of the eighteenth century, Vitebsk had also become a center of Hasidic 

Judaism, a populist strand of Judaism founded by the Baal-Shem-Tov in the 1730’s. Hasidism, 

which embraced a more egalitarian approach to religion, spurned the elitist intellectualism of 

Talmudic Judaism for a more intuitive communion with God.153 

150 Petrovsky-Shtern, The Golden Age Shtetl: A New History of Jewish Life in Eastern Europe, 52. 

151 Baal-Teshuva, Marc Chagall 1887-1985, 13. 

152 Ibid. 

153 Ibid. 
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The Mythical Shtetl 

The exuberant colors and ethereality composing I and the Village have been traced to 

Chagall’s Hasidic influences. At the same time, these qualities distorted the historical reality of 

Vitebsk, with its “decaying patrician houses and shabby Jewish quarters.”154 In this respect, 

while I and the Village depicted acute loss, it also contributed to the legacy of the shtetl as an 

imagined origin. The modern legacy of the shtetl was based less on historical accounts than it 

was on collective memory,155 a phenomenon that can be traced in part to the emergence of 

Yiddish literature in the nineteenth century.156 This modern rejection of historicism for a 

fictitious origin depicted in literature and the arts had its roots in the centuries-old Jewish 

approach to history. Yosef Yerushalmi notes that,   

Much has changed since the sixteenth century; one thing, curiously, remains. Now 

[today], as then, it would appear that even where Jews do not reject history out of 

hand, they are not prepared to confront it directly, but seem to await a new 

metahistorical myth, for which the novel provides at least a temporary, modern 

surrogate.157 

Placing the historical shtetl into the textual sphere was consistent with a long Jewish tradition of 

responding to catastrophe via its incorporation into sacred liturgy and texts. For example, the 

book of Lamentations, a sacred text lamenting the destruction of Jerusalem’s First Temple in 423 

BC, illustrated Judaism’s transcendental understanding of the past as a cycle of divine retribution 

and redemption. Using strikingly vivid metaphors, this poetic collection depicted the destruction 

154 Ibid. 

155 The Yiddish term yizker-bikher (sg., yizker-bukh) has come to refer primarily to a vast body of memorial books 

commemorating Jewish communities destroyed in the Holocaust, primarily from prewar Poland though also 

throughout Eastern Europe (similar works have been created for other parts of Europe and the Mediterranean 

region). Jonathan Boyarin, "Yizker-Bihker: The Yivo Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe," (2010). 

156 Polonski, The Shtetl: Myth and Reality, 11. 

157 Yerushalmi, Zakhor: Jewish History and Jewish Memory, 98. 
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of Jerusalem as a divinely-inspired event. Similar to the lasting impression of the shtetl long after 

its disappearance, the Book of Lamentations mythologized the besieged city of Jerusalem as an 

ideal origin: 

All who pass your way clap their hands at you; they scoff and shake their heads at 

Daughter Jerusalem: "Is this the city that was called the perfection of beauty, the 

joy of the whole earth?"158 

In the nineteenth century, Yiddish literature superseded the use of sacred Hebrew text as 

a means of recording catastrophe and loss. This was particularly true for the novel, which 

immortalized the diverse towns, villages, and even resorts populating the Pale of Settlement as 

an enclosed, Jewish haven. Solomon Rabinovich, aka Shalom Aleichem (1859 – 1916), was 

perhaps the most well-known voice to emerge from the Pale, and can be considered the literary 

counterpart to Chagall. Aleichem’s stories, which often thematized the Wandering Jew, 

coincided with the modernization of Eastern Europe’s Jewry. However, his main protagonist, 

Tevye the Dairyman, personified traditional shtetl life. Tevye’s world, rooted in personal 

memory and an archetypal past, had no “historical memory” to speak of.159 The same could be 

said of Aleichem’s shtetl, which he described thus, 

The town of the little people where I shall take you, dear reader, is exactly in the 

middle of the blessed Pale into which the Jews have been packed as tightly as 

herrings in a barrel and told to increase and multiply. […] Stuck away in a corner 

of the world, isolated from the surrounding country, the town stands, orphaned, 

dreaming, bewitched, immersed in itself and remote from the noise and the bustle, 

the confusion and tumult and greed, which men have created around them and 

have dignified with high-sounding names like Culture, Progress, and 

Civilization.160 

158 Lamentations 2:15 

159 David Roskies, The Jewish Search for a Usable Past (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 

1999), 12. 

160 Shalom Aleichem, The Town of the Little People, (The Old Country1946), 

https://www.facinghistory.org/sites/default/files/THE_TOWN_OF_THE_LITTLE_PEOPLE_0.pdf. 1. 

https://www.facinghistory.org/sites/default/files/THE_TOWN_OF_THE_LITTLE_PEOPLE_0.pdf
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Aleichem’s description of the Pale revealed the tension between reality and myth underlying the 

shtetl legacy. Chagall resisted criticisms of his work as literary.161 However, I and the Village 

must be understood in relation to this conscious use of Yiddish by novelists such as Aleichem 

and S.Y. Abramavitch (1836 – 1917) who immortalized the shtetl in literary imagination. Just as 

the unprecedented proliferation of Jewish artists in the Parisian avant-garde reflected the growing 

secularization of European Jewry, the use of Yiddish as a literary language for the first time in 

history was a striking historical shift. Patronized as the common (or slang) language of the shtetl, 

Yiddish was a linguistic reflection of the modern literature’s more secular themes.162 It was 

opposed by Hebrew, the sacred language of the vernacular. Daniel Miron notes that the birth of 

Yiddish literature revealed the paradox of a modernizing Jewish condition. At once a fallen 

language and emblem of a collapsing world, it also signified, like Chagall’s transfigured shtetl, a 

new culture emerging from the ruins.163 

While Aleichem mentioned the poverty and hardships of life endured by Russia’s Jewish 

non-citizens, “packed as tightly as herrings in a barrel” on its western borders, he also described 

a primitive world, insulated from “Culture, Progress, and Civilization.”164 This world is echoed 

in the self-enclosed cosmos of I and the Village that, like Aleichem’s remote little town, is 

depicted as “dreaming, bewitched, immersed in itself.” Neither depiction of the shtetl is 

161 Harshav, Marc Chagall on Art and Culture, 31. 

162 Language in Time of Revolution., 27. 

163 Dan Miron, The Image of the Shtetl and Other Studies of Modern Jewish Literary Imagination (Syracuse: 

Syracuse University Press, 2000), 50. 

164 Aleichem, The Town of the Little People. 
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historically accurate. In reality, Russia’s Jewish populations had a more integrated relationship 

with the broader Russian population.165 

Miron suggests that the literary construction of the unalloyed shtetl in modern Jewish 

imagination was an attempt to make sense of a way of life that was falling to pieces. Rather, in a 

quasi-biblical sense, these accounts (both visual and literary) projected it into the imagination as 

a fictional Jerusalem or mini-state. Transformed into an ahistorical myth, this Jewish origin 

sustained modern Jewish identity and experience in an otherwise “cold, harsh, individualist and 

egoistic” world.166 

The fragmenting world of the Eastern European Jew was indeed a maddening one, in 

which the boundaries between “the sacred and the profane, the sublime and the ridiculous, flux 

and stagnation, the human—in—animal and the animal—in—human”167 became confused and 

amalgamated. In this respect, Chagall’s fragmented shtetl is also echoed in S.Y. Abramavitch’s 

stories of Mendele the Book Peddler, albeit in darker terms. The protagonist, Mendele, was the 

paradigm of the wandering Jew. Drifting circuitously from town to town, peddling his books, 

Mendele’s world was a metonymy for diasporic experience, in which a universe defined by text 

and discourse replaced that of national territory. Contradictory, tragic-comic, and caught up in 

elliptical wanderings, Mendele embodied the paradoxes of Jewish existence at the time. At once 

a “child of the shtetl” in interminable exile, he was also confined within a “closed and self-

destructing world.”168 Continuously torn between fury and grief, Mendele’s character personified 

165 Petrovsky-Shtern, The Golden Age Shtetl: A New History of Jewish Life in Eastern Europe, 26. 

166 Miron, The Image of the Shtetl and Other Studies of Modern Jewish Literary Imagination, xii. 

167 David Roskies, Against the Apocalypse: Responses to Catastrophe in Modern Jewish Culture. (Harvard 

University Press, 1984), 60. 

168 Ibid. 
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a Jewish response to a shattered world. In one episode, the pitiful attempts of Mendele’s family 

to maintain cheerfulness after a particularly devastating pogrom drove him to a state of frenzy. 

He wished to, 

…take up one of the harps by the waters of Babylon and play an ecstatic tune 
mixed with sorrow, so that suffering Jews might dance until they dashed 

themselves into madness against the rocks.169 

Mendele’s subversion of the image of the rivers of Babylon—one of the most hallowed 

from Hebrew narratives of exile—exemplified the attempts to grasp new modes of Jewish 

experience that, like Chagall’s topsy-turvy villages, were upturned by modernity. These 

literary attempts to acclimate Jewish experience to modern life also appear in a different 

form in the writing of Jewish intellectual Walter Benjamin (1892 – 1940), who 

committed suicide in 1940 while fleeing the Nazis in the French Pyrenees. 

The Zero Hour 

The human/animal gaze in I and the Village is that of the Janus Head—the past is 

fragmenting before its eyes. This mirrors Benjamin’s own paradoxical notion of progress, which 

was captured in his allegorical reading of Paul Klee’s 1920 monoprint Angelus Novus (figure 

12): 

His face is turned toward the past.  Where we perceive a chain of events, he sees 

one single catastrophe that keeps piling ruin upon ruin and hurls it in front of his 

feet.  The angel would like to stay, awaken the dead, and make whole what has 

been smashed.  But a storm is blowing from Paradise; it has got caught in his 

wings with such violence that the angel can no longer close them.  The storm 

irresistibly propels him into the future to which his back is turned, while the pile 

of debris before him grows skyward. This storm is what we call progress.170 

169 Ibid. 

170 Benjamin, "Theses on the Philosophy of History," 257-8. 
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Like the Angel of History, the cyclical movement of I and the Village does not allow for a linear 

relationship between past and present. Instead, these two combine to form a still image of a 

strange, and entirely new world. This sense of an eternal present or frozen time reflects 

Benjamin’s dialectical standstill, or “zero-hour,” in which “Past, Present, and Future” are 

superimposed upon each other. 

Although he was a staunch Marxist, Benjamin’s idiosyncratic notion of historical 

materialism was imbued with Jewish mysticism, and his notion of the dialectical standstill sought 

to reconcile the conflict between a transcendental past and material history. Judaic law forbade 

the aid of soothsayers or fortune tellers to see the future, but rather encouraged remembrance 

through the Torah and prayers.171 Following this tradition, Benjamin complicated the Marxist 

tendency to discard the past as a dead entity in favor of a future utopia. Like Nietzsche, 

Benjamin resisted modernity’s sense of irreversible time.172 Rather than the waves of eternal 

return suggested by Nietzsche, however, in which the past replays itself infinitesimally, 

Benjamin’s sense of a dialectical relationship between present and past were revealed in flashes 

of revolutionary potential and the possibility of transformation. 

In his writing “On the Concept of History,” Benjamin called for a fusion of the past, or 

memory, with a messianic or eschatological belief in ultimate redemption as an allegory for 

Communist Revolution. The past engendered by this type of remembrance, Benjamin argued, is 

not dead, but “carries within it a secret index, by which it is referred to its resurrection.”173 Thus 

the future was not understood linearly, or in purely material terms, but allegorically—through the 

171 Ibid., 264. 

172 Svetlana Boym, The Future of Nostalgia (New York: Basic Books, 2001), 28. 

173 Benjamin, "Theses on the Philosophy of History." 254. 
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transcendental figure of the Messiah who could enter the “strait gate” at any second and usher in 

a new world.174 It is in this second, or dialectical standstill, that change or transformation occur. 

Benjamin’s experience of dialectical standstill was inspired by his melancholic 

meanderings through the shops and bazaars of 1926 Moscow. In the midst of revolutionary 

fervor, he encountered a kaleidoscopic array of objects from the past, such as “…shoe polish and 

writing materials, handkerchiefs, dolls’ sleighs, swings for children…stuffed birds…”175 This 

object-world, seemingly rendered obsolete by the Revolution, signified to Benjamin a collective 

imagination, or a “fairy tale.”176 Benjamin’s experience of the street fair as a revolutionary portal 

surprised his leftist peers, for whom Moscow’s role as the “laboratory of the future world 

revolution”177 necessitated a break with the past. Yet for Benjamin, the utopic experience of 

collectivity engendered by these outmoded objects was similar to that of the revolutionary 

consciousness that the Bolshevik intelligentsia were unsuccessfully attempting to disseminate to 

the Russian people. In Benjamin’s uncanny experience of the street fair, the past collided with 

the present, producing a metamorphic realm brimming with potential. It was in this moment of 

temporal suspension—otherwise known as the “zero hour”—that Benjamin saw the potential of 

the past as offering a portal to a future world.178 

A similar trace of melancholy and strangeness found in Moscow’s street fairs underlies 

the buoyant colors and modernist forms of I and the Village. Its fragments and idioms of shtetl 

174 Ibid., 264. 

175 Christina Kiaer, Imagine No Possessions: The Socialist Objects of Russian Constructivism (Cambridge: MIT 

Press, 2005), 222. 

176 Ibid. 

177 Boym, The Future of Nostalgia, 27. 

178 Ibid. 
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life signified an obsolete worldview. Yet, wrested from their original environment, they are 

reconfigured into a new fantasy. “Frozen in a precarious present,”179 this phantasmagorical 

shtetl, arising from an acute nostalgia in the face of loss, reflected Benjamin’s “impure 

modernity,” in which “a new language could explore the dialects of the past…sabotaging both 

the bourgeois common sense and the new revolutionary orthodoxy.”180 In this distinctly 

Benjaminian sense, Chagall’s images fused past, present, and future, thereby restoring and 

transfiguring the shtetl in the collective imagination at the moment of its dissolution into 

history.181 

Historical Transformation 

The link between Chagall’s renditions of the shtetl, Benjamin’s transfiguration of 

messianic Judaism into an allegory for Communist Revolution, and Abramavitch’s striking 

subversion of two millennia of transcendental exilic experience into material reality—or 

something irrational and meaningless—were not simply artistic or literary devices. They 

reflected the transformation of Jewish modes of existence into the modern, secular world that 

was occurring throughout the nineteenth and well into the twentieth century. In much the same 

way, I and the Village was not simply a nostalgic image of loss. Fragmented, upturned, and 

thoroughly contemporary, it depicted a moment of profound—even violent—shift in Jewish life. 

179 Ibid., 29. 

180 Ibid., 29-30. 

181 Chagall was not directly familiar with Benjamin’s work (Benjamin’s writing on history occurred decades after 
this painting was created). However, Benjamin, like Nietzsche, was a prominent figure in modernist currents of 

thought. His writing and Chagall’s work intersect in their melding traditional Jewish ideas with modernity; Chagall 

intuitively, and Benjamin intellectually. 
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Eastern Europe’s Jewish population had been undergoing rapid cultural and geographical 

changes throughout the nineteenth century.182 These changes were accompanied by unspeakable 

violence. The silent dialogue between the man and the cow in I and the Village suggests a 

primeval state of being, but also an identification of the Jew with the animal. This identification 

took on dark connotations in the increasing dehumanization of the Jews, which reached an 

unprecedented momentum with the pogroms that spread throughout the Russian Empire in the 

latter half of the 1800’s.183 The 1871 pogroms in Odessa left thousands of Jews homeless, and 

other more intense pogroms had followed in Elisavetgrad and Kiev a decade later. These riots, 

instigated by local populace, often lasted for days. However, their significance as a turning point 

in Jewish history did not lie in the massive devastation to Jewish lives and property. They had 

more far-reaching effects. Russian authorities allegedly instigated the riots so as to redirect 

resentment against the government toward the Jews. This shocking claim put an abrupt end to the 

Haskalah, which held that if Jews conformed to secular culture and reason, they would be able to 

peacefully integrate.184 Rather, the situation emphasized the pervasiveness of Russian anti-

Semitism. Disheartened by the realization that any previous movements towards integration had 

been superficial and futile, hopes for the tenability of Jewish life in Russia had to be given up.185 

The end of the Haskalah, or Jewish assimilation attempts, gave way to “a new form of 

Jewish politics, characterized by stridency and assertiveness,” including Zionism and the 

182 Harshav, Language in Time of Revolution., 5. 

183 Klier, Pogroms: Anti-Jewish Violence in Modern Russian History, 143. 

184 Ibid. 

185 Alan Mintz, Hurban: Responses to Catastrophe in Hebrew Literature (New York: Columbia University Press, 

1984), 115. 
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development of the Socialist Bund.186 These movements, based on either Jewish nationalism or 

the internationalist ideals of socialism, were not only political movements, but also attempts to 

break free of the ahistorical paradigm that structured the Jewish past. This paradigm, which 

conflated oppression and suffering with sin and divine retribution, deprived Jews, as the “eternal 

scapegoats,” of historical agency. 187 The shedding of this transcendental cycle of catastrophe and 

redemption entailed an entry into material history. In this sense, the most profound 

transformation took place internally, and consisted in a different way of relating to the world. 

That is, it involved a different understanding of Jewish identity, and resulted in the most radical 

changes in Jewish history that had occurred in two thousand years. The Modern Jewish 

Revolution, as it was termed by Benjamin Harshav, “entirely changed [the Jews’] geography, 

modes of living, languages, professions, consciousness, culture, politics, and place in general 

history.”188 Rather than the conventional overturning of a cohesive political system within a 

national territory, this revolution was internal, and overturned a universe founded on discourse, 

collective experience, and self-identification: 

Revolutions are usually sudden political and military acts of overthrowing an old 

regime that governs a society…Here the revolution was first of all internal […] 
This Modern Jewish revolution was not directed against a political power 

structure but rather against a governing semiotics, a set of beliefs, values, and 

behavior, and towards internalized ideals of a new world culture. In this respect, it 

is similar in time and nature to the revolution that occurred in modernist art and 

literature at the time.189 

186 Klier, Pogroms: Anti-Jewish Violence in Modern Russian History, 143. 

187 Mintz, Hurban: Responses to Catastrophe in Hebrew Literature, 117. 

188 Harshav, Language in Time of Revolution., 8. 

189 Ibid., 5-6. 
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This internal transformation of Eastern European Jewry was accompanied by a seismic unfolding 

of events. The disintegrating economic situation in Russia, combined with pogroms and 

increasing populations resulted in mass migrations from villages and towns in the Pale to larger 

cities in Russia, Palestine, and America. A nationwide famine in 1868 – 69 accelerated the 

circumstances. In the decade before 1881, over 40,000 Russian Jews migrated to America.190 

In 1917, the boundaries of the Pale of Settlement were eliminated and the Bolsheviks 

granted Jews full civil liberties and citizenship. In 1941, the last remnants of shtetl life came to 

an end when the German army invaded the Soviet Union. By the end of 1942, most of the five 

million Jews remaining in this area had been murdered.191 The eradication of the shtetl was 

countered by the Zionist resettlement of Israel in 1948,  and new diasporas to America and 

throughout the world. This cultural phenomenon exemplified Nietzsche’s observations on 

history, not as “a gravedigger of the present,” but as a means to life. 

In order to determine this degree of history and, through that, the borderline at 

which the past must be forgotten if it is not to become the gravedigger of the 

present, we have to know precisely how great the plastic force of a person, a 

people, or a culture is. I mean that force of growing in a different way out of 

oneself, of reshaping and incorporating the past and the foreign, of healing 

wounds, compensating for what has been lost, rebuilding shattered forms out of 

one's self.192 

Nietzsche’s understanding of the shattered past as a means to self-transformation was reflected in 

modern Jewish life, the complexities of which were captured in I and the Village. The painting, 

produced in 1911 Paris, was not simply a nostalgic image of personal loss. It was anchored in the 

demise of the shtetl, but it was also prescient. It projected a future world that would come to pass 

190 Mintz, Hurban: Responses to Catastrophe in Hebrew Literature, 113. 

191 Yehuda Bauer, The Death of the Shtetl (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001), 6. 

192 Nietzsche, On the Use and Abuse of History for Life, 8. 
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in the transformation of Eastern European Jewry into a new culture that extended from Eretz-

Israel to America. “Only as a picture,” said Benjamin, “which flashes its final farewell in the 

moment of its recognizability, is the past to be held fast.”193 I and the Village envisioned the past 

as a picture—arresting in time, for future generations, the unique place of the shtetl within 

Jewish memories and geographies. While it located Eastern European Jewry in a common, 

utopic domain, its fragmented, self-enclosed forms flashed a final farewell to a world in the final 

stages of collapse. The shtetl, which was all but eradicated by the end of World War II, was 

preserved in Jewish imagination through art, literature, and Zakhor. It was a material reality, 

entrenched in history. It was also only a facsimile of an interior homeland, profoundly allied with 

modern Jewish identity and its indelible origin, wherever that may be. 

193 Benjamin, "Theses on the Philosophy of History," 255. 
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Chapter Two Illustrations 

Figure 11. Marc Chagall, I and the Village, 1911, Oil 

on canvas. 

Figure 12. Paul Klee, Angelus Novus, 1920, Oil 

Transfer and Watercolor On Paper. 
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Chapter Three 

Modigliani, Italian-Jewry, and the Duplicity of Place 

All homelands are imagined.⸺Asher Biemann194 

In this chapter, we shift focus from East to West, and analyze experiences of place, 

history, and identity as they unfolded in Italian Sephardic culture and were envisioned in 

Modigliani’s work. Modigliani grew up in Italy, in a world far away from the shtetlach. In 1883, 

a year before Modigliani was born, his family’s zinc mining company declared bankruptcy due 

to the falling price of metals. Modigliani himself was born into a world of want that had, until 

quite recently, been a world of affluence; he was raised in both privilege and genteel poverty.195 

His imagery combined traditional Italian aesthetics with the utopian mores of Sephardic 

mysticism and the Italian Risorgimento period of national unification.  It also reflected the 

complex intellectual and cultural heritage of Livorno Italy’s Jewish population. The geographical 

and cultural disparities between Chagall and Modigliani, two Jewish artists from different 

worlds, are evident in their imagery. This chapter reveals that their work is also unified by a 

preoccupation with place and that their work reflected the paradoxes underlying Jewish 

experiences of modernity and diaspora. Whereas Chagall’s sense of place was rendered as 

fantastic recollections of a self-enclosed shtetl, Modigliani’s materialized in more generalized 

terrains. 

194 Asher D Biemann, "Imagining a Homeland: The Election of Place and Time," in Place in Modern Jewish Culture 

and Society, ed. Richard Cohen (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018), 124. 

195 In 1884, the Modigliani’s possessions and home were liquidated. When Modigliani was born, his family took 
advantage of an obscure Italian law that prevented authorities from removing the bed on which a pregnant woman 

was giving birth. Thus Modigliani’s birth bed was filled with family treasures as every other possession was being 
removed. Secrest, Modigliani: A Life, 28-30. 
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Modigliani is generally associated with his graceful, swan-necked models and to a lesser 

extent with his brief 1909 – 15 hiatus into sculpture. Scant attention has been paid to his 

landscapes. The sheer quantity and allure of his portraits, sculptures, and nudes have eclipsed 

them. There are only four-known landscapes attributed to the artist, as opposed to his hundreds 

of sketches, paintings, and sculptures of human figures. The earliest landscape, Small Tuscan 

Road, (figure 13) is one of the first-known works attributed to the artist. It was painted in Italy 

when Modigliani was in his teens and still developing his talent. The others were painted later in 

his career during his convalescence in the South of France between the years 1918 – 19. These 

landscapes, at least initially, are less striking than the artist’s paintings of human subjects. The 

latter, which have fascinated viewers with their serpentine forms and compelling psychological 

presences, have become paradigmatic of Modigliani’s unique aesthetic. 

However, similar to Chagall’s obsessively-rendered shtetl, there are elemental qualities 

underlying all of the artist’s work, including his landscapes, which indicate a preoccupation with 

place. As David Morris notes, Modigliani’s imagery is, by nature, a series: 

Modigliani thinks in series. The series is his basic unit of composition, 

homogenous and ongoing. Portraits, for example, not only dominate his 

work⸺unique among modern painters⸺but also (as their well-known similarities 

attest) constitute a series. The series is to Modigliani what a style or period is to 

Picasso…As serial compositions, Modigliani’s portraits, no matter who they 

portray, all bear family resemblance as Modigliani’s and their underlying 
similarities reveal (from the upper-crust Jean Cocteau to unidentified lower class 

workers) a certain underlying coherence.196 

Kenneth Silver also noted the repetitive nature of Modigliani’s work, and analyzed it in 

relation to his dual heritage: 

Historical inclusiveness defines the two worlds always present in Modigliani— 
Italy and Judaism. It also identifies a relative premise throughout the oeuvre that 

sheds light on his limited range (portraiture), and why this virtually exclusive 

196 Morris, "Eros Modigliani," 152. 
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practice is marked by repetition, replication of type, and increasingly reductive 

patterns.197 

As Morris and Silver observe, the cohesive characteristics linking Modigliani’s body of work 

and the gradual simplification of his forms should not be understood simply in formal terms. 

Rather, they reflect the artist’s humanistic worldview and his own conflicted identity. 

This chapter approaches Modigliani’s oeuvre comprehensively, as a meta-series of sorts, 

and expands on Morris’ and Silver’s analyses to include Modigliani’s oft-dismissed landscapes 

as important signifiers of place, beginning with an early 1899 painting Small Tuscan Road. 

Despite the landscape’s marginal status in the artist’s scholarship, it too contains the marked 

tension between specificity and placelessness that is omnipresent in Modigliani’s work. This 

omnipresence suggests that these qualities were not capricious, but rather reflect something more 

profound. Specifically, they indicate Modigliani’s sense of dislocation that, manifest in almost 

every aspect of his life, persona and art, can be traced to his dyadic identification as both Italian 

and Jew. 

Landscapes 

Modigliani was fourteen when he painted Small Tuscan Road (1899). This impression of 

a country road disappearing into atmospheric perspective has been described as a hurried study, 

yet the young artist’s talent is evident in it, as well as his schooling in Italian-style painting. 

During this time, Modigliani was studying under the painter Guglielmo Micheli in Livorno, Italy. 

Micheli was a follower of the Italian group of painters known as the Macchiaioli (c. 1855 – 

1865).198 The Macchiaioli fused Romanticism, Realism, and Impressionism, and emphasized the 

197 Klein, "Modigliani against the Grain," 8. 
198 “Macchiai” referred to the sketch-like execution of the style. Norma F. Broude, "The Macchiaioli: Effect and 

Expression in Nineteenth-Century Florentine Painting."," The Art Bulletin 52 (1970): 11. 
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poetic effects of the natural world through en plein air painting, scenes from nature, and the 

chiaroscuro effects of Italian sunlight on form and color.199 In accordance with the Macchiaioli 

approach to painting, Micheli’s school emphasized open air painting which, according to Renato 

Natali, Modigliani intensely disliked.200 He much preferred museums, where he could study the 

works of the early-Renaissance Masters, Botticelli, Giotto, and Simone Martine.201 

The painting’s vacuity, devoid of human presence, appears to be the obverse of the 

human-centered body of work for which Modigliani would later became known. His defining 

style is, in fact, more evocative of Botticelli than nineteenth-century Italian Impressionism—his 

portraiture, in particular, is marked by the warm palette and graceful, feminine contours of 

Quattrocento virgins. However, countering the impulse to brush the work off as a disinterested or 

unrelated study, the landscape offers a valuable glimpse into Modigliani’s later work. Its 

idiosyncrasies become evident in comparing it to Micheli’s The Road Home (1893) (figure 14). 

Micheli’s influence on his student is clear. Like Micheli’s painting, Small Tuscan Road’s focal 

point is a road disappearing into the distance using exaggerated one-point-perspective. The 

landscape also emanates Micheli’s divisionist brushstrokes and naturalism, which were in vogue 

at the time with Italian artists. However, whereas Micheli’s painting exemplified the Macchiaioli 

group’s sun-drenched depictions of Tuscany and emphasis on the locales’ indigenous 

architecture and costumes, Modigliani’s landscape is generalized to the point of abstraction. Its 

noticeable lack of human figuration is augmented by a desolate atmosphere that evokes absence 

199 Ibid. 

200 Secrest, Modigliani: A Life, 55. 

201 Ibid. 
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or longing.202 This muted landscape is no “road home,” as Micheli’s own title and painting 

suggest, but only an interminable road that, disappearing into the hazy background, holds the 

possibilities of leading anywhere or, perhaps, nowhere. In contrast to the Macchiaioli painters’ 

luminous impressions of Italian life, Small Tuscan Road alternates plains and hills, and even the 

trees do not seem particularly distinctive. It is an anonymous locale that, if not for its title, could 

have been anywhere in Europe. 

In a parallel sense, the painting also intersects with the analysis of I and the Village (see 

figure 11) in Chapter Two. That is, the melancholic landscape and I and the Village both depict 

the artists’ pseudo-homelands. Both suggest an interplay between presence and absence. Small 

Tuscan Road reflects a sense of displacement that echoes the groundlessness of Chagall’s 

floating Jewish figures. However, unlike I and the Village’s fantastical and interior terrain, the 

Tuscan landscape is a contemplative, naturalist study that envelops the viewer. There is none of 

the self-enclosed specificity of Chagall’s shtetl, packed with houses, animals, Jewish fiddlers, 

and Yiddish idioms. Rather, we are faced with a void. Despite the landscape’s title, which 

provides a sense of place (Tuscany), the painting’s vague locale contrasts with I and the 

Village’s rootedness in the folklore and idioms of shtetl life. Small Tuscan Road is not only void 

of Jewish references, but of any specific geographical or cultural references. It could be a 

country road in Spain, a pastoral scene in France, or a summer morning on an English moor.  In 

short, despite some conceptual similarities, the two artists’ depictions of place are different. 

Chagall’s shtetl is groundless, yet culturally-specific, whereas Modigliani’s portrait of his 

homeland, Tuscany, is generalized to the point of uncertainty. 

202 This mood has been linked to the death of Modigliani’s beloved grandfather shortly before he produced the 

painting. It is possible that the work reflected the artist’s psychological state following this loss. Klein, "Modigliani 

against the Grain," 10. 
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It is tempting at this juncture to link the painting’s sense of dislocation to Modigliani’s 

experiences as an Italian-Jew, formed by a diasporic mentality that is always “somewhere” but 

never home. This assumption is compelling, albeit tenuous. However, it gains credence in Mason 

Klein’s extensive analysis of Modigliani’s work, which suggests a deeper relationship to his 

Sephardic upbringing. In comparing Chagall’s 1923 – 4 Green Violinist with Modigliani’s The 

Cellist (figure 15), Klein observes that: 

The euphoric melodies that resound in Chagall become mute and timeless in 

Modigliani. While Chagall presents us with a musician whose exuberance 

exclaims a visual liberation, Modigliani’s somber cellist conveys the artist’s 

reflective connection to music, and perhaps the nostalgic silence just as the bow 

finishes its chord. Both artists address the subjects of migration and change: the 

former by forging a synthesis between modernism and Hasidic mysticism, the 

latter by portraying a sense of loss and displacement, and a lack of specific 

cultural reference.203 

A comparative reading of I and the Village and Small Tuscan Road reveals a similar tension in 

the two artists’ work—between euphoria and melancholy, presence and absence, and specificity 

and ambiguity. Likewise, the sense of “mute timelessness” that imbues The Cellist is also found 

in Small Tuscan Road and much of Modigliani’s other work. 

In this way, despite their superficial stylistic and figurative discrepancies, a relationship 

can be ascertained here between this early landscape and Modigliani’s wider body of work. This 

relationship is evident in another subtle characteristic of the landscape. That is, as opposed to 

Chagall’s shtetl which is sequestered within an imaginary realm, the Tuscan road extends into 

the viewer’s space in such a way that the viewer can imagine herself walking or standing within 

it. In this respect, the painting’s sense of dislocation is countered by its evocation of shared 

space. This sense of personal interaction reappears in Modigliani’s fully-developed portraits in 

203 Ibid. 
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the form of a direct and compelling gaze, and is again reiterated in the tangible erotic interplay 

produced by his nudes.  

What to make of these peculiar characteristics that are woven throughout Modigliani’s 

work, and manifest in such an early painting as Small Tuscan Road? Just as Chagall’s imagery 

was inextricable from shtetl life, Modigliani’s imagery thematized rootlessness, but also 

emphasizes a sense of commonality, of shared space. The contrast between Chagall’s 

particularized, self-enclosed shtetl and Modigliani’s generalized vision was not arbitrary. Rather, 

it corresponded to the dissimilarities between Russian-Ashkenazic and Italian-Sephardic 

experiences at the turn of the twentieth century. Until the late nineteenth century the Ashkenazim 

were, for the most part, culturally and linguistically separated from European culture. As 

discussed in Chapter Two, Chagall’s insulated Jewish world reproduced and, perhaps, idealized 

this autonomous way of life. It also reflected its disintegration into modernity. What remains to 

be investigated in more depth in this chapter is the nature of Modigliani’s Italian-Sephardic 

context and how it is imprinted in not only his early, but also his later work.” 

Livorno 

Small Tuscan Road’s sense of displacement, also found in The Cellist, is linked to 

Modigliani’s experiences as an Italian-Sephardic Jew. These experiences were distinct, 

geographically and culturally, from those of the Eastern European Ashkenazim. The Sephardim 

were descendants of the Jews who had been expelled from Spain at the end of the fifteenth 

century. Whereas the Ashkenazim settled in central and Eastern Europe, and spoke Yiddish (a 

fusion of German and Hebrew), the Sephardim populated Spain, North Africa, Portugal, and the 

Middle East, and spoke Ladino, a language based on Spanish and Hebrew.204 With the exception 

204 Secrest, Modigliani: A Life, 17. 
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of a wealthy, elite class of Jews, the Eastern European Ashkenazim were generally of the peasant 

or merchant class, and limited their education to the Yeshiva or Jewish secondary schools. The 

Sephardim, on the other hand, had a reputation for being well-educated and cultured in European 

affairs. From Spain to Africa, they were known as “doctors, philosophers, poets, royal advisors, 

and financiers.”205 In Italy, in particular,  the Sephardim were included (to varying extents) in 

Italian culture and state affairs. This was heightened during the Risorgimento period in the 

nineteenth century, although it was even the situation prior to that.206 In contrast, parallel 

institutions in Eastern Europe generally excluded Eastern European Jews, at least before the 

nineteenth century.207 

Although Modigliani’s family experienced a devastating financial fallout at the time of 

his birth, the artist was raised in a highly-intellectual and cultured environment. Unlike Chagall, 

whose decision to become an artist was a source of consternation to his provincial family, from a 

young age Modigliani was exposed to Renaissance art and prints along with Dante’s poetry and 

the writings of Gabrielle D’Annunzio and Friedrich Nietzsche. His cultured upbringing is largely 

attributed to his mother Eugenie. Eugenie was born in Marseilles, and traced her lineage to the 

Garsins. The Garsins were an established family of Sephardic Jews who had lived on the 

Mediterranean Coastline for centuries.208 Their ancestors included authorities in sacred texts who 

founded schools of Talmudic studies, along with bankers and creditors. Cosmopolitan, multi-

lingual, and, according to Modigliani’s biographer Meryle Secrest, “mov[ing] with ease between 

205 Ibid. 

206 Klein, "Modigliani against the Grain," 4,6. 

207 See Chapter Two. 

208 Secrest, Modigliani: A Life, 16. 
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cultures and social groups,” the Garsins were a role model for cultural assimilation.209 

Modigliani was introduced to Jewish intellectuals such as Uriel da Costa, Moses Mendelssohn, 

and the seventeenth-century Dutch philosopher Baruch Spinoza to whom his family even traced 

their lineage.210 He also learned fluent French from his mother, a factor that facilitated his 

potential to “pass” for a gentile in Paris during his later career. In short, from an early age, 

Modigliani was entrenched in both Italian and Jewish humanist and philosophical traditions. 

Like many Italian Jews, he had one foot in the secular world and one foot in the Judaic one.  

Mason Klein ascertained a more specific relationship between the artist’s elusive imagery 

and his formation in the notoriously-privileged and ecumenical city of Livorno, located on the 

Western coast of Italy between Genoa and Florence. By the time that Modigliani was born in 

1884, Livornese Jews had been acculturated into Italian society for centuries. This situation 

distinguished them not only from the Jews inhabiting Eastern Europe, but also from many other 

Mediterranean Sephardim as well. Unlike Venice, Livorno did not have a ghetto. Rather, its 

society was characterized by an “enlightened pluralism” and an emphasis on social inclusion.211 

These different circumstances reflected the broad spectrum of exilic life throughout Eastern and 

Western Europe. 

Livorno’s location as a port-city made it one of Italy’s most ethnically-diverse areas since 

the seventeenth century. Here, Jews, Greeks, Armenians, and Protestants mingled with a devout 

Catholic population. Francesca Bregoli described it thus: 

Eighteenth-century Livorno was not only home to the densest and most privileged 

Jewish community in Italy, but the nazione ebrea (“Jewish nation”), as it was 

209 Ibid., 17. 

210 Klein, "Modigliani against the Grain," 6-7. 

211 Ibid., 3. 
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referred to, was also the second largest Jewish enclave in western Europe after 

Amsterdam at mid-century. Livornese Jewry partook of both Mediterranean-

Sephardi and Tuscan characteristics. […] The nazione ebrea was linked by long-

lasting bonds of familiarity and allegiance to other western and eastern Sephardi 

communities. At the same time, it was profoundly embedded within the Tuscan 

state, on which it depended for protection and with which it was in constant 

political dialogue.212 

As Bregoli’s account describes, and as evidenced in Modigliani’s own upbringing, the 

relationship between the nazione ebrea and the Italian state made it possible for Livornese Jews 

to be simultaneously cosmopolitan and grounded in Judaic tradition. This led many Eastern 

European Jews to view them as an ideal of social integration, particularly during the nineteenth-

century Haskalah, or Jewish Enlightenment.213 However, Bregoli further observed: 

Despite the optimism of some enlightened Livornese Jews and their contribution 

to general culture, the Tuscan world, by and large, continued to view them as part 

of a protected, often despised minority, not as individual members of the human 

family. This historical irony encapsulates the constant tension between inclusion 

and exclusion experienced more broadly by all western European Jews. In this 

sense, the experience of Livornese Jews at the time of the Enlightenment both 

anticipates and exemplifies the challenges of cultural and social integration 

typical of Jewish life in Europe in the modern period.214 

This passage shows that, although Livornese Jews were viewed by many outsiders as having 

successfully assimilated into the population, they were not exempt from the tensions of exilic 

life. While their privilege exceeded that of most other European Jews, they were still viewed by 

their Italian compatriots as a marginal population. They had to carefully navigate the boundaries 

between Italian cultural and religious norms and their own history, worldview, and religion. 

212 Francesca Bregoli, Mediterranean Enlightenment : Livornese Jews, Tuscan Culture, and Eighteenth-Century 

Reform (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2014), 2. 

213 Ibid. 

214 Ibid., 5. 
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The Livornese Jews’ unique situation was exacerbated during the nineteenth-century 

Italian Risorgimento period of unification. Risorgimento is Italian for “rising again.”215 The 

Risorgimento’s goal was to merge the Italian states into one kingdom, and to unify its citizens 

through nationalist, idealist values. In this respect, returning to Micheli’s The Road Home, the 

painting was not simply an optical study of light and shadow. Its specifically Italian milieu 

reflected the surge of Italian nationalism and pride that pervaded every level of Risorgimento 

Italian society. This included art movements such as the Macchiaioli, who typically portrayed 

scenes celebrating Italian culture and history.216 

For Italian-Jews, however, the Risorgimento took on different connotations. Under Carlo 

Alberto (the ruler of Piedmont and Sardinia), Jews were granted civil and political rights in 

1848.217 As was the case in Russia during the Jews’ emancipation under Bolshevism in 1917, the 

results of this emancipation were complicated. Although the movement offered civil rights to its 

marginal populations, the radical call for national unification came at a cost, particularly for 

those who were not native Italians. Full legal and civil emancipation entailed a dissolution of 

tradition.218 As Elizabeth Schächter noted: 

The [Risorgimento’s] demands and expectations were high: they included 

renunciation of any separate national identity, of any instinctiveness, radical 

transformation; regeneration; reeducation; Bildung (“self-formation”); civic 

improvement; religious conversion. All this would lead to fusion with Christian 

society.219 

215 This definition is according to the Miriam Webster Dictionary. Risorgimento can also mean “resurgence” etc. 
216 Giovanni Fattori, for example, a Macchiaioli painter also born in Livorno, was known for his depictions of 

legendary Italian battles. Salvatore Napolitano, "The Risorgimento and the Arts," Ambassador 23, no. Fall (2011). 

Given its emphasis on Italian nationalism and unity, it is up to debate whether the Risorgimento, despite its initial 

liberalism, laid the groundwork for the emergence of Italian fascism in 1921. 

217 Schachter, The Jews of Italy 1848-1915, 3. 

218 Ibid. 

219 Ibid. 
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The sense of cultural assimilation that the Risorgimento inspired was exemplified in 

Modigliani’s grandfather Giuseppe, who lived with the family. According to Secrest’s 

descriptions of Modigliani’s upbringing, Guiseppe, or “Nonno,” spoke three languages fluently, 

and loved to discuss philosophical and religious issues. He observed all of the Jewish traditions 

of fasting and praying, albeit lackadaisically. He emphasized these traditions’ celebratory aspects 

by holding elaborate feasts that were open to all—provided that the guests were Jewish. If the 

morning prayer were recited in the Modigliani household, it was only the first couple of verses, 

and Nonno would facetiously tell his grandchildren that tradition was “all a bunch of 

nonsense.”220 This general attitude of Livornese Jews was also evident in Modigliani’s own 

approach towards his Jewish heritage, which oscillated between ambivalence and reverence. As 

noted in Chapter One, he once stated that “I carry no religion, but if I did it would be the ancient 

religion of my ancestors.”221 

A progressive intellectual environment augmented Modigliani’s complex social 

background, and reinforced his sense of cultural assimilation. Modigliani’s family were 

followers of Elia Benamozegh, the Sephardic mystic from Livorno. For Italian Jews, the 

teachings of nineteenth-century Sephardic Rabbi’s such as Benamozegh and Sabato Morais 

intensified the Risorgimento’s secular call for unification in religious terms. Benamozegh fused 

religious humanism, Italian nationalism, and social pluralism into a “triangulation of discourses” 

that was both socially-progressive and founded in Jewish intellectual thought.222 Thus 

Modigliani was formed by idealist values of social inclusion in the secular and religious realms, 

220 Ibid., 19. 

221 Secrest, Modigliani: A Life, 164. 

222 Klein, "Modigliani against the Grain," 4. 
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as well as by an indelible sense of his own Jewish heritage. In this sense, his experiences 

exemplified the manifold tensions underlying diasporic life. 

Returning to the early landscape, Small Tuscan Road, these tensions are manifested in 

their most elemental form. In terms of subject matter and style, the painting is an exemplary 

portrait of certain aspects of Italian-Sephardic diasporic experiences in the late nineteenth 

century. That is, it is a portrait of both assimilation and exile. It reveals Modigliani’s proficiency 

in Italian-style painting at a young age, specifically the influence of the Macchiaioli group. At 

the same time, there are none of the proud references to Italian culture that we see in the 

Macchiaioli paintings. In comparison to Chagall’s explicitly Jewish locale, Small Tuscan Road’s 

vacuity borders on abstraction. Similar to Modigliani’s later paintings, it suggests, in Klein’s 

words, “a sense of loss and displacement, and a lack of specific cultural reference.”223 

Along with its sense of displacement, there is a prescience in the interminable road 

disappearing into the nebulous landscape. The melancholy restlessness suggested by Small 

Tuscan Road was real for Modigliani. After a series of life-threatening illnesses during his 

adolescence—including typhoid and tuberculosis—he travelled to Capri, Rome, Florence, and 

Venice.224 Here he spent hours in galleries and cafes, copying Renaissance paintings and 

mingling with Italian artists including Umberto Buccioni and Cesare Mainella.225 His travels 

inspired him; at the age of twenty, six years after painting Small Tuscan Road, he left Italy by 

train for Paris. 

Paris 

223 Ibid., 10. 

224 Secrest, Modigliani: A Life, 65-69. 

225 Ibid., 76. 
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Why did Modigliani go to Paris? As Gertrude Stein observed, “Paris was where the 

twentieth century was.”226 The answer, of course, was more compound—Modigliani was going 

to make art. In the decades following 1870 until the beginning of World War I, Paris was above 

all a city of artists; it was even said that during this time “there were more artists per square 

meter than in any location in the world.”227 When Modigliani arrived in the spring of 1906, he 

was armed with a only a few possessions (including his mother’s parting gift of Oscar Wilde’s 

best-selling poem “The Ballad of Reading Gaol”) that resonated with the Bohemianism that he 

would come to embrace. By this time, his adolescent art training had blossomed into a burning 

desire to create.228 

Modigliani’s fluent French offered him more advantages than other émigré artists who 

arrived in Paris speaking, for instance, only Russian or Yiddish. Yet his sense of dislocation 

would be exacerbated here. The internationalism of the artists and intellectuals populating 

Montparnasse, combined with the aftermath of the Dreyfus Affair, immersed him in a 

disconcerting mixture of multiculturalism and French nationalism. As discussed in Chapter One, 

this context was a jarring shift from Livorno’s social-inclusiveness. For Modigliani, this situation 

brought to the surface notions of ethnic and racial differences that he began to explore through a 

series of sculptures and portraits. La Juive, painted two years after he arrived, was accompanied 

by other particularized, pseudo-naturalist portraits whose subjects included Algerian, Jewish, 

Russian, French, and Roma subjects.229 

226 Morris, "Eros Modigliani," 149. 

227 Secrest, Modigliani: A Life, 83. 

228 Ibid., 80 

229 Braun, "The Faces of Modigliani: Identity Politics under Fascism," 25. 
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For example, Portrait of Joseph Levi (figure 16) painted circa 1909, depicts Levi, a 

Jewish painter and art dealer, who often lent Modigliani money in return for art. While 

Modigliani had abandoned landscape painting at this point, Portrait of Joseph Levi maintains 

elemental qualities found in Small Tuscan Road, such as the muted coloration and painterly 

brush strokes. Further, similar to the Tuscany landscape, the portrait is evacuated of any ethnic 

references or narrative frame. In contrast to Chagall’s racialized Jew in Green discussed in 

Chapter One, it is difficult to identify Levi as a Jew at all, based upon his clothing and physical 

characteristics. Like the Tuscan road that extends centrifugally towards the viewer, the geometric 

composition of the painting creates a focal point in Levi’s dark and brooding eyes, which echo 

those of the saturnine La Juive. The contemplative portrait reveals an interplay between surface 

and essence, and one is drawn into this melancholic face as they are drawn into the Tuscan 

landscape’s mysterious road. Yet the gestural brushstrokes and specified features reveal that, at 

this point, Modigliani had not yet arrived at his defining style. 

Modigliani’s quest to define his own style amidst the artistic conundrum of Paris would 

turn out to be an arduous endeavor for various reasons. Unlike Chagall, who encountered almost 

immediate success in Paris, Modigliani’s early career in France was somewhat disastrous. His 

first exhibited work in 1906, consisting of three portraits, failed to attract any attention.230 Other 

than a small stipend from his parents he was unemployed. In fact, the longer he lived in Paris the 

more his situation seemed to deteriorate in correlation with his increasing use of alcohol, hashish, 

and cocaine.231 His poverty and antics were notorious, even for the Bohemians in Montmartre. 

230 Secrest, Modigliani: A Life, 88-89. 

231 Secrest notes that there a references to Modigliani’s often possessing a small amount of cocaine. This should be 

taken in the social context of early-twentieth-century Paris, when drug use was common and even treated like snuff. 

Ibid., 117. 
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His late-night-strip teases, performed when he had reached a state of intense intoxication, were a 

regular occurrence, according to an observer: 

As the Montparnasse evening passed deeper into alcohol and drugs, a moment 

arrived when the impoverished young Italian painter would begin to remove his 

clothes. Modigliani would stand upright and begin by unwinding the long red 

scarf coiled around his waist in the style of French workers. His trousers slipped 

down to his ankles as he pulled up his shirt, revealing a slim white torso. An 

eyewitness heard him saying, “Aren’t I handsome? Don’t I look like a god?”232 

While Modigliani’s lifestyle was undeniably self-destructive, Picasso wryly observed that his 

drunken exploits seemed to coincidentally occur near artist-haunts and tourist-stop cafes; that is, 

its histrionic nature led some to suspect that his excess bordered on the performative.233 It’s 

possible that Modigliani’s exaggerated identification with the quintessentially “out-of-place” 

Artist-Bohemian stemmed from his sense of alienation as an Italian-Jew in Paris. As Mason 

Klein suggests, Modigliani “unmasked” his Jewishness by taking on the role of the pariah.234 It is 

worth noting that his growing fascination with the human subject seems to have coincided with 

his own increasingly-unstable sense of identification in the Parisian milieu. 

Modigliani’s difficulties in Paris (whether self-imposed or not) were exacerbated by a 

sense of homesickness for Italy. He claimed that the “watercolor” light of overcast Paris was 

detrimental to his painting and offensive to his Mediterranean eye, accustomed to the sunny 

Italian coast.235 It seems that his sense of own idealism was perhaps the greatest source of 

frustration. Like Chagall, he refused to confine himself to any specific movements such as 

Cubism, Futurism or fauvism. Rather, he saw the artist primarily as an individual, in the 

232 David B. Morris, "“Eros Modigliani.," The Iowa Review 36, no. 1 (2006): 149-50. 

233 Ibid., 150. 

234 Klein, "Modigliani against the Grain," 7. 

235 Secrest, Modigliani: A Life, 105. 
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Nietzschean sense; that is, both burdened—and privileged—with the inevitable journey to 

transcendence.236 As his peer Max Jacob observed, Modigliani’s pursuit of the ideal bordered on 

perfectionism. 

Everything in Dedo [Modigliani] tended towards purity in art…a need for 
crystalline purity, a trueness to himself in life as in art…[T]hat was very 
characteristic of the period, which talked of nothing but purity in art and nothing 

else.237 

Modigliani’s quest for “purity in art” reached a turning point in 1908. At this time, he 

was introduced to the Romanian sculptor Constantin Brancusi, whose effort “to preserve the 

integrity of the original experience” resonated with Modigliani’s own growing fascination with 

elemental forms.238 Like many of his contemporaries, he was also captivated by the array of 

imported carvings, paintings, and masks that were available in Parisian museums, galleries, and 

even flea markets. With regards to these, Adolphe Basler observed that: 

…they captivated Modigliani; he could not see enough of them. Soon he could 

only think in terms of these forms and proportions. He was transfixed by the pure 

and simple architectonic forms of the Cameroonian and Congolese fetishes, of 

those attenuations found in the elegantly stylized figurines and masks along the 

Ivory Coast.239 

Paul Alexandre also noted that Modigliani admired in particular landscapes that, sold by Arabs 

in street stalls in Clichy, “always showed the same landscape: a small bridge between two 

mountains.”240 His fascination with these primary forms, drawn from an array of vastly different 

geographies and cultures, would play a defining role in his fully-developed style. Soon, his 

236 Ibid., 70. 

237 Ibid. 

238 Ibid., 118. 

239 Ibid., 127. 

240 Ibid. 
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studio (as Jacob Epstein described as a “miserable hole within a courtyard”) was filled with nine 

or ten stone heads, based upon a lexicon of cultural styles.241 The trans-cultural nature of these 

sculptures was augmented by the fact that Modigliani chiseled from stone, Italian-style—Epstein 

also observed that he worked with the intuitive sensitivity of the Italian-Renaissance Masters 

whose heritage he shared, and whose lucid contours he so admired.242 

Modigliani’s interest in this array of aesthetics was formal, but it was also symbolic. His 

desire to fuse different cultural types into a basic visual language reflects a diasporic mentality in 

terms of place. While the sculptures themselves represented an amalgamation of cultures—from 

Arabic street stalls to the Cyclades and the Ivory Coast—Modigliani fused this variety of 

features into a generalized terrain that resonated with those qualities found in the landscape, 

Small Tuscan Road. As Klein notes, “By examining identity against an array of cultural types, 

the artist contemplated the nature and ambiguity of identity—a meditation that addresses the 

dislocation within the diaspora.”243 That is, this series of sculptural busts, which resembles a 

pantheon of primeval deities, generated for the artist a rudimentary form drawn from a multi-

cultural and transnational vocabulary—thus becoming a portrait of cultural assimilation that can 

be traced to his formative years in Livorno. 

The busts’ singular features were also extricated, in part, from the female form through a 

series of caryatid drawings and sketches produced between the years 1911 – 1915. These 

241 Ibid. 

242 Klein, "Modigliani against the Grain," 9.; Secrest, Modigliani: A Life. 105, 130. 

243 Klein, "Modigliani against the Grain," 9. The shared mask-like qualities of these busts—as well as their partial 

derivation from Congolese fetishes—is evident in his ensuing work, and perhaps resonated with own self-masking 

in Paris—via his exaggerated role as the Artist-Bohemian. Secrest, Modigliani: A Life. 127 This masking also 

occurred in terms of his Jewish identity, according to Klein, who claimed that “Despite the invisibility of 
Modigliani’s Jewishness, he reclaimed it from beneath his Gentile mask.” Meisler, Shocking Paris; Soutine, 

Chagall, and the Outsiders of Montparnasse, 23. 
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simplified renditions of the female body (figure 17) draw into the cultural mix the self-enclosed 

column of the Greek temple and the sculptural heads of the Congolese Luba-Lembe.244 It is 

significant to note that, at this time, Modigliani’s contemporary in Paris, the Ukrainian-born 

Jewish sculptor Chana Orloff (1888 – 1968), also began experimenting in caryatid sculpture. 

Griselda Pollock notes of Orloff’s artistic relationship with Modigliani: 

Her serious engagement with Modigliani’s work writes his legacy into her 
sculpture, where his refinement of the body’s lines and the purification of its 

painterly volumes to produce a strictly formal grammar that is nonetheless human 

in its expressivity brings into view unexpected transactions among artists across 

gender divisions and cultural identifications. It is art historically and culturally 

significant that Modigliani’s most intelligent reader and consistent pupil was a 

fellow Jewish artist, and a woman 245 

Modigliani’s work, as Pollock observes, is essentially human, rather than gendered, in its 

expressivity. Viewed in this way, in comparison to Picasso’s shocking transformation of trans-

cultural aesthetics into the woman/whore, Modigliani’s caryatid sketches returned the exhausted 

Western nude to a pure form evacuated of class, moral narratives, and homogenous race. In this 

sense, his artistic idealism mirrored his social idealism that, germinated in Italian-Sephardic 

humanism, was exacerbated by his own experience of Jewish presence/difference in France—an 

experience that bonded him with other Jewish artists in a way that, similar to his burgeoning 

style, transcended gender and nationality.246 These sketches and sculptures would be the 

precursor to his final series of painted nudes. 

244 Pollock, "Modigliani and the Bodies of Art: Carnality, Attentiveness, and the Modernist Struggle," 70. 

245 Ibid., 72. 

246 Pollock further noted that Modigliani’s and Orloff’s kinship exemplified that first-generation of Jewish artists to 

participate fully—as Jews, not as Christians—in European modernist culture. While they arrived from a myriad of 

places (Vitebsk, Krakow, Minsk, and Livorno) all demonstrated a solidarity in their shared heritage., Ibid. 
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Bodies 

Modigliani’s final series of nudes (c. 1916 – 1919) constitute a major portion of his body 

of work. As they were painted late in his career (most during an intense campaign from 1916 – 

17), they combine the numerous influences—from Congolese masks to Renaissance Venuses and 

virgins—that he accumulated during his artistic career from Italy to Paris.247 Like his portraits 

and sculptures, his models—whether they were prostitutes posing au gratis for the penniless 

painter, or models supplied by the art collector Leonard Zborowska—present an assemblage of 

remarkably uniform, even generalized, figures.248 Their titles (i.e. Reclining Nude on a Red 

Couch, Reclining Nude with Loose Hair, etc.) are not much help in differentiating them. All are 

frontal and painted in the sienna tones of the Renaissance or Egyptian palette. There are a few 

variances which occur mostly in the eyes; some are closed, others cast sideways, while others 

gaze directly at the viewer. Most are completely naked; a few are adorned with a necklace, a 

cigarette, or draped with a bit of cloth. Yet they all are unmistakably Modigliani paintings. Their 

shared vacancy of narrative, so ubiquitous in his work, accentuates their erotic presence, thus 

presenting us with a repetition of quintessential, yet unclassifiable, Venuses. 

In the paradigmatic 1917 painting, Reclining Nude on a Red Couch (figure 18). The 

model’s sculptural face and eyes reiterate the streamlined aesthetics found in Modigliani’s 

portraiture and carvings. Her mask-like face seems to contradict her undulating body which, 

stretching languorously against a red blanket or couch, is that of the traditional Renaissance 

247 Modigliani’s nudes account for about ten percent of his work—there are about thirty. Most of them were painted 

in 1916-17. Pollock, "Modigliani and the Bodies of Art: Carnality, Attentiveness, and the Modernist Struggle," 58. 

248 Modigliani rarely painted his own lovers, contrary to popular perception. Meisler, Shocking Paris; Soutine, 

Chagall, and the Outsiders of Montparnasse, 30. 
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nude—reduced, like the caryatid sketches, to its essential contours. Her red bedding offers little 

more information than some faintly outlined arabesques, and recedes into the background. 

Unlike the standard Western nude, her sensuality is not couched in allegory or myth. It lacks the 

troubling slashes of line and color comprising Picasso’s Les Demoiselles D’Avignon (1908), and 

the conflated nature/woman trope found in Matisse’s Bonheur De Vivre (1905). Any possible 

narrative is subsumed into her body—nipples, hair, teeth—and only serves to heighten, rather 

than justify, her erotic presence.249 

One of the Modigliani’s earliest critics, Lombarto Vitali, (also Jewish) pointed out that 

his nudes reflected Jewish, rather than Christian cultural norms. Vitali described their frank 

eroticism as the “carnal weight of the flesh” being transfigured into chaste emotion. He linked 

their refined sensuality to Judaism, “that great, though weary race that had always worshipped 

women with the most ancient and beautiful of hymns.”250 Judaism, as historian David Biale 

pointed out, does not embrace celibacy as a spiritual virtue; in Catholic France, this culmination 

of eroticism and purity would have been jarring.251 

Not surprisingly, Modigliani’s first and only one-man exhibition in 1917 caused a public 

uproar. This exhibition, which featured these nudes, was situated immediately opposite a police 

station, exacerbating an already sensational reception. As an observer described it, 

The Modi nudes that Berthe Weill in 1917 hung in the window of her gallery for 

his only one-man show drew such crowds that the police commissioner across the 

street sent an officer to demand she remove them. She crossed the street to ask 

why. "These nudes," he sputtered, "they have h-h-hair!" Weill closed the show.252 

249 Klein, "Modigliani against the Grain," 21. 

250 Vitali is referring to the Song of Songs, a sacred text to both Judaism and Christianity. Emily Braun, "The Faces 

of Modigliani: Identity Politics under Fascism," ibid. (New York: The Jewish Museum), 30. 

251 Morris, "Eros Modigliani," 160. 

252 Ibid., 156. 
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Why the scandal? The outraged policeman pointed out their pubic and underarm hair. 

This carnal effect was intensified by their empty settings, which did nothing to corral their 

sensuousness within the conventional boundaries of sexuality; i.e. the brothel, the bedroom, or 

the harem. David Morris suggests that Modigliani’s naked women, painted against a vacuous 

background, could not be explained by the “implicit narratives of shame, degradation, or self-

display” that characterized Manet’s Olympia (1856) or its precursor, Titian’s Venus of Urbino 

(1534).253 Catholic France at the time, with its norms of Christian decency, associated nakedness 

with Eve and the loss of innocence. Yet Modigliani, who in moments of anti-Semitism would 

defiantly assert, “I am Modigliani, Jew!” was the same “Modi” who, at the heights of inebriation, 

stripped naked while reciting Dante. Like Modigliani, his nudes are both masked and revealed; in 

taunting the boundaries of Christian decency, they resist the categories of innocence and guilt.254 

As Morris notes, “The absence of narrative is as impudent as the presence of pubic hair. The 

detachment from narrative is mirrored in placelessness.”255 According to Morris, this deliberate 

lack of narrative is manifested here in the boundlessness of Eros. This effect echoes, however, 

the ubiquitous evacuation of boundaries—whether geographical, cultural, or racial—found in in 

his sculptures, portraits, and earliest landscape. 

Homelands 

It is striking that Modigliani’s culminating gesture in his visceral nudes, so filled with 

“authentic aliveness,” coincided with his own descent into debilitating illness and alcoholism.256 

253 Ibid., 157. 

254 Ibid. 

255 Ibid. 

256 Ibid., 160. 
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From Small Tuscan Road—a study in “placelessness”—to his dislocated nudes, his work is a 

series constituted by conflict that emulated his life. As his friend Jean Cocteau noted: “There was 

something of a curse on this very noble boy. He was beautiful; alcohol and misfortune took their 

toll on him.”257 In 1918, Modigliani left Paris for the South of France. This was in part to escape 

the use of heavy artillery during the war, as well as to convalesce from the sporadic illnesses that 

had plagued him from youth, and that would contribute to his death two years later at the age of 

thirty-five. Here, because of the lack of models, he painted a final series of landscapes at the 

request of a friend: Cypress Trees and Houses (figure 19); Landscape, Southern France; 

Landscape, and Tree and Houses. (figure 20) 

Although they are almost indistinguishable as “Modiglianis,” the landscapes’ titles and 

subject matter maintain the sense of repetition and nebulousness that marks his wider body of 

work. Their flattened planes mirror the distinct features of Southern France: lush greenery, 

Cypress trees, mountains and the sea. At the same time, they are rife with nostalgia for Tuscany 

with its brilliant light and Roman tiled homes. In Tree and Houses, again, place is dyadic to the 

point of ambiguity; the French Mediterranean’s dappled sunlight and harmonious blues 

simultaneously suggest a longing for (and could very well be mistaken for) the Italian coast. 

Here, again, as in Small Tuscan Road, a road extends into the viewer’s space and curves 

indefinitely into the horizon, this time giving way to an azure sea. The hurried, broad strokes 

betray Modigliani’s own restless knowledge of the intangibility of home. This awareness led him 

to explore the surfaces and essences of the human face and body as an elemental space of 

encounter, and to return to place itself as duplicitous, shifting, and ancillary, at best. 

Modigliani’s and Chagall’s preoccupation with place arose from their experiences of 

257 Secrest, Modigliani: A Life, 8. 
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diasporic life. On surface level, the artists’ depictions of home could not have been more 

different. Whereas Chagall’s shtetl allegorized his homeland as an enclosed haven of Jewish 

culture, Modigliani’s sense of place emerged in generalized and abstracted terrains. In this sense, 

the artists’ work reflected the paradoxical nature of diasporic life, in which the notion of home 

was always fraught between origin and exile, presence and absence, acquisition and loss. Their 

imagery reconfigured the centuries-long dilemma underlying the diaspora into new terms, this 

time under the auspices of modern art. 
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Chapter Three Illustrations 

Figure 13. Amedeo Modigliani, Small 

Tuscan Road, 1898, Oil on cardboard. 

Figure 14. Guglielmo Micheli, The Road 

Home, 1893, Oil on panel. 
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Figure 15. Amedeo Modigliani, The Cellist, 

1909, Oil on canvas. 

Figure 16. Amedeo Modigliani, Portrait of Joseph 

Levi, 1909, Oil on canvas. 
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Figure 17. Amedeo Modigliani, Red Caryatid, 1913, 

Oil, tempera, and crayon on board. 

Figure 18. Amedeo Modigliani, Reclining Nude on a 

Red Couch, 1917. Oil on canvas. 
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Figure 19. Amedeo Modigliani, Landscape, Southern 

France. 1919, Oil on canvas. 

Figure 20. Amedeo Modigliani, Tree and Houses, 1919, 

Oil on canvas. 
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Chapter Four 

Chagall’s Box: The Theater of Life 

These pages have the same meaning as a painted surface. If there were a hiding 

place in my pictures, I would slip them into it…Or perhaps they would cling to 

the back of one of my characters or maybe to the trousers of the “Musician” in my 
mural painting? Who can know what is written on his back? 

⸺Marc Chagall, Moscow, 1922258 

In this dissertation’s first three chapters, I discussed Chagall’s and Modigliani’s 

conflicting senses of place and identity in the diaspora. Modigliani died in 1920, yet in the 

reception of these artists’ work these conflicts continued to escalate well into the following 

decades. In 1914, Chagall returned from Paris to Russia in order to visit his family and his 

fiancé, Bella Rosenfeld. His intentions to return to Paris shortly after were cancelled by the 

outbreak of war; he was unable to leave Russia until 1922.259 During this time, following the 

1917 Jewish emancipation under Bolshevism, debates over the nature of Jewish identity and 

origin would reach a climax, particularly during the tumultuous years of Civil War and 

Revolution (1917 – 22), via the endeavors to create a unified Jewish culture complete with its 

own language, theater, and art. In this chapter, “Chagall’s Box: The Theater of Life,” I explore 

the explosive tensions underlying early-twentieth-century diasporic life as manifested in the 

Jewish cultural revolution that occurred in Russia during this time. This chapter explores 

Chagall’s role in this revolution via his 1920 – 21 stage designs for the internationally-acclaimed 

Moscow Yiddish State Theater, or GOSET (figure 21). These murals were presumed lost until 

258 Chagall, My Life, 173. 

259 Alexander, Marc Chagall: A Biography, 162. This chapter describes only one instance in Chagall’s return to 
Russia between the years 1914-1922. Along with designing the murals for GOSET, he was enlisted in the army, 

experienced a pogrom, was appointed Commissar of the Arts in Vitebsk, oversaw a 1918 festival celebrating the 

anniversary of the Revolution, and directed the People’s Art Academy of Vitebsk. In 1922 he left Russia 

permanently. Ibid. 
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1973, when they were found in the cellar of an inactive church where they had been hidden 

during the Stalinist purges. These decade-old designs, popularly dubbed “Chagall’s Box,” must 

be understood in their original onstage presence, where they presented a modern Jewish world 

attuned to an international audience of Jews and non-Jews alike. Their stunning effect was 

described by Max Osborn, a German theater critic, in 1923: 

The curtain goes up and you see a strange chaos of houses…. Meyerhold’s 

Constructivist stage is embodied here in original variants. The Cubist linear play 

of these forms is complemented and enriched by Cezanne’s colors. Your eye 
perceives a fantastic interpretation of a Jewish-Russian small town… High above 
the roof of one building appears the figure of a Jew with a red beard and a green 

greatcoat… Instinctively, I said aloud, “Chagall!” And suddenly everything 

became clear; this is the world of Chagall.260 

How did this painter of canvasses become a stage designer and, as Osborn’s description 

suggests, an influential one at that? Four years earlier in 1919, the art critic Abram Efros had 

encouraged Aleksey Granovsky, the director of GOSET, to invite “the most ‘Jewy,’ the most 

contemporary, the most unusual, the most difficult of all artists,” to design the set for an 

upcoming production of three skits, A Shalom Aleichem Evening. This artist was, of course, 

Chagall. Efros, who believed in the fusion of folk art and modernism as “two roots which 

nourish the whole of contemporary art,” had previously praised Chagall for blending “the 

phantasms of old Jewish life” and the modern world.261 Chagall eagerly accepted Granovsky’s 

invitation, as he described in his memoir My Life: 

I was delighted to receive an invitation from Granovsky and Efros. […] I had 

been asked to paint murals for the new Jewish theater. Ah! I thought, here is an 

opportunity to do away with the old Jewish theater, its psychological naturalism, 

its false beards. There on the walls I shall at least be able to do as I please and free 

260 Harshav, The Moscow Yiddish Theater: Art on Stage in the Time of Revolution, 29. 

261 This synthesis of futurism and folk had also been embraced earlier on by artists such as Kazimir Malevich, El 

Lissitsky, and Natalia Goncharova. 
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to show everything I consider indispensable to the rebirth of the national 

theater.262 

Upon his appointment, Chagall immediately set to work. He locked himself into the 

theater that, as he described it, was “a completely demolished apartment that had once belonged 

to bourgeois refugees.”263 It was, in fact, the confiscated home of a Jewish merchant who had 

fled during the Revolution.264 The living room on the second floor of the home had been 

renovated to house ninety seats. The conjoining remains of a kitchen served as a stage. Chagall 

allowed for no interruption except for Granovsky and Solomon Mikhoels, the theater’s leading 

actor.265 He was served food at fixed hours through a crack in the door. In forty days, he 

transformed the entire venue into his anti-naturalist and topsy-turvy world. When he had 

finished, he described it thus: 

I painted a mural for the main wall: Introduction to the New National Theater. 

The other interior walls, the ceiling and the friezes, displayed the forerunners of 

the contemporary actor-a popular musician, a wedding jester, a woman dancing, a 

copyist of the Torah, the first poet dreamer, and finally a modern couple twirling 

over the stage. Dishes and food, bagels and fruit scattered on tables set for a feast, 

decorated the friezes.266 

Included in Chagall’s design was an eight-meter long canvas (Introduction to Yiddish 

Theater) (figure 22) on the left wall, four tall images of the arts (Music, Dance, Drama and 

Literature) (figures 24 – 27), and a long frieze The Wedding Table that was positioned high on 

the ceiling. This frieze illustrated one of the three skits, Shalom Aleichem’s Mazl- Tov. Finally, 

262 Chagall, My Life, 162. 

263 Ibid., 163. 

264 Harshav, The Moscow Yiddish Theater: Art on Stage in the Time of Revolution, 10. 

265 Ibid. 

266 Chagall, My Life, 163. 
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facing the audience as they left the theater was a square painting, Love on the Stage. As Abram 

Efros described it, “The wholeness of the spectator’s impression was complete.”267 That is, 

combined with Granovsky’s meticulously staged productions, in which every aspect of the 

theatrical performance was privileged as part of a unifying whole, this encompassing design had 

a spectacular effect on the audience. As I will outline in the following sections, these stage 

designs were also inextricable from Jewish emancipation movements that were occurring in 

Russia following the 1917 Revolution. 

The Jewish Revolution 

The import of this theatrical enterprise cannot be understood without taking into account 

its tumultuous birth. Russia’s political clime in the aftermath of the February and October 

Revolutions and the first World War was highly-charged. The Revolution, which had eradicated 

the old imperial order and private property, also gave way to a catastrophic Civil War, marked by 

social upheaval, hunger, and violence in the streets. This situation was described by Solomon 

Mikhoels, a lead actor of GOSET, from the theater’s studio: 

Outside, the revolutionary wave raged. Human eyes and too- human thoughts, 

scared and scattered, were blinking in the chaos of destruction and the chaos of 

becoming… at a time when worlds sank, cracked, and changed into new worlds, a 
miracle occurred, perhaps still small, but very big and meaningful for us Jews – 
the Yiddish theater was born.268 

In the wake of the February Revolution, Jews had been granted equal rights as part of the 

new policy elevating those oppressed by the tsarist regime. The revolution created newfound 

civil liberties, dissolved the boundaries of the Pale of Settlement, and caused mass migrations of 

Russian Jews into the large cities where formerly only Jews who had the means to visas or 

267 Ibid., 38. 

268 Harshav, The Moscow Yiddish Theater: Art on Stage in the Time of Revolution, 15-16. 
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permits had been allowed to live. The situation also had repercussions within the Jewish 

community itself. Jewish emancipation under Bolshevism gave Russia’s Jews, who had been 

marginal, non-citizens in Russia for more than a century and nationless for two thousand years, 

the chance to create their own secular national and cultural life.269 In this respect, the February 

Revolution was a major milestone for Jewish nationalist endeavors. It also affected Jews outside 

of Russia’s boundaries. That is, it opened the doors for the creation of a unified, secular Jewish 

culture that had its own language, theater, literature, and arts. 

From the outset, these endeavors conflicted with one another. Despite their “dream of 

creating a single, unitary, shared but high national culture which would replace at one blow 

traditional religiosity [and] cultural assimilation,” there were many difficulties framing the 

Jewish nationalist endeavor.270 As Mikhoel’s account describes, the unstable political and 

economic situation of Russia, rocked by revolution and civil war, provided a precarious 

foundation for the formation of a new culture, although it was precisely these factors that had 

given way to Jewish emancipation in the first place. Further, the discrepancies among European 

Jews in terms of what Jewish nationalism even consisted of, given their diverse social and 

economic standing, made the idea of a homogeneous Jewish culture implausible. From the 

metropolis to the shtetl, Russia’s massive hybrid Jewish population held a broad range of values 

that were different from those held by the Jewish intelligentsia. In this respect, the attempts of 

the relatively small group of Jewish culturists to disseminate singular and exclusive ideals to this 

variegated and constantly changing population were at best wildly ambitious.271 In short, 

269 Ibid., 13. 

270 Ibid. 

271 Kenneth Moss, "Bringing Culture to the Nation: Hebraism, Yiddishism, and the Dilemmas of Jewish Cultural 

Formation in Russia and Ukraine, 1917-1919.," Jewish History (2008): 269-70. 
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centuries of diaspora left European Jews with a cultural core weakened by geographical 

disparities and cultural assimilation. As the Russian formalist and literary critic Victor 

Schklovsky noted, “The old closed world was shattered…In the new tight life there was no room 

to spin around.”272 That is, these recently-acquired civil liberties introduced the end of 

diaspora—and a new plethora of problems. How to create a cohesive cultural institution from the 

array of conflicting traditions and languages that were the consequence of diasporic life? Had 

Jewish identity and culture become inextricable from the exilic condition? These issues would be 

taken on by a variety of Jewish cultural projects, including the conflicting camps of Tarbut and 

Kulturlige.273 

Chagall, who returned to Russia in 1914 after four years in Paris, described Jewish 

emancipation in his memoir My Life: “The February Revolution breaks out. My first feeling is 

one of relief that I’ll never have to bother with the passport man again,” he wrote, referring to the 

arduous identification processes to which all Jews were subject if they traveled outside of the 

Pale of Settlement in Tsarist Russia.274 Despite his flippant description of such an important 

event, Chagall was invigorated by his people’s newfound freedom and deeply invested, in his 

own way, with the Jewish cultural projects. He further described himself as “living in an almost 

semi-conscious state at the time,” a reflection of the euphoric moment.275 Rather than 

approaching the issue analytically, he embraced the spirit of the shtetl; its mysticism, idioms, and 

272 Harshav, The Moscow Yiddish Theater: Art on Stage in the Time of Revolution, 123. 

273 Moss, "Bringing Culture to the Nation: Hebraism, Yiddishism, and the Dilemmas of Jewish Cultural Formation 

in Russia and Ukraine, 1917-1919.," 265. 

274 Chagall, My Life, 135. 

275 Ibid., 135. 
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traditions. He had also always been drawn to theater design, and he viewed the theater as a 

platform for his own vision of the new Jewish culture. 

Chagall’s approach to Jewish theater was strongly individualist.276 However, because of 

Chagall’s individualism, Efros’ admiration of Chagall was not shared by everyone in Bolshevik 

Russia. His designs for the 1918 Bolshevik Festival in Vitebsk had been met with contempt by 

Soviet officials, who eyed his floating, anthropomorphic animals incredulously. A newspaper 

account had even described his painted banners as “mystical and formalist bacchanal.”277 As 

Chagall described his designs: 

On October 25, throughout the town, my multicolored animals swung back and 

forth, swollen with revolution. 

The workers marched forward, singing the International. When I saw their smiles 

I was sure they understood me. 

Their Communist leaders appeared to be less satisfied. 

Why is the cow green and why is the horse flying through the sky? Why? 

What has that to do with Marx and Lenin ?278 

Although Chagall’s work did not adhere to the bureaucratic ideological machine or the 

collective agit-prop of the Russian Avant-Garde, his attitude towards Revolutionary art was 

idiosyncratic rather than ambivalent. In an article published in 1919 in response to his critics, he 

argued that revolutionary art was not simply an art that disseminated a proletarian consciousness 

or an art that was blatantly political. Rather, he held that it emerged from the proletarian 

consciousness.279 This was quite possibly a reference to his own experiences. Having been raised 

in a working-class family in the Pale of Settlement, Chagall exemplified the Eastern European 

276 Ibid., 162. 

277 Alexander, Marc Chagall: A Biography, 191. 

278 Chagall, My Life, 139. 

279 "The Revolution in Art (March-April 1919)," in Marc Chagall on Art and Culture (Stanford: Stanford University 

Press, 2003), 31-2. 
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Jew emerging from the poor, provincial shtetl-culture. In this respect, he was by no means 

divorced from the revolution itself, but found his Constructivist and Suprematist peers’ approach 

to art to be elitist and out of touch. His contentious relationship with the Russian avant-garde 

came to a head when, in 1919, he was deposed of his position as director of the People’s Art 

Academy in Vitebsk by Kazimir Malevich—on the grounds that his work was not sufficiently 

revolutionary.280 

Chagall and Granovsky 

Chagall’s individualism, which had already proved problematic in his dealings with 

Malevich and his Marxist colleagues, would prove even more detrimental to his relationship with 

Granovsky, the director of GOSET. German-raised and educated, silent and disciplined, 

Granovsky exemplified the complexities of secular Jewish identity at the turn of the century. He 

was a typical Yekke (the Eastern European nickname for a fully-assimilated German Jew), and 

also the son of one of the wealthiest Jews in Russia. His father, Moshe Azarkh, had been one of 

the few Jews given the privilege of residing in Moscow under the Tsar. 281 Granovsky’s family 

had moved from Moscow to Germany when he was a child, and like many Jewish intellectuals of 

the day, Granovsky’s Jewish heritage was overshadowed by his formation in European culture. 

As a result, he was disconnected from Jewish tradition, particularly from the masses inhabiting 

the shtetl. 

From their first meeting, the tensions between Chagall and Granovsky were evident. With 

a reputation as emotional, “crazy,” and “childish,” Chagall, the paradigm of the Eastern 

280 Alexander, Marc Chagall: A Biography, 193-99. A 2018 exhibition at the Jewish Museum in Manhattan, 

Chagall, Lissitsky, Malevich, The Russian Avant-Garde in Vitebsk (1918-1922), provided a compelling glimpse into 

this complex situation. 

281 Jeffrey Veidlinger, The Moscow State Yiddish Theater: Jewish Culture on the Soviet Stage (Bloomington Indian: 

Indiana University Press, 2000), 29. 
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European Jew awakening from shtetl culture, contrasted starkly with Granovsky’s cool 

rationality and “silent, precise discipline.”282 Whereas the Ashkenazim and the Sephardim 

represented two different poles of Jewish life, “German Jews” and the Jews of Eastern Europe 

were often cast as mirror opposites—and in the case of Chagall and Granovsky, these stereotypes 

proved to be true.283 Together, the artist and director represented contrasting notions of Jewish 

identity at the turn of the century, and in this respect their relationship exemplified the conflicts 

underlying the Jewish nationalist project. This situation was exacerbated by an “absolute polarity 

of artistic temperaments;”284 Efros even described them as “Chagall the ecstatic and Granovsky 

the intellectual.”285 

In addition to their temperamental differences, Chagall’s approach to Jewish theater 

sharply differed from Granovsky’s. Unlike Granovsky, Chagall rejected a flatly European or 

modernist approach to art. His unapologetic elegies of shtetl life were foreign to Granovsky who, 

as “an esthete of European culture and reactions,”286 viewed his theatrical enterprise in the most 

modern sense. Granovsky had, in fact, initially come to Petrograd to make theater productions in 

the modernist tradition of the German theater director Max Reinhardt. Reinhardt, who would 

become one of Weimar’s leading theater critics, embraced modernism’s radical innovations. This 

included the use of mass spectacles and fully integrated theatrical productions based on Richard 

Wagner’s Gesamtkunstwerk, or the total work of art. In this sense, Granovsky’s approach to 

282 Harshav, The Moscow Yiddish Theater: Art on Stage in the Time of Revolution, 20. 

283 Ibid. 

284 Ibid. 

285 Ibid. 

286 Ibid. 
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theater typified the modernist endeavor; he was “building on empty space, he was his own 

ancestor.”287 That is, in addition to the difficulties in ascertaining a cohesive Jewish theatrical 

tradition, Granovsky was abandoning theatrical conventions for innovative, modernist forms. 

In 1918, a year before Chagall joined GOSET, Granovsky had been invited by the Jewish 

Theater Society of Petrograd to open a Jewish propaganda theater.288 The Society, which had 

formed under the tsarist regime in 1916, was aligned with the larger nationalist project of Jewish 

culturists. This theater group, comprised of liberal Jewish intellectuals, philanthropists, and 

Yiddish theater enthusiasts, intended to construct a modern and secularized Jewish theater that 

was on par with the most progressive European theater of the day.289 The exciting novelty of the 

situation was also a source of conflict: it was generally understood that the theater was creating 

form out of void. Abram Efros went so far as to state that: “[The Yiddish Theater is] a theater 

that is its own grandfather, father, and son. A theater that has not yet any past, present, or future 

and that must create for itself a past, present, and future.”290 

In order to embed it in a Jewish past, the decision was made that the theater be entirely in 

Yiddish. Despite the fact that he spoke no Yiddish, and was thoroughly ungrounded in Yiddish 

culture, Granovsky accepted the mission the Jewish Theater Society entrusted to him. He 

understood the tremendous political implications of his propaganda theater, and also the 

uniqueness of the enterprise. Russia’s Yiddish-speaking masses, who had been a paradigm of 

tsarist oppression, were on the brink of developing a new national culture, complete with its own 

287 Harshav, The Moscow Yiddish Theater: Art on Stage in the Time of Revolution, 14. 

288 Ibid., 8. 

289 Veidlinger, The Moscow State Yiddish Theater: Jewish Culture on the Soviet Stage, 28. 

290 Ibid., 22. 
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theater and arts. However, other than the use of the Yiddish language, the construction of a 

secular Jewish theater seemed to have no grounding in Jewish tradition—along with being 

embedded in religious customs, Jewish culture lacked a unified theatrical institution. The choice 

of Granovsky himself as director exemplified the contentions underlying the nationalist project. 

One critic even asked incredulously, “This alien Goy would like to make a Jewish theater?”291 

The dilemma of how to create a Jewish theater out of “empty space” remained unresolved. 

In the early years of GOSET (1918 – 1920), in Petrograd (formerly known as St. 

Petersburg) prior to Chagall’s invitation, Granovsky, along with actor Solomon Mikhoels292 and 

stage designer Mstislav Dobuzhinsky, staged productions that, although they were spoken 

entirely in Yiddish, were based on modern German theater and Gesamtkunstwerk.293 These 

productions consisted of The Prologue, written by Mikhoels, Amnon and Tamar by Shalom 

Asch, and The Blind by Maeterlinck, the Yiddish symbolist playwright. However, these early 

productions had minimal impact.294 

In 1920, the Soviet capital moved from Petrograd to Moscow, and GOSET followed suit. 

The move clearly rejuvenated Granovsky, and archives from the theater reveal a handwritten 

document dating to 1920 – 21 in which the director formulated a plan for the theater.295 The first 

section reads: 

291 Harshav, The Moscow Yiddish Theater: Art on Stage in the Time of Revolution, 20. 

292 Mikhoels was born in Dvinsk to a conservative Jewish family. Unlike Granovsky, he was firmly anchored in 

Jewish culture. He had been raised in the Byelorussian tradition of Hasidism, ChaBad, that was characterized by 

warmth, joy, and emotionalism, as well as an admiration for learning. This, combined with his striking appearance-

large, protruding eyes and expressive hands-made him the ideal lead actor for a Yiddish theater. Mikhoels would 

become one of Russia’s most beloved actors, despite the fact that he was a lawyer, and at twenty-eight was relatively 

old to be embarking on an acting career. Ibid., 21. 

293 Ibid., 60. 

294 Ibid., 61. 
295 Ibid., 11. 
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1. GOSET is the first and only attempt to create a permanent performing arts 

theater for the Jewish nation.296 

2. Because of political conditions, it was hitherto impossible to build such a 

theater. 

3. Geographically, Moscow was selected as the cultural and artistic center of the 

life of the whole Republic. 

4. Unlike all other nationalities inhabiting Russia, the Jews are the only ones who 

have no territory of their own.297 

Despite Granovsky’s renewed attempts, even following the transition the fact remained 

that, other than the use of Yiddish, there was still nothing exceptional about his productions that 

elevated them to the status of a national Jewish theater. The stage designs by Dobuzhinsky, who 

was far past the peak of his career, relied heavily on symbolism and were old-fashioned and 

exhausted.298 Ironically, Granovsky’s avant-garde approach to theater, particularly his use of 

Gesamtkunstwerk, was common in Russian Futurist productions and throughout Europe at the 

time, and again made little impression. Similar to the competing Hebrew theater, HaBima, 

GOSET’s early performances were thinly-veiled European productions. They had yet to attain to 

the essence of Jewish life, or what the theater critic Abram Efros called “Jewyness” or 

Zhidovstvo.299 

It was at this point, in 1920, that Efros encouraged Granovsky to invite Chagall. Despite 

the intense dislike that the two men would inspire in each other, this would be a pivotal decision. 

Chagall offered his own resolution to the dilemma of “empty space” facing Granovsky and the 

296 The theater actually changed acronyms several times (GOSEKT, Yidisher, MIMT). For the sake of continuity 

and in order to not confuse the reader, I am using the acronym GOSET, the name by which it existed from 1924 

until 1949. Ibid., 10. 

297 Ibid., 11. 

298 Ibid., 61. 

299 In his 1928 essay, “The Artists of Granovsky’s Theater,” Efros used this Russian word Zhidovstvo to describe the 

essence of Jewish life. He admitted that there was no translation for it outside of the Russian language…Abram 

Efros, "The Artists of Granovsky's Theater," in The Moscow Yiddish Theater: Art on Stage in the Time of Revolution 

(New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2008), 64. 
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Jewish nationalist project at large, at the heart of which was the seeming incompatibility between 

modern Jewish identity and secularism. 

Chagall’s Box 

Because of their different understandings of what constituted Jewish theater, Granovsky 

and Chagall came to an agreement that Chagall would design the set for the opening night of An 

Evening with Shalom Aleichem, and Granovsky would do so for the second night. As was 

expected, Chagall utilized his own approach to stage design and broke away from the 

collaborative aesthetics that characterized the theatrical sets of Granovsky, Dobuzhinsky, and 

even the Russian avant-garde. Rather than positioning his murals within the theater setting 

through the painting of a backdrop, Chagall transformed the entire theater into a painting 

ensemble. A hybrid of folk-art, Cubism, orphism, and fauvism supplanted the outmoded 

aesthetics of Dobuzhinsky’s former sets. Fusing the vocabulary of Jewish folk culture with a 

kaleidoscope of avant-garde styles, Chagall articulated a rich history of Jewish culture that 

originated in shtetl folk life. He also addressed, in a visual form, many of the conflicts facing the 

Jewish cultural project. 

Chagall’s association of the rebirth of the Jewish nation with the shtetl, which was 

regarded by many Jewish intelligentsia as a backward-and-crude culture, had a shocking effect 

not only on Granovsky, but on the audience as well. The largest mural on the left side of the 

theater, Introduction to Yiddish Theater (figure 22), did nothing to lessen the effect. Introduction 

to Yiddish Theater was not only full of Yiddish idioms, but it also rejuvenated the vanished 

world of the shtetl into a compelling new culture. In this topsy-turvy world, the sacred and the 

profane merged with fantastic effect. Set against a background of Revolutionary Red, proletarian 

workers, Constructivist synagogues, the Ten Commandments, the Star of David, and Chagall’s 
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anthropomorphic cows and chickens floated in a groundless space. In the upper right hand corner 

of the work, two hands worshipped the sacred vagina as the origin of the world.300 This image 

was countered by a vulgar depiction in the lower left-hand corner of a Jewish boy urinating on a 

pig. While many of the Jews in the audience would have known to associate the pig itself with 

taboo and gentiles, the pig also symbolized anti-Semitism. This double-entendre also referred to 

a custom in the shtetl in which a Jewish boy would urinate a cross into the ground, while his 

friend cursed a Gentile (figure 23).301 The blatant anti-Christian/anti-Semitic sentiments depicted 

in this image would have served as a reminder, both to the Gentiles and the Jews in the audience, 

of the divided world that they had inhabited for centuries⸺and of its dissolution. 

Further, the mural, which could be read from left to right like Russian, or from right to 

left like Yiddish or Hebrew, upset one of the most salient issues facing Jewish nationalist 

endeavors.302 Of all of the conflicts facing the Jewish cultural project, the debate over what the 

national language would be was the most contested. The multilingualism of diasporic Jews 

constituted a problem in its own right. Although Jews throughout Europe spoke a variety of 

languages, only Hebrew and Yiddish could be classified as specifically Jewish. Yiddish was the 

most egalitarian, as it was associated both with common life in the Eastern European shtetl, and 

with the Jewish intelligentsia.303 In the mid-nineteenth century, through the writings of Shalom 

Aleichem and S.H. Abramovitch, it had been elevated to a literary language and an emblem of 

300 Mel Gordon, "Jewish Theater through the Eyes of Chagall," (San Francisco: Contemporary Jewish Museum, 

2009). These references are based on Mel Gordon’s 2009 presentation “Jewish Theater Through the Eyes of 
Chagall” given at the Contemporary Jewish Museum in San Francisco. Unfortunately, when I attempted to reach 
Gordon for some of his sources, I was notified that he had recently passed away. 

301 Ibid. 

302 Gordon, "Jewish Theater through the Eyes of Chagall." 

303 Harshav, The Moscow Yiddish Theater: Art on Stage in the Time of Revolution, 5. 
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Jewish culture. Hebrew, on the other hand, was considered to be the traditional language of the 

vernacular and the intellectual elite. It was associated with conservative Judaism and Zionism.304 

The conflict over these languages resulted in the formation of two opposing cultural movements 

in Russia: Tarbut and Kulturlige.305 Although these movements were divided into mutually 

exclusive and competing camps, both held that Jewish multilingualism—as an emblem of 

exile—constituted a cultural tragedy, and would be unacceptable for the new Jewish nation being 

formed.306 

However, the various slogans on Introduction to the Yiddish Theater fused traditional 

Hebrew “square” letters with Yiddish inscriptions and drawings. The name Granovsky, for 

example, is inscribed IKTIKTUNARG. When read from right to left like Yiddish, Granovsky’s 

name is distorted to “Granu” and gives way to a drawing of the director himself, dressed in 

European attire and doing a folk dance.307 One would read the rest of the phrase (ikt ikt) in the 

Russian direction, left to right. IKT were the initials for the Jewish Chamber Theater (Ievreysky 

Kamerny Teatr) that could be read in either Yiddish or Russian.308 Through this play between the 

Yiddish language, Russian direction, Hebrew vowels, and folk iconography, Introduction to the 

304 Hebraist activists founded Tarbut in Moscow in 1917, which promoted the use of the Hebrew language. Its goals 

were to “make the works of Hebrew culture the possession of the entire people.” In order to do this, it created an 

innovative system of publishing houses and educational programs as a means of disseminating Hebrew to Russian 

Jews. Moss, "Bringing Culture to the Nation: Hebraism, Yiddishism, and the Dilemmas of Jewish Cultural 

Formation in Russia and Ukraine, 1917-1919.," 265. 

305 Kulturlige, a group of social and cultural organizations founded in 1918, aspired to make Yiddish the national 

language of the new culture. The group pushing these ambitious endeavors were centered in Kiev, and aspired to 

transform both the “Jewish folk masses” and the “progressive intelligentsia:” to make our masses “intelligent” and 
our intelligentsia “Yiddish.” Ibid. 

306 Moss, "Bringing Culture to the Nation: Hebraism, Yiddishism, and the Dilemmas of Jewish Cultural Formation 

in Russia and Ukraine, 1917-1919.," 268. 

307 Harshav, The Moscow Yiddish Theater: Art on Stage in the Time of Revolution, 46. 

308 Ibid., 47. 
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Yiddish Theater transcended the parameters of language, and celebrated the variegations of 

Jewish life as a source of unification rather than conflict. 

In perhaps an even more startling image, the mural Theater traced the origin of Jewish 

theater to the Jewish wedding; specifically, through the figure of the Badhkn, the “wedding 

jester” (figure 21). Chagall’s revival of this figure, which had disappeared in the nineteenth 

century, also provided and unexpected resolution to another issue facing the Jewish cultural 

project—that is, the difficulty in ascertaining a paradigmatic Jewish theater. Theater itself was a 

multifaceted medium, ranging from cabaret and the operetta to tragedy and drama. It had been 

radically changing since the nineteenth century through figures such as the German composer 

and noted anti-Semite Richard Wagner, as well as the Russian theater directors Konstantin 

Stanislavsky (1863 – 1938) and Vsevolod Meyerhold (1874 – 1940).309 

The search for a specifically Jewish theater did little to narrow an already broad and 

shifting conception. With its diverse multilingual population scattered in the diaspora, the Jewish 

people had few territorial or linguistic limits.310 Since the Greco-Roman period in Palestine, 

Judaism banned theater because it was the epitome of heathen culture. There were a few 

exceptions, such as Hebrew dramas written and performed in post-Renaissance Italy and a 

tradition of Yiddish popular entertainment in Eastern Europe. Yet modern Jewish theater, as an 

institution, was almost non-existent until the nineteenth century.311 Even then, it was far from 

cohesive. It consisted of Hebrew dramas produced in European styles, or itinerant theater groups 

309 Juliet Koss provides an extensive analysis of Richard Wagner’s legacy and influence on modernism in her 2010 
book, Modernism After Wagner. Juliet Koss, Modernism after Wagner (Minneapolis: London: University of 

Minnesota Press, 2010). 

310 Jewish Theatre: A Global View, (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2009). 3. 

311 Harshav, The Moscow Yiddish Theater: Art on Stage in the Time of Revolution, 14. 
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who drifted across the Pale of Settlement, presenting makeshift performances in Yiddish. For 

example, in the 1910’s, the shtetl playwright Vilna Maeterlinckoid Perets Hirshbeyn puzzled 

bourgeois Jewish audiences with his naïve, symbolist performances. However, even these plays 

were “unwitting parodies of […] European modernism.”312 

The Badhkn, in contrast, was a thoroughly Jewish icon. This comedian was a staple at 

Jewish weddings, and was often a klezmer and an anti-rabbinical figure who would overturn all 

that was holy and sacred with his jokes. It was said that the goal of the Badhkn was to make the 

bride and groom cry at least once and to insult the most prestigious guests at the wedding.313 

Along with reproducing an unapologetically Jewish type, Chagall’s revival of this profane figure 

as the representation of Jewish theater was likely a direct affront to HaBima, the popular Hebrew 

theater that was contemporary to GOSET.314 Chagall was especially critical of HaBima, whose 

actors, he observed, “did not act, but prayed.”315 

HaBima had arrived in Moscow in 1918, and its rivalry with GOSET was a microcosm of 

the language wars between the Hebraists and the Yiddish-ists. It was patronized by the renowned 

director Stanislavsky, and it began a highly-publicized series of productions in Hebrew. 

Although it was remarkable in that it was one of the first attempts to speak biblical Hebrew on 

the secular stage, HaBima’s productions utilized European theater styles, aesthetics, and 

methods.316 Its lack of authenticity was particularly offensive to critics who sided with 

312 Ibid., 59. 

313 Gordon, "Jewish Theater through the Eyes of Chagall." 

314 HaBima comes from the Hebrew bima (stage) and ha (article). It was eventually relocated to Tel Aviv where is 

became the Israeli National Theater. Harshav, The Moscow Yiddish Theater: Art on Stage in the Time of Revolution. 

315 Chagall, My Life, 165. 

316 Harshav, The Moscow Yiddish Theater: Art on Stage in the Time of Revolution, 32. 

30-31 
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Kulturlige. Efros, a leading advocate of GOSET and the Yiddish-ists, wryly observed of HaBima 

that: 

All of the good fairies of aid and publicity surrounded it. It was supported by an 

amazing amalgam of Zionists, the Rabbinate, parts of the Communist Party, and 

those liberal anti-Semites who consider the language of the Bible the only thing 

bearable about the Jews…It was Stanislavsky’s bastard child by an accidental 

Jewish mother.317 

By this, Efros was stating the commonly-held Yiddish-ist view that HaBima was not 

authentically Jewish, but rather cloaked modernist stage devices and conventions under a 

modernized Hebrew language.318 Quite the opposite could be said about the Badhkn who, having 

disappeared at the end of the nineteenth century along with shtetl life, had been the informal 

source of Jewish comedy.319 Yet in Chagall’s mural, Theater, this “satirical, humorous, and often 

bawdy”320 icon of Eastern European Jewish culture was transfigured into the “forerunner of the 

contemporary actor.”321 

Benjamin Harshav observed that, whereas HaBima utilized the solemn language of 

Hebrew and an elevated, heroic style of high tragedy, “oriented toward a utopian dream,” 

Chagall’s Box “looked the tragic end of culture straight in the eye.”322 In so doing, it inverted the 

perceived misfortune of diasporic life, personified by the shtetl, into a celebration of both 

317 Ibid., 59. 

318 Ibid. 

319 Gordon, "Jewish Theater through the Eyes of Chagall." 

320 Harshav, The Moscow Yiddish Theater: Art on Stage in the Time of Revolution, 54. 

321 Chagall, My Life., 163. 

322 Ibid., 32. 
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impenitent Jewishness and heterogeneity.  In this respect, the actor Solomon Mikhoels provided 

a striking social analysis of the Yiddish theater: 

Looking for the means to reveal most sharply and conspicuously the tragic 

content of past Jewish life, which is condemned to disappear in our country, the 

theater showed a great diversity in evoking new stimuli for its development.  To 

hone the characters, to perfect the stage devices, to uncover new social kernels 

hidden in the atrocious, often-anecdotal classical figures—this was our continuing 

path. Isn’t tragicomedy one of the phenomena typical of our contemporary 
epoch?323 

Mikhoel’s description of “the tragic content of past Jewish life” as stimuli towards development 

was captured in Chagall’s mural, which did not attempt to obfuscate Jewish culture and history 

under the auspices of European aesthetics or symbolism. By painting familiar, representational 

motifs from Jewish folklore and tradition, Chagall seemed to offend the modernist sensibility 

that regarded these motifs as reactionary or counter-revolutionary: that is, as frozen symbols of a 

dead culture. However, by positioning them in a modern theater setting, these became 

rejuvenated. Repositioned in an array of avant-garde styles, including Cubism, fauvism, and even 

references to Suprematism, these “atrocious, often anecdotal classical figures,” as Mikhoels 

described them, shed their original meaning and unlocked multiple new significations. 

In the murals Music, Literature, and Dance, Chagall continued to revive shtetl folk 

idioms into surprising representatives of modern Jewish culture. As opposed to the Renaissance 

Italian Jewish musicians who many cosmopolitan Jews preferred to identify with, or to the 

baptized German composer Felix Mendelssohn, Chagall’s aligned Music (figure 24) with the 

klezmer or folk musician who, similar to the Badhkn, was regarded as a degenerate figure, and 

even described as a “drunkard.”324 Literature (figure 25) depicted the archetypal Torah scholar 

323 Ibid., 25. 

324 Gordon, "Jewish Theater through the Eyes of Chagall." 
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writing in a Jewish holy book. However, Chagall subverted the conventional configuration of 

Jewish literature with sacred Hebrew texts. The words being written by the scribe read, in 

Yiddish, the first words of every Jewish fairy tale, “amol-iz”—“this happened once, and only 

once.”325 Thus the origin of Jewish literature was drawn not only from the Torah and other 

religious books, but from Yiddish folk tales as well. Finally, the mural Dance (figure 26) 

depicted a dancing peasant at a traditional Jewish wedding, the klezmer music instruments at her 

feet. 

Allegory 

Chagall’s revival of these obsolete figures into a modern form points to their allegorical 

nature. In his seminal work, the Origin of German Tragic Drama (1925), Walter Benjamin 

explored the relationship between the symbol and allegory. Whereas a symbol is a material, and 

often universal object representing something abstract, “allegory” comes from the Greek 

allegoria, which literally means “a speaking about something else.”326 Chagall himself alluded to 

the allegorical nature of his figures when he said, 

These pages have the same meaning as a painted surface. If there were a hiding 

place in my pictures, I would slip them into it…Or perhaps they would cling to 

the back of one of my characters or maybe to the trousers of the “Musician” in my 
mural painting? 

Who can know what is written on his back?327 

325 Ibid. 

326 Etymologically, allegory comes from the Greek words allos (“another/different”) and agoreuein (“speak 
openly”). Douglas Harper, "Online Etymology Dictionary," https://www.etymonline.com/word/Allegory. 

327 Chagall, My Life, 173. 

https://www.etymonline.com/word/Allegory
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According to Benjamin, the relationship between symbol and allegory is respectively 

parallel to that between the Classical art form and Baroque, its decadent counterpart. Through the 

Classical symbol and the Baroque allegory, Benjamin argued, history is interpreted differently. 

Whereas in the symbol, destruction is idealized and the transfigured face of nature 

is fleetingly revealed in the light of redemption, in allegory the observer is faced 

with the facies hippocratica of history as a petrified, primordial landscape. 

Everything about history that has been untimely, sorrowful, unsuccessful, is 

expressed in a face-or rather in a death’s head… Allegories are, in the realm of 

thought, what ruins are in the realm of things.328 

According to Benjamin, the dissolution of the symbol into allegory occurs in Baroque drama 

(Trauerspiel) when fragments of a “decaying past” are placed in an unfamiliar context, thereby 

destabilizing their signification. As opposed to the Classical symbol, which is associated with 

heroism and dominant narratives, and has a fixed, ahistorical meaning, the allegory is elusive, 

“emphatically earth-bound, mundane and corporeal,” and embedded in history.329 Rather than the 

glorified history of the Classical, Benjamin describes the allegorical history as a “petrified, 

primordial landscape” that lacks any redemptive qualities.330 In this sense, through allegory, the 

frozen symbol is historicized. No longer fixed and transcendental, it takes on new and 

multifaceted meanings. 

Through his allegorical understanding of history, Chagall’s murals offered a Jewish 

Renaissance from a tragic past—the “death’s head” of the shtetl. For example, by removing the 

petrified symbol of the Bahdkn from its original context and placing it in a modern theater 

setting, its original meaning was destabilized. That is, the anti-rabbinical wedding jester, which 

328 Walter Benjamin, The Origin of German Tragic Drama, trans. John Osborne (London, New York: Verso, 1998), 

178. 

329 Ibid. 

330 Ibid., 16. 
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had above all signified shtetl life or a decaying past, was decontextualized. Through this de-

familiarization, it was transfigured into an allegory in which, Benjamin noted, “any person, any 

object, any relationship can mean anything else.”331 The Bahdkn, who had vanished along with 

an entire way of life, was bereft of its original meaning. At the same time, through Chagall’s 

rejuvenation of this hollow figure in a new context, it offered a deluge of possibilities and 

meanings for the rebirth of Jewish theater. 

Similarly, when removed from the shtetl and placed in a contemporary setting, the 

symbol of the klezmer engendered uncertainty in the audience. In this uncertainty, a new vision 

of Jewish music emerged, anchored in a lost world. Thus Chagall’s surprising alignment of these 

seemingly outmoded figures with the rebirth of Jewish culture provided a solution to 

Granovsky’s dilemma of working with empty space. As Mikhoel’s analysis of GOSET suggests, 

it was in “these atrocious, often- anecdotal classical figures” that “new social kernels,” or the 

possibilities of transformation, lay. 

Jewish Art 

It is necessary to not only look at these murals as representations of Jewish life, but also 

as offering a paradigm of Jewish art. The concept of a national Jewish art itself, in the Western 

institutional sense of the word, had only begun to exist in the nineteenth century.332 It had first 

been noted by the Russian art critic Vladmir Stassof, a proponent of realism, who encouraged the 

development of regional or national styles of art. Stassof’s aesthetic program, which held that 

realistic representation was “a condition of national authenticity,” influenced some of the first 

Jewish nationalist artists such as Mark Antokolski (1840 – 1902) and Ephraim Moshe Lilien 

331 Ibid., 175. 

332 Kampf, Chagall to Kitaj: Jewish Experience in 20th Century Art, 15. 
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(1874 – 1925).333 However, Stassof’s ideals of national art were simplistic in that they relied on 

obvious symbolism as a representation of culture. Further, similar to criticisms of Jewish 

theatrical enterprises such as HaBima, some Jewish nationalists criticized Antolkolski’s 

sculptures and Lilien’s prints for their naturalist, European styles.334 

Younger artists, such as Issachar Ryback (1897 – 1935) and El Lissitsky (1890 – 1941), 

came of age in the first couple of decades of the twentieth century, and found this realist 

approach outdated and ineffective. They approached the notion of Jewish art stylistically and 

turned to Eastern European folk art as sources for their work. They were influenced by the 

research of S. Ansky, who organized the first Jewish Ethnographic Exposition in 1912. The 

exposition collected around 700 objects for the Jewish Ethnographic Society. The collection 

included photographs, folk legends, songs, traditions, and games from Eastern European 

culture.335 Lissitsky and Ryback travelled throughout Eastern Europe, exploring images from the 

Jewish lubok (popular print), illuminated manuscripts, tombstone carvings, domestic religious 

objects, and the art and architecture of Eastern European synagogues.336 

Lissitsky, who was well-travelled and educated, visited the Mohilev synagogue in 

modern day Belarus during his travels throughout the Pale. His observations of the famous 

synagogue, which was covered in abstract and figurative designs, catalogued a striking example 

of the transformation of traditional Jewish mural painting into a nationalized style of art. 

It was quite a different feeling from the one I had when I first entered a Roman 

basilica, a Gothic Chapel, a Baroque mosque in Germany, France or Italy. I felt 

like a child enveloped by a screen, opening his eyes upon awakening and being 

333 Ibid., 16. 

334 Ibid. 

335 Ibid. 

336 Ibid. 
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startled by the sunflies and butterflies glittering in the rays of the sun. […] The 
whole structure organized by the painter is full of a few simple colors giving the 

impression of a world alive and blooming, filling the whole space.337 

Haim Segal, a distant relative of Chagall, had painted the synagogue’s colorful murals a century 

beforehand.338 Like the Mohilev synagogue, there was a psychological liveliness or theatricality 

to Chagall’s floating images and colors that gave “the impression of a world alive and blooming, 

filling the whole space.” Whereas Lissitsky’s and Ryback’s works were ethnographic studies of 

the shtetl’s folk art, Chagall’s work was rife with Yiddish idioms and fantastic imagery that 

seemed to exemplify its mystical spirit.339 

It is worth noting that, stretched out on the floor to paint the murals for the theater, 

Chagall remembered his ancestor painting the Mohilev synagogue in a quasi-mystical sense: 

I remember a distant ancestor of mine who did the paintings in the Mohileff 

synagogue. And I wept. Why did he not call me, a hundred years ago, to help 

him? At least now, may he pray before the high altar, may he protect me. Distill 

in me, my bearded grandfather, one or two drops of eternal truth.340 

Chagall’s identification with Haim Segal, the synagogue painter, was possibly evoked by the fact 

that, for the first time, he was not painting a canvas but designing an entire architectural space. 

His unusual insertion of traditional synagogue painting in the context of avant-garde theater 

should also be taken into account—this produced the effect that, instead of experiencing a 

painting (i.e. the standard backdrop), within a theater, the audience experienced theater within 

the four walls of a Chagall painting. He even painted the actors’ faces so that they were 

337 Kampf, Chagall to Kitaj: Jewish Experience in 20th Century Art, 18. 

338 Ibid. 

339 Similar to Lissitsky and Ryback, Chagall was critical of Stassof, and even mentioned him derisively in his 

memoir, “…Stassof […] dazzled, blinded by his national and ethnological prophecies then so much in vogue, led 
astray any number of contemporary artists.” Chagall, My Life, 89. 

340 Ibid., 159. 
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incorporated into the theater as artwork themselves. This encompassing experience was 

intensified by his removal of the curtain from the stage, thereby promoting a collective action 

between the performers and audience. 

The Theater of Life 

It is important to note that there were multiple other influences apart from synagogue 

painting that underscored Chagall’s theatrical innovations. Vsevolod Meyerhold had first staged 

a performance without a curtain in his production of Ibson’s Ghosts in 1906. This decision 

reflected his belief that the audience was an integral part of the theater experience, and his 

rejection of illusory realism.341 After Georg Fuchs, who wrote Die Revolution des Theatres in 

1906, Meyerhold held that: 

Since theater experience takes place in the mind of the spectator, the action is 

shifted as far forward as possible, and naturalism on stage is replaced by artistic 

suggestion aimed at the actual center of the theatrical event, the audience.342 

Meyerhold, along with Stanislavsky, was part of Russia’s extraordinary avant-garde 

theater scene that had emerged in the late nineteenth century. Its radically-experimental 

approaches to theater reflected the revolutionary fervor that, already in ferment at the turn of the 

century, would turn Russia on its head within a matter of decades. Stanislavsky, who founded the 

Moscow Art Theater in 1898, believed in naturalism and psychological realism in theater as 

opposed to the grandiose productions that typified nineteenth-century Russian theater. In 1906, 

Stanislavsky placed his theater workshop in the hands of Meyerhold under the dictum that 

341 The notion of the stage as a stage was a major breakthrough for anti-realist theatrical productions. It would play a 

significant role in the Chagall’s approach to theater design. Chagall adamantly held that Meyerhold’s anti-realism 

was “the mainstay of the theatrical revolution.” Chagall, My Life, 165. 

342 Ibid., 242. 
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“realism is outlived, it is time to stage the unreal.”343 Although this workshop ended with the 

First Russian Revolution that broke out months later, Meyerhold continued to push 

Stanislavsky’s innovative approach to theater in a new, anti-realist direction. As opposed to 

Stanislavsky’s naturalism, he promoted the “theatricality of theater,” or an emphasis on its 

illusory nature.344 

Whereas Granovsky was a follower of Stanislavsky, Chagall’s ardent devotion to 

Meyerhold’s anti-realism was revealed in many features of his stage design. His anti-naturalism 

went so far that the fact that there were seats for the spectators in the theater drove him to actual 

tears, and he exploded at one point at the sight of a “real dust cloth” hanging on the set.345 At one 

point, he grabbed the actor Mikhoels, saying, “If only I could cut out your eye and paint one 

in!”346 The anecdote was strikingly similar to one concerning Meyerhold’s playwright Anton 

Chekhov, who had been distressed to learn that dogs were to bark and frogs croak backstage. 

Chekhov protested, arguing thus: 

Kramskoy did a painting of a genre scene in which the faces are wonderfully 

depicted. What if you were to cut out the nose on one face and insert a live nose. 

The nose would be 'real,' but the painting would be spoiled ... The theater, as you 

know, is based on certain conditions of art [izz'estnaia uslovnost'] The fourth wall 

is omitted here. Besides, the theater is art. The theater reflects the quintessence of 

life.347 

343 Marjorie L. Hoover, "V. E. Meyerhold: A Russian Predecessor of Avant-Garde Theater," Comparative Literature 

17, no. 3 (1965): 239. 

344 Ibid. 

345 Ibid., 164. 

346 Ibid. 

347 Hoover, "V. E. Meyerhold: A Russian Predecessor of Avant-Garde Theater," 237. 
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While Chekhov’s anti-naturalist analogy of inserting a live nose into a painting was the 

flip side of Chagall’s desire to paint an eye onto a human face, both agreed that theater 

exemplified the close relationship between art and life. In Chagall’s case, his designs for GOSET 

were inextricable from Jewish life, and immersed the audience in a colorful-and-buoyant Jewish 

world. Granovsky’s emphasis on silent action, or “virtuoso treatment of the non-verbal aspects of 

the total work of art,” along with his meticulous attention to “every detail, movement and 

modulation of voice as part of an architectonic whole” enabled the plays to be understood to a 

largely non-Yiddish speaking audience.348 This fusion of Meyerhold’s staged anti-realism, 

Eastern European folk art, Gesamtkunstwerk, and the echoes of synagogue painting had a 

striking effect.”349 Granovsky’s polyphonic orchestrations combined with Chagall’s anti-realism 

finally attained to Zhidovstvo, the essence of Jewish life. As Efros described it: 

I am slightly afraid of the term I would use to characterize it, a term brown with 

the clotted mud of centuries, which you won’t find in any other language but 

Russian. I am prepared to explain: Is it a metaphor? Yes, and no… “Jewyness” 

[Zhidovstvo], which the anti-Semitism of the pogroms mocked and tormented, 

which the Russified Jewish intelligentsia hushed up in confusion, which the 

Europeanizing progressives of university chairs haughtily suggested eliminating, 

which offended the ear and stung the eye […] My term means that Granovsky’s 

theater […] reflected the appearance of the Jewish people on the stage of 

revolution. The upturned daily life of shtetls and cities, with all their people and 

smells, flooded the stage… The stone which the builders rejected has become the 
350corner stone. 

Chagall’s unapologetic celebration of shtetl folk life—or, as Efros described it, the stone which 

the builders rejected—transfigured onstage into contemporary theater captured not only the 

audience’s hearts and imaginations, but a quintessentially Jewish world. However, the frequent, 

348 Harshav, The Moscow Yiddish Theater: Art on Stage in the Time of Revolution, 20. 

349 Ibid. 

350 Ibid., 32. 
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often explosive confrontations between Chagall and Granovsky came to a head during the 

intermission of the second night, when Chagall secretly redesigned Granovsky’s set. He was 

dismissed immediately, and would never work for GOSET again.351 

Despite his abrupt departure, Chagall’s touch, combined with Granovsky’s meticulous 

direction, transformed GOSET. To Granovsky’s surprise, he discovered that audiences preferred 

Chagall’s exuberant designs to his naturalism, and the stage designers who replaced him 

followed in his footsteps.352 In 1927, the theater reached the height of its success, and would go 

on to become one of the most successful Jewish theaters in history. The same year, Granovsky 

and Mikhoels were awarded the title of People’s Artist of the USSR and GOSET travelled to 

Berlin, Vienna and Paris. During its international tour, it met with critical acclaim that surpassed 

any other Jewish or, for that matter, Russian theater.”353 In 1935 alone, over 800,000 people 

across Europe saw its productions of King Lear, despite the fact that 80-percent of the audience 

didn’t speak Yiddish.354 On a visit to Russia, the English theater critic Huntley Carter said, “The 

work of GOSET has no equal in Europe.”355 In 1925, Alfons Goldschmidt, a German-Jewish 

theater critic, described it as a “pantomime with movement into eternity.”356 

What was so captivating about GOSET under Granovsky’s and Chagall’s combined 

influence? Its popular appeal to both Jews and non-Jews alike reflected the growing intricacy of 

351 Gordon, "Jewish Theater through the Eyes of Chagall." 

352 Ibid. 

353 Ibid. 

354 Ibid. 

355 Harshav, The Moscow Yiddish Theater: Art on Stage in the Time of Revolution, 4. 

356 Ibid. 
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the relationship between early-twentieth-century Gentiles and Jews. While the compelling world 

that it offered fascinated audiences, the success of the theater transcended superficial appeal. 

That is, Chagall’s toppling Jewish world extended to the conflicted Jewish national project as a 

whole. At the heart of this project was the question of modern Jewish identity. Through allegory, 

Chagall’s Box depicted modern Jewish life as it was: shifting, variegated, historicized, and in a 

state of flux. His theater designs, anchored in the ruins of the shtetl, yet as “ephemeral, fugitive, 

and contingent” as modernity itself, immersed the audiences in the complexities of Jewish life at 

a moment of profound upheaval.357 Through the uncertainty engendered by these performances, 

Jewish identity was liberated from confining constructs. These constructs were not simply 

ideological, but would unfold with unprecedented violence as the century progressed. 

Chekov once wrote that “Theater is the quintessence of life.”358 Chagall’s Box was not 

confined to its four walls, but offered a vision of Jewish Renaissance that was bound up in 

Revolutions and culture wars. On this stage, Zhidovstvo, or Jewish life, was not simply a matter 

of art. A year later in 1922, the pogrom wave would rise again in Belarus and the Ukraine. Two 

decades after the opening of A Shalom Aleichem Evening in Moscow, and GOSET’s popular 

reception in Berlin, over six million Jews would die under the National Socialist genocide, along 

with other ethnicities and demographics construed as fixed–and therefore as destructible. 

Following this, a new wave of anti-Semitism was unleashed in post-war Soviet Union. This wave 

was based on Russian nationalism, Nazi propaganda, and conspiracies of Jewish treachery.359 In 

the 1930’s the Jewish culturist efforts gave way to a deadly opposition between nationalism and 

357 Charles Baudelaire, The Painter of Modern Life, (University at Pennsylvania, 1863), 

http://www.writing.upenn.edu/library/Baudelaire_Painter-of-Modern-Life_1863.pdf. 7. 

358 Hoover, "V. E. Meyerhold: A Russian Predecessor of Avant-Garde Theater," 237. 

359 Veidlinger, The Moscow State Yiddish Theater: Jewish Culture on the Soviet Stage, 252. 

http://www.writing.upenn.edu/library/Baudelaire_Painter-of-Modern-Life_1863.pdf
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the state. In 1948, Solomon Mikhoels, the lead actor of GOSET, was murdered for his 

affiliations with Zionism and the Anti-Fascist-Jewish-League. Many of its other remaining 

artists, writers, and actors disappeared or were killed in Stalin’s Final Purge. In a thinly veiled 

anti-Semitic reaction to Zionism, the Committee of Artistic Affairs officially liquidated the 

theater that same year. 360 

Chagall left Russia in 1922 and returned to Paris. He, along with Granovsky, was one of 

the few artists of GOSET to escape the Soviet Union. Neither name could safely be mentioned 

during the Soviet period.361 His stage designs, thought to be lost, emerged again in 1973; this 

time, after decades behind the Iron Curtain. Viewed again in the aftermath of the twentieth 

century, they were a reminder of the utopian moment preceding mass genocides and totalizing 

ideological regimes. Through its politics of allegory, Chagall’s Box offered a glimpse of 

liberated Jewish life, signaling another possible history and, perhaps, another utopian world 

different from that which would unfold. 

360 Ibid. 

361 Harshav, The Moscow Yiddish Theater: Art on Stage in the Time of Revolution, 35. 
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Chapter Four Illustrations 

Figure 21. Scene from Mozl Tov (One of Three Skits from 

"An Evening with Shalom Aleichem") Set designed by Marc 

Chagall, January 1, 1921. 

Figure 22. Marc Chagall, Introduction to the Jewish Theater, 

1920, Tempera, gouache and kaolin on canvas. 
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Figure 23. Marc Chagall, Introduction to the Jewish Theater, 

Detail (lower left), 1920, Tempera, gouache and kaolin on 

canvas. 

Figure 24. Marc Chagall, Theater (Jewish Theater), 

1920, Tempera, gouache and kaolin on canvas. 
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Figure 25. Marc Chagall, Music (Jewish Theater), 

1920, Tempera, gouache and kaolin on canvas. 

Figure 26. Marc Chagall, Literature (Jewish Theater), 

1920, Tempera, gouache and kaolin on canvas. 
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Figure 27. Marc Chagall, Dance (Jewish Theater), 

1920, Tempera, gouache and kaolin on canvas. 
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Conclusion 

History is the illuminated path into the world, through the world, out of the world. 

⸺Jacob Taubes362 

This visual historiography of diasporic life spans early-twentieth-century Paris to 

Modigliani’s death in 1920. It concludes with Chagall’s involvement in the Moscow Yiddish 

Theater that, formed in Post-Revolutionary Russia, travelled the world to international acclaim. 

nThe ramifications of the history laid out in this dissertation, however, are not confined to this 

timeline. Like Chagall’s Box, which was described at the time by Alfons Goldschmidt as a 

“pantomime with movement into eternity,” the narrative delineated here was formed by the past, 

but ultimately speaks to the future.363 When viewed in this way as a journey through time, 

diasporic life, with its fluctuating landscapes and metamorphic identities, underscores the affinity 

between the transient and the make-believe.364 It is, as Sidra Izrahi describes it, “a traveling 

theater, embodying the ‘mystery of dispersion,’ the ‘illusion of truth,’ and the ‘destabilization of 

meaning.’”365 

This theater is, of course, the theater of life. That is, the temptation to reduce diaspora to 

a metaphor is problematized by the crucible of exile and anti-Semitism in which these artists and 

their work were shaped. It is thus critical that, while their imagery operates in the realm of 

symbolism and allegory, its political nature, or embeddedness in social-history, be recognized. In 

the decades following, their imagery was targeted by anti-Semitic campaigns in Germany. In 

362 From Jacob Taubes Abendländische Eschatologie, (Munich, 1992) Biemann, "Imagining a Homeland: The 

Election of Place and Time," 114. 

363 Harshav, The Moscow Yiddish Theater: Art on Stage in the Time of Revolution, 4. 

364 Ezrahi, Booking Passage: Exile and Homecoming in the Modern Jewish Imagination. Contraversions., 232. 

365 Ibid. 
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1937, Chagall’s painting The Pinch of Snuff/ Rabbi (1923 – 26) was paraded through the streets 

of Mannheim, Germany in an anti-Semitic demonstration. This protest was based on a 

conspiracy that tax funds were being misappropriated towards an inflated art market run by Jews. 

The painting was then displayed in a window with a note that explained that this was how tax 

money was being spent. His work, along with Modigliani’s, was also featured in the 1937 

Degenerate Art Exhibition held in Munich; Modigliani’s Portrait of a Young Woman had already 

been featured in Paul Schultze-Naumberg’s 1928 book Kunst und Rasse as an example of the 

link between biological degeneracy and modern art. 366 This anti-Semitic campaign against 

Degenerate Art was not simply a matter of aesthetics—it coincided with the genocide of six 

million European Jews. 

The attempted obliteration of Jews from the face of Europe in the 1930s and 40s was 

countered by the acquisition of Israel in 1948. The contradictions that framed European Jewish 

life throughout centuries of exile seemed to come to a head in the twentieth century with mass 

genocide and the creation of a Jewish state. Despite this evidently conclusive finale, 

contemporary Jewish life is still defined by a striking lack of resolution. Together, Chagall’s and 

Modigliani’s work exhibited these contradictions and provide a valuable glimpse into the 

complex historical transformation of a deeply-rooted religious, ethnic, and cultural tradition into 

the secular, modern age. The artists repeatedly addressed identity and homeland, the two 

intertwining facets that unified Jewish diasporic life. Their renditions of these two notions 

underscored the unique nature of Jewish identity, which is, in fact, founded on a paradox. That 

366 Olaf Peters, Degenerate Art: The Attack on Modern Art in Nazi Germany (New York: Prestel, 2014), 29.; Braun, 

"The Faces of Modigliani: Identity Politics under Fascism," 36. 
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is, Jewish identity is linked to an ahistorical, mystical origin, specifically, Zion, yet it was 

historically formed by centuries of exile, or lack of any singular, material homeland. 

This paradox took on new dimensions with the 1948 acquisition of Eretz-Israel.367 To 

some, the notion of Jewish identity had over time become inseparable from the timeless symbol 

of Zion, or perpetually-deferred homecoming. This seemed incompatible with the creation of the 

Israeli state, since the latter was a material phenomenon embedded in real history. Again, the 

dilemma facing the Jewish Cultural Project in Bolshevik Russia reemerged, this time in new and 

equally-fraught dimensions. Did the acquisition of a Jewish national identity, defined by 

territorial boundaries, constitute an end to diasporic life with which the Jewish past was so 

entwined? Had Jewish identity become inextricable from displacement or exilic life? Finally, did 

the end of Jewish exile necessarily entail yet another mass dispersion—that of the Arabs who 

inhabited Palestine? 

This contentious topic lead to a rift between Zionists (that is, Jewish nationalists) and 

diasporists (that is, those who rejected a territorial homeland). Franz Rosenzweig, of the latter 

camp, exemplified the view that the very essence of Jewish culture and identity was bound up in 

the past. Rosenzweig held that the Jews “do not dwell in a Jewish homeland.”368 Rather, they 

were a people defined by exile. A Jew was faithful to “his people only when he dwells in foreign 

lands and longs for the home he has left behind.”369 Rosenzweig’s positive approach to Jewish 

exile was conceived as an alternative to territorial nationalism that was linked to modern forms 

367 I use this term after Benjamin Harshav, who described it thus: “Eretz-Israel” (“The Land of Israel”) is the 

traditional Jewish name for Palestine; I often resort to the Hebrew term when referring to the land before the 

creation of the State of Israel in 1948. Harshav, Marc Chagall on Art and Culture, x. 

368 Vivian Liska, "Jewish Displacement as Experience and Metaphor in 20th-Century European Thought," in Place 

in Modern Jewish Culture and Society (New York: Oxford University Press Online, 2018), 102. 

369 Ibid. 
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of European imperialism, particularly National Socialism’s “blood and soil” rhetoric. It was held 

up by many other leading intellectuals such as Hannah Arendt and Siegfried Kracauer.370 

However, as Vivian Liska notes, the diasporic position held by Rosenzweig and others 

was implausible because of the oppressive and bloody history that plagued the Jews as a 

consequence of displacement.371 It reduced the miserable history of exilic life to an ahistorical 

metaphor for an essentialist Jewishness. Moshe Idel also refuted the diasporic mentality by 

stating that, 

Few Jews ever imagined peregrination as more than a simple curse, reminiscent 

of the wandering Cain. To say otherwise is, from a historical point of view, sheer 

distortion or anachronism. Jews were no more enamored of the concept of the 

homo viator than were medieval Christians or Muslims.372 

Edward Said echoed this sentiment when he wrote that “exile is strangely compelling to think 

about but terrible to experience.”373 Said was, of course, speaking of the post-Israel Palestinian 

diaspora. Yet his observations show that Jewish and Palestinian discourses on exile, while 

constituting a fundamental source of global conflict, also share a common domain. 

Whereas diasporism was rooted in the past, Zionism was linked to the future as a 

response to a history of displacement. Its utopian possibilities appealed in particular to the youth 

and was viewed as a haven for those who, in the aftermath of the Holocaust, suffered 

unspeakable loss. Eretz-Israel provided a communal structure with which to embrace a new 

national identity. Its Jewish inhabitants focused on a future that constituted a radical break from 

370 Ibid. 

371 Ibid. 

372 Ibid., 103. 

373 W E. Said, Reflections on Exile and Other Essays (Cambridge Harvard University Press, 2001), 137. 
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the cyclical history of wandering and exile that characterized Jewish life in the diaspora.374 Yet 

the question remained. How could the Jewish past figure into this future without both of these 

entities being eradicated or rendered meaningless? 

In the age following the Holocaust and the creation of the Israeli state, Jewish life 

continues to be a Janus Head caught in a tension between two clusters of ideas: past and future, 

Zion and Israel, exile and return. Although Chagall’s and Modigliani’s works described in this 

study prefigured this dilemma, their imagery addressed this age-old conflict, and perhaps they 

provide a resolution to these terms. Through the use of symbol and allegory, they manifested 

multifarious identities that are invested in the future, while recognizing a complex and often 

depressingly violent past; or, as Benjamin described it, the “death’s head” of history.375 

Chagall, his attention focused on the past, produced an allegory of Jewish life. Through 

the transfiguration of Yiddish idioms and Jewish caricatures into a modern new form, his 

obsessively-rendered shtetls and Jews revealed the slippages underlying static understandings of 

identity and origin, and the metamorphosis of these two notions throughout the passage of time. 

Whereas in Modigliani’s generalized portraits and nudes we see a cohesiveness that speaks to a 

radical universalism, Chagall’s paintings produced a fluid, and specific, vision of history that 

coincided with a people formed by the geographical and cultural variegations of diasporic life, 

and anchored in a lost homeland. “Every imagined people, as it imagines itself into reality,” says 

Vivian Liska, “Remembers that ‘you were strangers in the land.’”376 Thus Jewish identity is 

constructed by him out of loss and memory, a phantasmagoria whose “relationship to its 

374 L. Rapaport, "Finding Home and Homeland: Jewish Youth and Zionism in the Aftermath of the Holocaust," 

Holocaust and Genocide Studies 24 (2010): 136. 

375 Benjamin, The Origin of German Tragic Drama. 

376 Liska, "Jewish Displacement as Experience and Metaphor in 20th-Century European Thought," 124. 
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origin…is especially difficult to explain.”377 In this respect, Chagall’s renditions of Jewish 

identity—from Jew in Green and I and the Village to his theatrical designs—mirror modern 

Jewish life, which continuously navigates the boundaries between myth and reality, quintessence 

and metamorphosis. 

Modigliani’s sense of his Jewish heritage, formed by Italian-Sephardic humanism, 

culminated in a more universalized terrain. The tension between the generalized forms and 

profoundly personal interplay evoked by his portraits and nudes emerged from his own 

conflicted identity, but they also suggest the possibility of a radical utopia. In her exegesis on 

homecoming and exile in Jewish imagination, Asher Biemann discusses how love and desire 

create utopian spaces. 

Julia Kristeva writes that all love and desire indissolubly links “the symbolic, the 

real, and the imaginary, that which “a ‘Self’ imagines in order to sustain and 

expand itself.” Hannah Arendt spoke of love as transcending the world, yet at the 

same time “world-creating.” Lovers, as Simmel wrote, live “beyond rootedness,” 

reconstituting each other as the mirror image constitutes, from afar, from the 

virtual yonder, the image of being-there. Love, like imagination, and as 

imagination, seeks to “become another,” a self-othering that, as in Hegel, longs 

for self-constitution. This longing, then, is no disengaged fantasy, not confined to 

the subject’s self, but to what Martin Buber called Realphantasie, or “genuine 

imagination,” the “demanding resonance with the other.” Thus we can imagine 

other spaces, as Cassirer wrote, as a “thou” binding “I” and “the world” while also 

maintaining their irreducible difference, an equilibrium of “absolute discreteness” 

and “absolute combination” that is achieved through the recognition and making-

present of other spaces.378 

The elemental human encounter as a means of world-creating described in this quote is evident 

in Modigliani’s imagery. Whereas his portraiture merged a hybrid of geographies and cultures 

into a mutual face, his erotic nudes produced a symbolic space infused with desire. Yet both 

377 Agamben, Stanzas: Word and Phantasm in Western Culture, 20. 

378 Biemann, "Imagining a Homeland: The Election of Place and Time," 123. 
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figures, whether through a captivating gaze or a sensual innocence, suggest an equilibrium 

between absolute discreteness and absolute combination. This utopian gesture reflected the telos 

of Italian-Sephardic ideals stripped of dogmatism, territorial nationalism, and racial divide. In 

this respect, these paradigmatic lovers, as Simmels describes, exist beyond rootedness and 

transcend the conflict between exile and return. 

Both artists’ work imagined spaces outside of the confines of political, territorial, and 

ideological categories, all of which constitute the heart of Jewish conflict. Yet this did not result 

in disengaged fantasies. In her discussion of art and trauma, Kristina Stiles describes a dissensual 

space of resistance to dominant narratives of destruction and genocide that constructed twentieth-

century-life, of which the Jews have become the tragic paradigm.379 This space evokes “an 

altered sense of self, that embraces our reality as members of a single species and thereby opens 

up new psychological, ethical and political terrain.”380 The two artists’ political poetry was 

inextricable from the experiences of exile and devastation that characterized Jewish life in the d 

diaspora. At the same time, through dissensus, it imagined new terrains in which this life could 

possibly unfold in the modern age. 

In this way, while Chagall’s and Modigliani’s imagery is historically specific, its vision 

also transcended its moment. Oscillating between imaginary and material realms, and between 

art and the social sphere, their imagery was both utopian and grounded in a violent history. It 

was political not only in its disruption of the early-twentieth-century status quo, but also in its 

evocation of dissensus, or the experience of another possible world. Both artists produced 

379 Kristene Stiles, Concerning Consequences : Studies in Art, Destruction, and Trauma, vol. 14 (Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 2016), 29. 

380 Stiles is quoting Robert Jay Lifton and Eric Markusen’s book The Genocidal Mentality: Nazi Holocauat and 

Nuclear Threat Robert J Lifton and Eric Markusen, The Genocidal Mentality: Nazi Holocaust and Nuclear Threat 

(New York: Basic Books, 1990), 253. 
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landscapes in flux, geographies with no boundaries, and metamorphic subjects that were rooted 

in diasporic life. In this fluctuating terrain, identity is a matter of both history and imagination, 

the past infuses the present, and the future, a space of Deeds and Dreams, lies in how these are 

interpreted. 
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